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Abstract  

 
Mathematical methods for operations planning to overcome supply chain instabilities have been 
extensively studied, yet very few studies have addressed the contributions of behavioral aspects to 
instability. In this thesis we address this gap by presenting a behavioral model for rationing which 
was developed for a case study at Hilti. This company is engaged in a major transformation of its 
operational and tactical planning processes to establish the Hilti Integrated Planning environment.  
  
As part of this project, we designed an allocation planning process that rations available supply 
among several stock-points in a divergent distribution network based on their net requirements. 
The objective of the design was to achieve higher customer service levels at lower cost. The 
approach was to target variance in internal processes induced by adverse behavior of planners.  
 
The fact that Hilti has full control over its internal end-to-end supply chain made this an interesting 
setting for our case study. Forecasting activities are decentralized and are used as inputs to plan 
central production. However, despite forecasting and ordering being a responsibility of the same 
actor, there was no commitment or link between the two, allowing for variance inducing behavior.  
 
We know that unbiased forecasts are pivotal to balancing supply and demand, and that forecast 
accuracy enables inventory reductions. As Hilti had a clear need to improve forecasting quality, we 
developed an extension for the well-known consistent appropriate share allocation rule to explicitly 
incentives good forecasting performance. We dub this addition the situational bounds extension.  
 
The objective of this extension is to reduce imbalances between supply and demand which are 
induced by human behavior. The idea is simple: in a shortage situation we apply upper-bounds, or 
‘caps’, on allocation quantities for under-forecasting stock-points. Likewise, in an excess situation 
we apply lower-bounds, or ‘floors’, to push excess supply towards over-forecasting stock-points.    
 
We contribute a conceptual model and process design, as well as a formal model integrated into 
an algorithm. This is implemented in a programming environment to provide a proof of concept by 
means of simulation. The design leads to valuable insights on how behavioral aspects may be taken 
into account in rationing. Finally, we argue that further empirical evidence is needed on this topic. 
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Management Summary  

The thesis project is a case study at Hilti to design an allocation planning process 
Hilti is engaged in a major transformational project to establish the Hilti Integrated Planning (HIP) 
environment toward integrating its internal end-to-end supply chain. This thesis presents a case 
study on designing the HIP allocation planning (AP) process (weekly SCOP planning level) with the 
objective to achieve higher customer service levels at lower cost. The process concerns rationing 
weekly planned supply from the MPS among stock-points in a divergent distribution network based 
on their net requirements. The allocation problem at plants is representative for L1-L3 (Figure 0.1). 
  

 
Figure 0.1.: Hilti’s divergent end-to-end distribution network with allocation levels (illustrative)  

We address the gaps in SCM literature on behavioral aspects and workflow design 
Unbiased forecasts are pivotal to balancing supply and demand, and forecast accuracy enables 
inventory reduction. As Hilti has a need to improve forecasting quality, we developed a behavioral 
model for rationing by extending the well-known Consistent Appropriate Share (CAS) rule with 
situational bounds to incentivize good forecasting. Hereby we address the gap in the literature on 
behavioral aspects in reducing bullwhip and in supply chain planning in general. We contribute a 
formal model integrated into a robust solution procedure and provide a proof of concept by means 
of simulation. In addition, we contribute to the gap on workflow design for SCM business processes.    

The HIP workflow is refined based on integration and analysis of its To-Be designs  
In preparation for the allocation planning design, we defined the HIP environment by integrating the 
To-Be process designs in a workflow to show hierarchy and time (Figure 0.2). Through this process 
several inconsistencies were identified. Based on this we made a design iteration comprising three 
changes to ensure proper hierarchical and integral planning. In the thesis we assume these changes: 

1) explicit or implicit agreement on consensus forecast in weekly instead of monthly buckets;  
2) discard allocation budget and consumption logic and decide weekly on allocations;  
3) perform factory scheduling (production unit control) after allocation (SCOP), not vice versa. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 0.2.: To-Be HIP workflow (includes thesis design iteration with 3 proposed changes) 
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The allocation planning conceptual design consists of 3 complementary elements 
The developed workflow shows that the allocation planning process couples the weekly MPS to the 
net requirement of various stock-points. We started the design of an AP decision support tool by 
defining its short- and long-term objectives as: to equitably balance differentiated service levels in a 
supply and demand imbalance and to, respectively, continuously reduce such imbalances. To 
enact the latter we incentive good forecasting (behavior); Figure 0.3 shows the designed concept. 
 

 
Figure 0.3.: Allocation planning concept with situational bounds 

CAS allocations are situationally bounded to incentivize forecasting performance 
Incentivizing good forecasting has shown effective in practice; McKinsey & Company (2011) 
advocates that “forecast-accuracy measurements must be tied to critical operations decisions”. 
We first determine supply chain mode: shortage (total net requirements exceed supply), excess 
(vice versa), or match. In case of a shortage, all stock-points with negative forecast errors – i.e. 
those who contributed to the occurrence of the shortage – are ‘capped’. A cap is an upper-bound 
on the allocation which the stock-point may receive through CAS rationing. Likewise, over-
forecasting stock-points are ‘floored’ in an excess situation. A floor provides a minimum quantity 
which is ‘pushed’ to the concerning stock-point. Biases are accounted for similarly (Figure 0.4). 
Besides error and bias, situational bounds are tolerant towards ‘forecastability’ by factoring in 
lead-time and demand variability. Finally, the bounds are calculated based on the mentioned 
factors and the net requirements ‘snapshot’: the projected net requirements for the concerning 
period saved directly after the SFI meeting. This is the ultimate referee for allocation conflicts. 
 

 

Figure 0.4.: Selection mechanism for situational bounds extension 

The allocation planning process flow shows the activities of the planner and system   
The designed allocation planning process (Figure 0.5) starts with an initialization step to provide 
the initial system solution. This is reviewed and any identified exceptions are handled manually. 
Then, the AP calculation is run again (respecting the manual interventions) and the resulting new 
solution is reviewed. The impact of manual interventions is made transparent to the central 
planner, who is ultimately responsible for releasing the allocation decision as weekly work orders.  
 

Figure 0.5.: Allocation planning process flow 
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The decision support tool for the central planner proposes allocation quantities  
The allocation planning process and concept are further modeled and mathematically formalized 
in a detailed design. Next, the “(APS) Plan allocations” box of Figure 0.5 is modeled by a decision 
function in which the detailed design is integrated to provide a solution procedure. This algorithm is 
implemented in a programming environment to provide a proof of concept by a combination of 
static and dynamic verification and validation. The design for the case study is generally applicable 
to allocation problems. Moreover, the algorithm only uses information which is readily in Hilti and is 
therefore, in principle, possible to implement its current SAP APO system by means of a 
customized allocation rule. For training and presentation purposes we provide an allocation 
planning cock-pit. This interface supports a central planner in reviewing, changing and 
communicating allocation quantity proposals (Figure 0.6; Excel mock-up, code runs in MATLAB).   
 

 
Figure 0.6.: Design for the Central Planner interface (larger image with explanation in Appendix D) 

An actionable implementation roadmap is provided to realize the To-Be AP design 
Upon completion of a HIP design phase, focus is applied to stakeholder engagement. Thereafter, 
we recommend executing the implementation roll-out based on the regulative cycle, starting with a 
small scale live pilot using an off-line prototype decision tool for the ultimate validation of the 
design. For the initial pilot with P6D we recommend three steps: 1) establishing the period SCOP 
processes; 2) building commitment to the forecast; and 3) installing the CAS, first without and later 
with situational bounds, whilst training all stakeholders. After implementation we emphasize that 
allocations are mere calculations and that continuous improvements enacts real optimization. 
Initially we see three key enablers toward improving overall supply chain performance: 1) closely 
monitoring performance of the allocation planning process and providing feedback to relevant 
stakeholders; 2) changing mindsets from ‘firefighting’ to optimization of planning parameters; and 
3) improving forecasting performance, especially concerning the value-add of forecast updates.   

We suggest further research on workflow design and behavior incentives in APS  
We suggest that further efforts in the research field are directed toward developing knowledge of 
behavioral aspects in mitigating the bullwhip effect and in SCM in general. It is important to collect 
empirical evidence on the impact of incentivizing good forecasting on actual forecast performance 
and variance in an integrated planning context. This includes analyzing sensitivities to control 
parameters and perhaps experimenting with different rewards (e.g. monetary vs. recognition). 
Secondly, we suggest further research on the topic of designing workflows and business 
processes for the successful implementation of APS. In particular, clear guidelines and general 
examples on how to correctly apply the concept of hierarchical planning towards making integral 
planning and true optimization practicable.  
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Introduction  

The thesis project is a case study at Hilti to design an allocation planning process  
This master thesis project concerns the design of an allocation planning process at the weekly 
SCOP planning level which takes into account the planner behavior. To this end, we conducted a 
case study at Hilti. As part of large transformational project to design an integrated planning 
environment for the internal end-to-end supply chain, Hilti aimed to design an allocation planning 
process that rations available supply from the weekly Master Production Schedule among several 
stock-points in a divergent distribution network based on their net requirements. Unbiased 
forecasts are pivotal to balancing supply and demand and forecast accuracy is an important 
enabler to reduce inventories. As Hilti has a clear need to improve the overall forecasting quality, 
we developed a behavioral model for rationing by extending the well-known consistent appropriate 
share (De Kok et al., 1994) rule with situational bounds to incentivize forecasting performance.  

We contribute to gaps in SCM literature on behavioral aspects and workflow design 
This thesis addresses the gap in the academic literature on behavioral aspects in mitigating the 
bullwhip effect, and in supply chain planning in general. We contribute a formal model integrated 
into a robust solution procedure and provide a proof of concept by means of simulation. In addition, 
our case study contributes to the gap on designing workflows for SCM business processes.    

The master thesis is structured according to the developed design methodology   
Chapter 1 presents the problem, research objective and questions, and methodology (Figure 0.1). 
Next, we provide analyses of the As-Is situation and designs for the HIP processes in Chapter 2. 
We integrate the latter in Chapter 3, based on which we suggest a design iteration with three 
concrete proposals. Chapter 4 is the core of the thesis and presents the conceptual, detailed and 
integrated designs for the HIP allocation planning process. We then present an implementation 
roadmap and further suggestions for Hilti in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.  
 

 

  

Figure 0.7.: Master thesis structure 
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Chapter I     Thesis definition 

In Chapter I we define the thesis project by addressing three points: 1) why Hilti needs a design for its future allocation 
planning process (§1.1: Problem formulation), 2) what research this thesis project aims to deliver (§1.2: Research 
definition), and 3) how we propose to achieve the defined research objectives through applying the developed 
methodology (§1.3: Methodology).The research proposal (Verburg, 2015) provides further elaboration. 

1.1.  Problem formulation | Why? 

1.1.1. Company description 

Hilti is a premium global supplier to the professional construction industry  
Hilti Group is one of the global leading companies in providing products, systems and services to 
construction professionals (Figure 1.1). Since its foundation in 1941 Hilti is headquartered in Schaan, 
Liechtenstein, and operates globally employing some 22,000 people in over 120 countries, with 
CHF 4.5 billion net sales in 2014 (predominantly in Europe and North America). The organization is 
mainly structured around product portfolio categories (Business Units) and sales territories (Market 
Organizations). Its business model is based on worldwide direct multi-channel sales allowed by 
premium pricing. Since early 2014 Hilti works by its revised corporate strategy ‘Champion 2020’ of 
‘sustainable value creation through leadership and differentiation’. In this regard its purpose is to 
‘passionately create enthusiastic customers and build a better future’. Benefitting from a strong 
brand (Konecny and Koulouchova, 2013) the corporate mantra is “Hilti. Outperform. Outlast.”    

 
Figure 1.1.: Hilti products and services for the professional construction industry 

Global logistics controls the globally dispersed internal end-to-end supply chain 
Hilti has full control over its entire internal end-to-end supply chain from sourcing to sales. Global 
Sourcing manages nearly 400 suppliers from which Hilti annually purchases for around CHF 1 
billion. This comprises both raw materials and finished products. Global Manufacturing runs 8 
production plants worldwide. Finished goods move into Hilti’s distribution network before reaching 
a point of sales or being shipped directly to a customer. The network is not strictly divergent, but 
there are roughly three different types of warehouses: 1) the global HQ consolidation hub, 2) 
regional upstream consolidation hubs, and 3) downstream locations (see Figure 1.2).        
 

 
Figure 1.2.: Hilti’s end-to-end internal supply chain  

1.1.2. Project description 

Hilti’s HIP project aims to redesign its operational and tactical planning processes  
In early 2013, Global Logistics Materials Management (GLM) engaged in designing Hilti’s future 
planning landscape to integrate and optimize its supply chain – the Hilti Integrated Planning 
(HIP) project. Alain Broft (2014), Jorik Kreuwels (2014) and Rob Mertens (2014) identified a lack 
of tactical planning and proposed a new planning framework to address this gap.  
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To ultimately implement a sales and operations planning (S&OP) process, five follow-up work 
streams focus on building the required planning foundations: 

- Workflow | definition of global calendars to integrate and synchronize all planning processes  
- Sales Planning | redesign of sales forecasting and Sales Forecast Integration (SFI) processes    
- Master Production Scheduling | design of centralized production planning processes (MPS)  
- Distribution Planning | design of distribution forecast and allocation planning processes  
- Organization | formation and development of Central Planning Function before going live  

The thesis provides scientific recommendations for the allocation planning design 
This Master Thesis Project (MTP) was conducted at GLM under supervision of HIP Program 
Manager Alessandro Sasso. It contributes to the Distribution Planning work stream by providing 
a scientific perspective on the allocation planning process design. It has to be mentioned that 
this research was, in principle, executed independently of the parallel work stream. Even so, 
Stephen has also participated and contributed in the associated HIP meetings and workshops 
and provided his feedback when deemed relevant. Moreover, in case of serious deviations 
between the recommendations resulting from this research and decisions taken in the work 
stream, this is explicitly put forward in this thesis and challenged from an academic standpoint.   

The research focusses on the design for the first HIP allocation planning pilot in Plant 6D    
The first HIP pilot runs with Plant 6D (Kaufering, DE) which makes chemical products in batches 
processes with the associated change over times and inflexibility. It is therefore strongly - and 
plausibly stronger than assembly plants - affected by production planning updates and workload 
fluctuations. Furthermore, the specific chemical product characteristics add complexity to 
production, warehousing and transportation. Therefore, P6D is presumed to be most appropriate 
candidate plant regarding generalizability of pilot results. Furthermore, P6D has geographical 
proximity and frequent communication with HQ. Its staff is closely involved in the HIP project and 
is experienced in running pilots. Finally P6D is the most advanced plant in terms of planning and 
its internal Materials Management function has a high degree of independence. The HIP 
distribution planning project also strongly considers P1 (Schaan, LI) and P4 (Thüringen, AT).  

1.1.3. Diagnosis 

Sales planning lacks an efficient forecasting process and forecasting accuracy 
First, sales planning is found to be inefficient and ineffective (Martens, 2014). This is due to an 
inefficient forecasting process with low forecasting accuracy (Figure 1.3). HIP aims to reduce 
this demand uncertainty at different levels of aggregation. Furthermore, currently forecasts can 
be updated daily and this is done frequently. Martens (2014) identified a reduced forecasting 
accuracy due to incorrect manual adaptation of historical data and statistical forecasts. The latter 
was confirmed by Syncronic consultants as, in fact, a substantial part of manual overwrites are 
worse than the original forecast. Reducing the frequency of forecast updating (bullwhip driver) 
should reduce volatility further upstream in the SC rather than amplifying it (Lee et al., 1997).  

Production suffers from high workload fluctuations and the associated costs 
Secondly, the production environment experiences significant workload fluctuations resulting in 
suboptimal service at high production costs. These costs are driven by e.g. many setup changes 
and a combination of low resource utilization during off-peaks or inefficient management of 
overtime during (unplanned) demand peaks. HIP aims to stabilize production and thereby 
substantially reduce production cost as well as enable more balanced utilization of downstream 
resources (e.g. warehouses & transport). The volatility is driven by the internal Make-To-Order 
(MTO) process and high plant responsiveness to changing requirements from the various stock-
points. Internal replenishment orders are treated with similar ‘flexibility’ as if they are customer 
orders. Moreover, planning activities are decentralized into regions and logistics KPIs are 
misaligned resulting in a globally suboptimal production planning (Verburg, 2015).  
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SC has too much stock due to high internal volatility and lacking inventory control 
Thirdly, there are currently many days of inventory on hand. HIP aims to achieve at least equal 
service levels at significantly lower CAPEX and OPEX. Variance in internal processes is a key 
inventory driver (customer demand volatility is assumed to be outside of our influence). Therefore 
designing better demand, production and distribution planning processes is believed to yield 
smoother and more efficient operations and ultimately allow for less stock. Inventory levels are also 
too high due to suboptimal inventory control. There is no clear (multi-echelon) inventory 
management strategy to minimize total cost given a certain target service level as well as feedback 
based on the resulting actual service level. Materials Managers (MM) have three main levers with 
which they - either manually or by selecting a method - steer replenishments for their stock-points: 
1) sales forecast, 2) safety stock target, and 3) order quantity. The latter is (often) also a forecast, 
yet is managed fairly independent as there is no obligation to order the forecasted quantities.  
 

 
Figure 1.3.: Root causes for main symptom by planning process; based on Martens (2014) and Verburg (2015) 

1.1.4. Research need      

HIP project addresses diagnosed root causes to stabilize and optimize operations 
First, the Sales Planning work stream covers the sales forecasting redesign to improve accuracy 
and establish globally synchronized and harmonized processes. In addition, the SFI process 
redesign aims to build a companywide alignment and commitment to the sales plan. Secondly, the 
MPS work stream aims to redesign the production planning and production order processes. To 
stabilize and globally optimize production, it will be largely decoupled from replenishment orders 
and both monthly and weekly production planning will be based on the global sales planning.  
This implies that the “MTO” process for overseas markets will generally disappear in the future. 
Our working hypothesis is that stabilizing production will drive long-term cost improvements. 
Thirdly, the Distribution Planning work stream aims to increase the share of planned order to be 
automatically released given the envisioned forecast improvements, trust and commitment. This 
allows MMs to focus on special cases and improving forecasting accuracy and inventory control.   

Unassigned production needs to be allocated to regions and their stock-points 
The future monthly and weekly MPS will be based on the global sales planning to stabilize and 
optimize production. This requires decoupling production orders from replenishment orders. As a 
result the confirmed planned production orders (quantities on item level) flowing out of MPS are 
unassigned. This unassigned production needs to be allocated to the various stock-points in the 
distribution network. The aim here is to satisfy markets demands in the best possible way. This 
requires a centralized allocation planning process with a holistic, unbiased view; a defined 
reference to base allocation on and a clear decision logic. Given the time gap between MPS and 
allocation planning, the (projected) requirements of individual stock-points may have changed 
and the actual allocation decision has to be based on the right requirements in the right way. 
Currently there is no clear allocation process in place for either shortage or excess situations.  
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1.2.  Research definition | What? 

1.2.1. Research problem  

The MTP addresses the practical problem of allocating available supply  
The Diagnosis (§1.1.3) identified three key symptoms and the Research Need (§1.1.4) describes 
the rise of a new challenge from addressing the root causes of plant workload fluctuations. This 
concerns designing allocation logic to link the future sales planning, MPS and replenishment 
processes. Through project team workshops and stakeholder interviews the need for extensive 
research on allocating available production and inventory throughout the distribution network 
was confirmed. Hence, this research was motivated by practical concerns and the scientific 
contribution is twofold; first through application of scientific theory to this case, and secondly 
through combining theory on inventory allocation with incentive issues. The allocation logic 
developed for the specific characteristics of Hilti’s supply chain enrich theoretical knowledge.  

The MTP complements the project team with scientific decision support logic   
The allocation planning process aims to balance demand with production and other supply via 
criteria-based allocations to stock-points in the distribution network. This covers both shortage 
and excess situations. In either case, we refer to the decision on how to distribute all available 
supply as ‘allocation planning’ within this thesis. During the thesis period, the HIP Distribution 
Planning work stream primarily focused on establishing the overall To-Be process workflow (the 
what) and Roles & Responsibilities (the who). Complementary, this research focused on 
supporting the actual decisions constituting the allocation planning problem (the how). 

1.2.2. Research objectives   

The main objective is providing design recommendations for allocation planning  
The insights and recommendation generated by this research provide guidance for key 
decisions to be made in the final design and implementation of an allocation planning process at 
Hilti. The main decision function concerns the allocation of unassigned production quantities and 
other available inventory to the current needs of the various stock-points. The allocation logic 
should yield higher customers service levels for lower total cost. The objective is to prepare for a 
centralized, holistic allocation planning process to facilitate end-to-end optimization:  
 

 

Recommendations for allocation planning are based on detailed designs  
The To-Be allocation planning logic aims to provide the future Central Planning Function with 
decision support to make holistic decisions on the allocation of supply to demand. In this regard 
we generally distinguish between two situations. A supply chain either operates in demand 
constrained mode (more supply than demand; an excess) or in supply constrained mode (more 
demand than supply; a shortage); an exact match is rare. In both situations, the decision on how 
to distribute available supply is within the scope of allocation planning. The type of decisions and 
required support may however differ substantially. Hence, we define two sub-objectives:   

 

 

Research objective || Providing scientifically grounded and holistic recommendations 
on designing the periodic allocation planning process for available supply in order to 
achieve a higher customer service level at lower capital and operational expenses  

Sub-objective 1 || Developing a detailed design for the allocation planning logic for 

supply based on net requirements in supply constrained mode (shortage situation) 

Sub-objective 2 || Developing a detailed design for the allocation planning logic for 

supply based on net requirements in demand constrained mode (excess situation) 
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1.2.3. Research questions   

The research deals with how to design a holistic allocation planning process 
Following directly from the research objective the research question is formulates as follows: 

 
 
The research question is decomposed in two sub-questions that respectively address what 
decisions comprise the allocation planning problem in Hilti and how to make these decisions:  

 

 

The allocation planning problem is decomposed in shortage and excess cases 
For sub-question 2 we distinguish between supply ~ (2A-x) and demand constrained mode (2B-x), 
as these may require different allocation logic. The former concerns shortage allocation policies:  

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

In demand constrained mode the allocation planning logic comprises push deployment policies: 

 

 

 

Research question || How should the periodic allocation planning process for 
available supply be designed from a holistic perspective with the ultimate objective of 
achieving a higher customer service level at lower capital and operational expenses? 
 

Sub-question 1 || What decisions need to be made and based on which available 
information within the scope of the allocation planning process? 

Sub-question 2 || What decision support logic ensures that the allocation planning 
process achieves higher customer service at lower capital and operational expenses?  

Sub-question 2A || How should the allocation logic be designed for supply constrained 
mode (shortage situation); when and how to apply what shortage allocation policies? 

2A-a || How to distinguish between ‘real’ shortages (i.e. backlog for real customer 
orders) and potential future shortages (i.e. resulting from temporary 
‘backlog’ for internal safety stock replenishments)? 

2A-b || What should be the objective of shortage allocation? 

2A-c || What should be the allocation criteria to achieve the objective? 

2A-d || What frame of reference (e.g. demand forecast snapshot) should be used 
for the shortage allocation process? At which planning level should 

allocation planning be executed (e.g. monthly, weekly, daily)? 

2A-e || What shortage allocation method/logic/rules should be used? 

2A-f ||  How to deal with different lead-time locations in shortage situations (e.g. 

Germany vs. North America)? 

2A-g || How can shortage gaming behavior be prevented or coped with? 

(2A-h) || How to deal with lot-sizing constraints in shortage situations?          *(optional) 

 

Sub-question 2B: How should the allocation logic be designed for demand constrained 
mode (excess situation); when and how to apply what (push) deployment policies? 

2B-a || In what situations should stock be kept central (plant, supplier, HQ WH) and 

in what situations should stock be deployed into regions or markets?  

(2B-b) || What liability and accountability should markets have towards excess     

      production caused by over forecasted demand?     *(optional) 
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1.3. Methodology | How?   

1.3.1. Level 1 | Project approach - Regulative Cycle     

The Master Thesis Project is executed according to Van Strien’s Regulative Cycle  
The Master Thesis Project was performed according to the thesis methodology framework: a 3-
level approach for designing the To-Be allocation planning process (Figure 1.4). The highest 
level (L1: Project Approach) depicts the different macro-level phases in the MTP based on Van 
Strien’s (1975) Regulative Cycle. Here, the first two phases include selecting and scoping the 
research problem. These are covered by the research proposal with input from the literature 
review. The research proposal also partially performs phase three - Diagnosis - to identify and 
confirm the research need. The thesis finishes this phase and focus on phase four: Plan. This is 
the core of the MTP in which the allocation planning process design is created. Phase five and 
six - the actual implementation and evaluation of the design - are out of scope and done by Hilti.  

1.3.2. Level 2 | Design phase - Interactive Planning   

The Design phase is structured based on Ackoff’s Interactive Planning approach  
The L1 (macro) Design phase is detailed on L2 (meso) based on a modified version of Ackoff’s 
(1981) Interactive Planning method. First, we formulate the ‘mess - the complex and interactive 
problem of allocation planning - by capturing the current system state and the future HIP planning 
landscape. Secondly, we plan the ‘ends’ by designing the desired To-Be state and analyzing the 
required gaps to close to get there. Thirdly, we plan the ‘means’ to improve the current situation 
by prioritizing gaps in an implementation roadmap and providing further recommendations.  

1.3.3. Level 3 | To-Be design - OPC System Approach   

The To-Be design uses Fransoo’s Operational Planning & Control System method 
The To-Be design in L2 (meso) is further detailed on L3 (micro) based on the approach as 
taught in the course 1CM05, Design of Operational Planning and Control (OPC) Systems, at 
TU/e (Fransoo, 2012). The method is suits a clean slate To-Be design of decision functions due to 
its decomposition in conceptual and detailed design. Rough-cut feasibility assessment is omitted 
as our design does not affect capacities (as e.g. network design or CODP positioning). Instead, 
we specify the function’s interfaces in an IDEFØ model. L1 phases five and six which are out of 
scope are replaced by the integrated design with a proof of concept to close the regulative cycle. 

 

 

  

Figure 1.4.: Thesis Design Methodology based on Van Strien (1975), Ackoff (1981) and Fransoo (2012) 
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Chapter II     Formulating the mess  

In Chapter II we extend the preliminary As-Is analysis (Verburg, 2015) by formulating the ‘mess’ within which the 
allocation planning process was designed. Ackoff (2001) defines ‘a mess’ as “a large and complex set of interactive 
problems, i.e. a dynamic system of problems”. In this regard we analyze and map the current (§2.1: As-Is analysis) 
and defined future To-Be (§2.2: As-Will-Be analysis) supply chain including its planning and control landscape.  

2.1. As-Is analysis  

2.1.1. P6D and the distribution network 

Global Manufacturing runs 8 plants worldwide; we focus on P6D for the initial pilot  
Hilti Global Manufacturing is concerned with all production facilities (Figure 2.1). Eight plants are 
owned by Hilti and four by partners. Furthermore, plants can be categorized based on product 
portfolio into consumables and power tools. For the first HIP pilot we focus on P6D. This is a unit 
with its own logistics department in Hilti’s manufacturing facility P6 in Kaufering, Germany.  
 

 
Figure 2.1.: Hilti Global Manufacturing plants (adapted from Kreuwels, 2013) 

Plant 6D runs production for the chemical anchors and firestop product portfolios  
Hilti has a large product portfolio. P6D contributes roughly 300 different finished products (SKUs) to 
the chemical anchors and firestop product portfolios. These are chemical products with their 
associated characteristics, including: batch production and high change-over times, perishability (9-
24 months shelf life) and temperature sensitivity (5-25˚C controlled storage areas and reefer 
containers for transport), and dangerous good classification (restrictions on transport and storage of 
certain products). For our proof of concept we use P6D’s fast-mover product ABC. This SKU is 
ranked 1st in terms of value contribution (5.1%) and 6th in terms of volume contribution (3.0%). 
Figure 2.2 shows that only 20% of products contribute to almost 80% of the turnover. This requires 
a differentiated approach in materials management. 
 

   
Figure 2.2.: P6D relative production volume (left) and turnover (right) per SKU in 2014 

P6D distributes via a divergent multi-echelon network; we focus on the first echelon  
For the purpose of explaining the allocation planning problem we provide an illustrative model of 
the distribution network after P6D Figure 2.5 (see Figure 1.2 for its elements). Note that in reality 
the network is more complex. Also, each type of warehouse is only depicted once, whereas, of 
course, there are several instances of each type in Hilti’s supply chain. Direct ship-tos of P6D are 
indicated by a red arrow. We define this as the first allocation level 𝐿1: i.e. the set of stock-points 
that P6D allocates its available supply to. Note that we have a similar allocation problem for levels 

𝐿2 and 𝐿3 and thus this is not explicitly addressed. Allocation levels 𝐿4 and 𝐿5, however, pose a 
different problem (see RQ 2A-a, §6.1) as these deal with customer orders rather than internal 
replenishments which out of our scope. We do not analyze demand from stock-points to P6D 
because the designed solution holds for all demand inputs. Instead, we assume gamma 
distributed demands at P6D (upstream) for this yields non-negative values and is flexible (Tyworth 
et al., 1996). Also, a Poisson distribution would not be appropriate for our fast-mover example.  
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2.1.2  Supply chain control 

Forecasting performance is hindered by frequent updating and over-forecasting  
Hilti’s SAP demand planning uses Demand Forecast Units (DFUs); unique virtual units with three 
dimensions: 1) item, 2) stock-point, and 3) sales organization. Forecasts updates are frequent and 
often do not add value. Figure 2.3 shows an analysis for one month: one third of DFUs were 
updated of which nearly half was actually worse (left); similarly 16% of the total forecast volume 
was changed of which only 36% improved matters (right). Given the consistent over-forecasting 
bias (Figure 2.4), this implies volumes are often adjusted upwards in an already over-forecasting 
situation. Syncronic concluded that small and medium size changes are often non-value-adding, 
whereas huge size changes tend to have a value-adding effect. We hypothesize that only in the 
latter case the decision is actually based on new information. These findings are surely not unique 
to Hilti and are also observed in the literature (e.g. Fildes et al., 2009). The level of over-forecasting 
confirms the need for SFI to provide a genuine consensus forecast for the operations planning.   
 

    
Figure 2.3: Effect of forecast changes in #DFUs (left) and #pieces (right); source: Syncronic analysis (09.’14) 

    
Figure 2.4: Forecast bias per item classification (left) and region (right); source: Hilti FQ quality (11.’14-04.’15)  

The materials management tasks is shared between Plants, BUs and Regions 
The Materials Management task concerns both service concepts (decoupling points, service level 
targets, safety stock levels, etc.) and supply concepts (replenishment order fulfillment, allocation 
planning, etc.). This task is shared between Plants, BUs and Regions/Markets (overview: Verburg, 
2015). Hilti’s large product portfolio requires a differentiated approach to materials management. 
Thus, differentiated service levels targets (typically ranging from 97.5% to 99.5%) are set based on 
customer order frequency and share of sales. The SAP Advanced Planner and Optimizer translates 
demand forecasts into net requirements based on the inventory positions according to a selected 
inventory control policy referred to as MRP-type (overview: Verburg, 2015). For the CODP 
positioning strategy we refer to Van Wanrooij (2012). In case of a shortage there are no clearly 
defined engagement rules or allocations logic. In case of excess stock, this is retained centrally. 
 

  

Figure 2.5.: Hilti’s divergent end-to-end distribution network (illustrative) following P6D with allocation levels 
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2.2. As-Will-Be analysis   

2.2.1. To-Be Hilti Integrated Planning workflow   

The As-Will-Be Analysis sets the design context within the future HIP landscape 
At the time of this writing, several parallel work streams together (as discussed in §1.1.2.) strove 
to design the future HIP environment. This was an interactive and iterative design process with 
many stakeholders and open-ended topics. Given this process nature, it was decided to prepare 
a hypothetical ‘snapshot’ of the anticipated future HIP context of allocation planning for the sake 
of making the research practicable. This ‘decoupled’ the thesis from the active projects and 
mitigated the risk of new or changed decisions impacting the academic work. Hence, the To-Be 
allocation planning design had to be fit and integrated within this hypothetical reference state - 
here referred to as the As-Will-Be state. This comprises actual design decisions from the work 
streams as well as required working assumptions on open points made within this thesis.   

The monthly workflow globally synchronizes forecasting, SFI, S&OP and MPS 
The monthly workflow (Figure 2.6) is the backbone of the HIP landscape. It reflects the calendar 
that synchronizes the activities of market organizations (MOs), business units (BUs) and plants 
by defining monthly due dates for the relevant interdependent processes. The main changes 
include introductions of a global SFI process to provide a consensus forecast, an S&OP process 
to balance global supply and demand and a MPS process to stabilize production operations. The 
workflow starts with a statistical forecast (1), adding market intelligence and achieving global 
consensus on the sales numbers to steer the supply chain (2). Then the operational supply 
capacity is balanced to the agreed demand projections (4). Based on the S&OP outcome a more 
detailed supply planning is made (8) and suppliers are provided with a demand preview (9).  
 

 
Figure 2.6: HIP monthly To-Be workflow by working day 

The weekly workflow focusses on generating a frozen MPS for next week 
The weekly workflow is developed stabilize production and allow developing an optimized 
master production schedule and distribution planning (Figure 2.7). The workflow starts with a 
review of last week’s actual production and optional check of the sales forecast (1,2). Then the 

Task Responsibility 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 Forecast definition
1 History collection
1 History adjustment MO MM
1 Forecast model selection
1 Statistical forecast calculation e
2 Forecast review MO MM, BU MM
2 Sales Forecast Integration (SFI)
2 SFI preparation (incl. MO SFI, projects) MO MM, MO PM
2 HUB SFI meeting MO MM, Reg. PM
2 APO adjustment: forecast disaggregation MO MM
2 Forecast snapshot
3 Safety stock definition & HC min/max
3 SS alerts management MO MM
3 HC min/max MO MM
4 Sales & Operations Planning
4 S&OP preparation incl. sales check CP
4 S&OP preparation: capacity preview Plant
4 Pre-S&OP meeting CP, Logistics Coach, BU MM
4 S&OP meeting CP, BU, Plant, (MO)
5 Adjustments and communication CP
5 Demand preview allied suppliers BU MM
5 MRP type changes (by exception) MO MM, BU MM
6 Stock positioning MO MM, BU MM
7 EOQ  cycle review MO MM, BU MM
8 Master Production Schedule
8 Monthly production planning CP
8 Rough cut capacity planning Plant MM
8 Set-up of production pattern for M+1 Plant MM
8 Mid-term planning feedback and issues Plant MM, CP
9 Demand to Suppliers
9 Demand previews supplier (components) Plant MM

SS calculation & forecast release 

Net requirement release to CP
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weekly production planning is developed centrally and updated in the SAP system (3). After 
feasibility check in the plant the quantities are confirmed to the central planning function and the 
day to day resource allocation and factory schedule are prepared (4). Finally the allocation 
planning is prepared to determine the how the production quantities are to be distributed (5). 
 

 
Figure 2.7: HIP weekly To-Be workflow by working day 

2.2.2. To-Be sales planning   

Centralized statistical expertise and local value-add should drive forecast accuracy  
The To-Be sales planning comprises the sales forecasting and SFI processes (Figure 2.8). 
Regarding the former the target is primarily to improve forecast accuracy (effectiveness) and 
secondarily to establish globally synchronized and harmonized processes (efficiency). Several 
levers are used to improve accuracy. First, the statistical forecast will be prepared centrally or 
regionally by a statistical expert. This includes demand pattern analysis to segment products and 
select appropriate forecasting models. Secondly, this allows MMs to focus on value-adding 
activities and overwrite the statistical baseline forecast based on their local market intelligence; 
i.e. planning events, phase-in/phase-out, globally sporadic items and non-integrated markets; 
and cleaning historical sales data. Forecast ownership in that remains within the associated MO 
or region. Finally, the statistical expert will measure forecasting performance based on the KPIs 
forecast accuracy, forecast bias and forecast value-add (improvements due to overwriting).       

SFI aims to establish companywide alignment and commitment to the forecast  
The primary target of the To-Be monthly SFI process is to build global alignment and 
commitment towards the sales planning through agreeing on “one number” that steers the 
supply chain. A strong commitment to the forecast in production and distribution is believed to 
reduce variance in internal processes to ultimately achieve the HIP target of improving service 
level at lower costs. First, MOs conduct a Pre-SFI to develop different sales scenarios and 
conduct risk analyses to provide a proposal for the consensus forecast. Secondly, these 
scenarios and the proposal are discussed by regional management, including addressing 
important escalation topics. The output of this process will be a signed-off consensus forecast 
agreed between Marketing (marketing sales plan), Logistics (materials forecast) and Finance 
(rolling forecast) that forms the base to steer the supply chain. Currently this alignment is not in 
place globally. Finally, the global demand plan is consolidated and communicated.  

The consensus forecast provides a monthly item-level demand plan by location  
The sales planning process yields a consensus forecast with the following properties: 
- Frequency | monthly sales planning including SFI, weekly check with exceptional updates in 

case of additional available market intelligence (e.g. projects, events or product introductions)  
- Time horizon | 12 months rolling horizon in monthly buckets with first month as frozen period 
- Input | consensus forecast comprises: 1) statistical forecast based on history and 2) market 

intelligence (e.g. planned promotion events, project business, phase-in/phase-out, etc.) 

Task Responsibility Due date 1 2 3 4 5
1 Production review last week (and last month)
1.1 Check of actual production week-1 (month-1, every 1st week of the month) Plants MM, (CP)
2 Sales forecasts check and exceptions management
2.1 Check of sales forecasts and further exceptions management (if needed) MO MM, CP
3 Master Production Schedule
3.1 Weekly production planning CP
3.2 SAP system update CP Wednesday 
4 Factory Scheduling
4.1 Feasibility check and confirmation to CP Plants MM Wednesday 
4.2 Resource allocation (people, shifts and machines) Plants MM Thursday 12:00h
4.3 Factory scheduling and update SAP production scheduling Plants MM Thursday 18:00h
5 Distribution planning - availability allocation
5.1 Pre-allocation planning CP
5.2 Communication availability to BU and Markets CP
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- Unit detail | individual products (material level) by demand group (typically one sales 
organization, and in some exceptions a combination of multiple smaller sales organizations) 

- Transformations | consensus forecast is (dis)aggregated for operations planning by: 
o Time | disaggregation logic from monthly to weekly buckets had yet to be decided upon 

at the time of writing. The sales plan could be disaggregated uniformly from monthly to 
weekly buckets (i.e. uniform demand within month) or based on a certain sales pattern. 

o Location | (dis)aggregation from demand groups to stock-points will be performed 
automatically based on active sales history (ratio-split) or manually if needed. The final 
sales planning is then on DFU-level - the key unit in Hilti’s SAP demand planning 
processes. This material-specific unit has three dimensions: 1) material, 2) stock-point, 
and 3) demand group. A certain material in a stock-point may therefore have multiple 
DFUs, one for each of the different demand groups (typically MOs) served from that 
stock-point. Vice versa, a (large) demand group (e.g. Germany) may also be served 
from multiple stock-points (e.g. Nurnberg and Oberhausen) and therefore have multiple 
DFUs per material. This level of detail is required for distribution planning processes, in 
particular in regards to the topics of forecast consumption and allocation planning.  
 

 
Figure 2.8.: HIP To-Be sales planning process (sales forecast & SFI) 

2.2.3. To-Be production planning   

The S&OP meeting addresses key imbalances between supply and demand 
The SFI consensus forecast represents the unconstrained sales plan. S&OP covers operational 
constraints in satisfying this demand. The To-Be S&OP aims to balance long-term supply and 
demand (Figure 2.9). First, the production capacity bandwidth and scalability options are 
calculated in hours per production line. This includes current planned availability, and the levers, 
cost, response time and minimum retention period for capacity changes. Secondly, a pre-S&OP 
meeting is held per plant to prepare a proposal for the monthly production planning. The aim is 
to review imbalances and provide action recommendations. Minor imbalances are decided upon 
directly, whereas key imbalances are prepared for the S&OP. Thirdly, the S&OP meeting in each 
individual plant involving relevant middle management (each product has a single source plant). 
Decisions are made on whether or not to resolve key imbalances based on prepared scenarios. 
The goal is to achieve agreement on the medium term production plan considering objectives: 
servicing planned customer demand, maintaining stock within targeted bandwidth and producing 
in a cost-effective way. Finally, these S&OP decisions are communicated globally.  
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The S&OP production plan has the following properties:   
- Frequency | monthly cycle   
- Time horizon | 12 months rolling horizon in monthly buckets with first month frozen period 
- Input | SFI consensus forecast, network stock levels, production capacity bandwidths and 

recommendations for identified imbalances escalated from the pre-S&OP meeting  
- Unit detail | available production capacity (hours) by production lines (here products can be 

differentiated in terms of product mix respecting the production line capacity) by plant 
- Transformations | production capacity (hours) is disaggregated to production quantities: 

o S&OP: SFI quantities per production line are translated into (unconstrained) capacity 
requirements for S&OP (assuming that the SFI materials mix is final). This is supported by 
the pre-S&OP meeting. Vice versa, the agreed monthly production line capacities are also 
disaggregated to rough-cut quantities for all products belonging to the respective 
production line (assuming the same materials mix from SFI).  

o MPS monthly: the agreed monthly production capacity has to be disaggregated and 
converted from production lines (hours) to cluster groups (quantities)   

 

 
Figure 2.9: HIP To-Be S&OP process 

The monthly MPS disaggregates the S&OP to weekly ‘slush’ item level quantities  
The monthly MPS process aims to disaggregate the S&OP monthly consensus planning (Figure 
2.10). This provides the rough cut capacity planning for the next three months and a production 
pattern for the coming month. The MPS monthly production plan has the following properties:   
- Frequency | monthly cycle   
- Time horizon | 12 weeks in weekly buckets; next month (M+1) frozen, and further out slush 
- Input | S&OP monthly volumes, planned capacity set-up, planning calendars and working days  
- Unit detail | M+1 constrained MPS quantities per setup group; M+2 and M+3 volume 

constrained in a bandwidth; further out only volume estimates  
- Transformations | disaggregation in two dimensions: 1) from monthly buckets to weekly 

buckets, and 2) from production line capacity (hours) to setup group items (quantities) 
 

 
Figure 2.10: HIP To-Be monthly MPS process 
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The weekly MPS freezes the production planning for next week on material level 
The main objective of the weekly MPS is to stabilize production by freezing the global production 
planning for (at least) the next week on material level (weekly quantities). Herewith production 
orders are decoupled from replenishment orders. Currently there is no MPS in place and 
production planning is strongly driven by decentralized order release. The introduction of a 
frozen period will largely drive stability in production workload. The MPS process starts by 
identifying and acting on deviations in last week’s production output and actual sales versus 
planned figures (Figure 2.11). Finally the weekly MPS is prepared with the following properties:   
- Frequency | weekly cycle   
- Time horizon | next week (W+1) in a weekly bucket that is the frozen period   
- Input | planned production orders (MPS monthly quantities), production pattern, corrective 

actions from previous planning cycle   
- Unit detail | material level  
- Transformations | MPS weekly buckets are disaggregated to daily buckets in FS 

 

 
Figure 2.11.: HIP To-Be weekly MPS process   

Factory scheduling disaggregates the weekly MPS to daily production patterns 
The Master Production Schedule is prepared centrally and provides the most important input to 
the plants for their final factory scheduling (FS) process (Figure 2.12). First, the plant MM 
performs a feasibility check and confirms the weekly material level quantities to the Central 
Planning function. Secondly, the available resources are allocated including considering 
overtime. Finally, FS provides detailed production patterns for fixed daily production orders on 
material level. This is the reference plan (frozen period) for execution for the entire coming week. 
Changes are thereafter only made in case of production delays or very urgent exceptions.      

 

 
Figure 2.12.: HIP To-Be weekly FS process 
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2.2.4. To-Be allocation management and order fulfillment   

The allocation management process links production to replenishment needs  
As discussed in §1.1.2, the thesis is executed in parallel to the distribution planning work stream. 
At the time of writing the project team had focused primarily on establishing the overall To-Be 
Workflow and Roles & Responsibilities. Therefore this research focused on the actual decisions 
that constitute the allocation planning problem. This section outlines the main decisions taken at 
the time of writing. The allocation planning design comprised two levels following the monthly 
and weekly MPS runs. The monthly process is referred to as ‘Prepare Allocations’, whereas the 
weekly process is referred to as the ‘Deployment Calculation’. Each is discussed individually.   

The ‘prepare allocations’ process yields monthly material quota for stock-points  
The To-Be allocation planning process starts with a monthly allocation quantity per stock-point 
on material level (Figure 2.13). This represents a kind of quota from which stock-points consume 
during the month with replenishment orders. A bandwidth (e.g. +/- a certain percentage; not 
necessarily symmetrical) could be applied to this quota to determine when allocation alerts are 
triggered and/or orders should be blocked in case of exceeding the monthly quota. This is 
thought to be a protection against local ‘big hits’ and under-forecasting in a single market having 
global impact. On the other hand, an alert is also triggered if a stock-point needs far less than its 
allocated quota – in case of over-forecasting. The quota can guide weekly allocation decisions.  

The weekly deployment calculation process determines which orders to release 
Secondly, the deployment calculation is run weekly and confirms the planned replenishment 
needs (on SKU level: by material and stock-point) based on the net requirement calculation and 
available supply. Orders should then to a very large extent be automatically released and 
confirmed directly after the deployment calculation. Yet, this also includes (manually) handling 
deployment alerts and applying the appropriate ‘push’ or ‘pull’ logic depending on the global 
supply and demand situation. Finally, a monthly performance analysis aims to continuously 
improve the allocation and replenishment process. Note that no significant decisions had yet 
been made on how the deployment calculation would actually work, i.e. based on what logic. 
The first proposal is to check the consumption of the monthly quota first. In case of a supply 
shortage, this shortage would be shared based on to-be-defined fair share logic. In case of 
excess supply, the surfeit would be push deployed respecting a to-be-defined service level 
agreement or allocation bandwidth.   
 

 
Figure 2.13.: HIP To-Be allocation management and order fulfillment process 
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Chapter III     HIP workflow integration & iteration   

In Chapter III we integrate the described As-Will-Be planning processes into the future HIP environment (§3.1: To-Be 
HIP landscape integration). The resulting workflow is critically reviewed and provided with feedback and proposals for 
three design changes (§3.2: To-Be HIP landscape design iteration). This is used for the Ends planning (Chapter 4).  

3.1. To-Be HIP landscape integration   

The individual HIP process designs together shape the future planning landscape   
The HIP environment is designed in several interconnected work streams (§1.1.2). The initial 
frame was set by the monthly and weekly workflow definitions (§2.2.1), followed by designing the 
respective processes in the individual work streams. Successful implementation of advanced 
planning systems (APS) requires clear definition of a planning cycle (Verburg, 2015a). It is not 
found trivial how to integrate and coordinate the partial planning processes. Therefore, this 
section aims to consolidate and integrate the designs of the Sales Planning, MPS and 
Distribution Planning work streams into a single process flow. This allows evaluation of the fit of 
the respective processes and identifying their misalignments. To this extent the first step was to 
enumerate all To-Be planning processes and define their properties. The resulting overview for 
the monthly (sales foresting, SFI, S&OP, MPS monthly, and prepare allocations) and weekly 
(sales forecast updating, MPS weekly, deployment calculation, factory scheduling) planning 
processes is presented in Table 3.1.   

 
Process Cycle Buckets Horizon Time fences Product detail Organization detail Unit 

Sales forecast M M M+1,...,M+12 M+1 frozen material demand group & stock-point # pieces / month 

SFI 
(dis)aggregate 

disaggregate 

M 
 
 

M 
M 
W 

M+1,...,M+12 
M+1,...,M+12 
W+1,…,W+52 

M+1 frozen 
 
 

Material 
 
 

demand group 
demand group & stock-point 
demand group & stock-point  

# pieces / month 
# pieces / month 
# pieces / week 

S&OP 
disaggregate 

M 
 

M 
 

M+1,..,M+12 
 

M+1 frozen, 
M+2&3 slush 

production line capacity 
production line materials 

plant (=global) 
 

# hours / month 
# pieces / month 

MPS monthly 
 

disaggregate 

M 
 
 

W 
 
 

W+1,...,W+12 
 
W+1,...,W+12 

M+1 frozen, 
M+2&3 slush 
M+1-3 slush 

setup group  
 
material (in setup group) 

production line (= global) 
 
 

# pieces / week 
 

Pre-Allocation 
disaggregate 

M 
 

M 
W 

M+1,…,M+3 
W+1,…,W+12 

M+1 frozen, 
+/-bandwidth 

material  
 

stock-point 
 

# pieces / month 
# pieces / week 

Sales forecast 
(exceptions) 

W W W+1 W+1 frozen material demand group & stock-point # pieces / week 

MPS weekly W W W+1  W+1 frozen material  production line (= global) # pieces / week 

Deployment W W W+1,…,W+5 W+1 frozen material stock-point # pieces / week 

FS W D D+2,…,D+6 W+1 frozen material production line (= global) # pieces / day 

Table 3.1.: Properties of HIP To-Be processes  

The HIP To-Be workflow overview adds the dimensions of hierarchy and timing 
The second step was to consolidate and integrate all HIP processes into one visual workflow 
overview of the planning landscape (Figure 3.1). The vertical dimension is organized by: 1) 
product detail, 2) output unit, and 3) organization detail. The horizontal dimension represents 
time or the process flow. Note that here the monthly processes are run once a month for the 
next month. The corresponding weekly processes are run each week for the next week (in case 
it’s for first week of the month, this is of course only done after completing the monthly run for 
that same next month). To prevent confusion, also note that the monthly ‘prepare allocations’ 
process (§2.2.4) had not yet been included in the monthly HIP To-Be workflow (Figure 2.6). 
Moreover, the weekly ‘deployment calculation’ allocation process (§2.2.4) was already reflected 
in the weekly HIP To-Be workflow (Figure 2.7, but was being referred to as ‘pre-allocation 
planning’. At the end of this chapter clear terminology is defined to prevent further ambiguity. 
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3.2. To-Be HIP landscape design iteration   

Three design changes are proposed based on the HIP To-Be planning landscape  
As discussed in §1.1.2, feedback on decisions made in the work streams is explicitly formulated 
in this thesis with the aim of challenging the HIP project from an academic standpoint. Based on 
the process of integrating the various design decisions (§2.3.1), three main design changes are 
proposed in this section. First, we propose to change the SFI output to weekly bucket to 
establish commitment for the input for operations planning and simplify further conversion 
processes. Secondly, we argue that a pre-allocation process with fixed monthly material 
allocation quotas per stock-point diminishes potential pooling advantages and would only add 
unnecessary effort and complexity to the process. Thirdly, it is suggested to execute the 
(decentralized) detailed factory scheduling process after the (centralized) deployment calculation 
run. This results in the HIP To-Be planning landscape as presented in (Figure 3.2). Each 
proposal is further motivated in the remainder of this section. Any further (inevitable) 
misalignment between aggregate and disaggregate levels needs to be bridged by slack (i.e. 
additional stock) in the initial design and leaves room for continuous improvement in practice. 
 

 
Figure 3.1.: HIP To-Be planning landscape (based on As-Will-Be Analysis of HIP work streams) 

  

 
Figure 3.2.: HIP To-Be planning landscape (including proposed design changes) 

The thesis adds an independent design assuming the proposed design changes 
We aim to provide recommendations for the design of the weekly ‘allocation planning’ process 
covering both shortage and overage situations (as defined in §1.2.1). Note that the HIP work 
streams refer to this weekly process as the ‘deployment calculation’. Therefore, we adopt this 
terminology within this chapter. The main difference between the two parallel design processes 
is that the distribution planning work stream strongly considers capabilities of the current SAP 
APO planning system (and possible future SAP IBP S&OP module). Within this thesis these 
capabilities are not considered, which naturally leads to a different approach and design choices. 
The design presented in Chapters 4 and 5 is therefore ‘decoupled’ from the work stream and 
assumes the three proposed design changes as presented in this section. 
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Proposal I: Sales planning in weekly buckets to best feed operations planning  

Operations planning needs material level sales plan by location in weekly buckets  
In the As-Will-Be situation sales forecasting is performed each month during the first week of the 
month in monthly buckets. The purpose of sales planning is twofold: first, to provide a corporate 
financial outlook and facilitate goal setting; and second, to plan supply chain operations such 
that this planned customer demand can be fulfilled with effective management of company 
resources. In regards to the former, the monthly SKU (by material by stock-point) buckets 
provide adequate detail. Regarding the latter, however, monthly buckets alone provide 
insufficient detail. The outcome of sales planning is used for supply planning at all hierarchical 
planning levels. Martens (2014a) found that the tactical, or mid-term, planning levels for 
procurement, production and distribution require at least aggregate monthly buckets by location. 
This is foreseen in the To-Be sales planning design. Furthermore he found that the 
corresponding decisions at the operational, or short-term, planning level require weekly buckets 
on material level by location. This is in accordance with the findings of De Kok and Fransoo 
(2003) that the operational Supply Chain Operations Planning (SCOP) level in most industries 
typically deals with weekly time buckets on a horizon of up to several months.  

Weekly buckets can be decided in SFI meeting or created through disaggregation 
From the operations planning requirements we find that the SFI process should ultimately yield a 
consensus forecast in weekly buckets on DFU level. This need was recognized in Hilti but the 
disaggregation logic to weekly buckets was still open for discussion. Running the associated SFI 
meeting on a weekly basis would, however, require too much effort. Moreover, the S&OP 
process needs monthly agreed sales numbers. It is clear that the monthly frequency of the sales 
planning process should be maintained. Yet, the question remains how to best determine weekly 
buckets given this monthly periodicity. There are roughly two candidate options, either by: 1) 
making the consensus in monthly buckets to later disaggregate the agreed numbers to weekly 
buckets; or 2) making the consensus forecast directly in weekly buckets in the monthly SFI 
meeting, spanning at least the frozen period of M+1 and the ‘slush’ period of M+2 and M+3.   

Planning sales in monthly buckets and disaggregating the results loses detail 
The first option can be done through continuing the policy of disaggregating into equal shares by 
ratio of business days, i.e. planning for uniform demand within the month. Accounting for week-of-
the-month effects (e.g. acknowledging the end-of-the-month sales push) is also possible by 
changing the share allocated to each week accordingly. Note that this disaggregation would be 
performed by logistics without further opportunity to achieve consensus, whereas marketing may 
hold relevant information (e.g. detailed phase-in and phase-out planning). Also the sales figure for 
M+2 would not be frozen yet while the last week of M+1 often contains days of M+2 and would 
need to be frozen. Another drawback of monthly buckets for both sales forecasting and SFI is that 
this does not allow reflection of annual patterns that are shorter than a month or overlap between 
months (other than through frankly blocking calendars days, and distributing and/or adjusting the 
monthly sales figure). Relevant examples include annual construction industry holidays (spring: 
often one week in April; summer: typically the last 2 weeks of July; Christmas: two-weeks 
spanning two calendar months and years). Furthermore, weekly buckets may more accurately 
reflect seasonality in case of short seasons and also smoothen strong growth rates.  

We suggest a monthly SFI cycle with consent on material level in weekly buckets  
Based on the preceding argumentation, we recommend the second option. It is not addressed in 
detail here whether statistical forecasting should also be performed in weekly buckets. This 
decision requires demand analysis and balancing between detail and possible accuracy. Yet, 
given the associated high workload and smaller forecasting buckets, the favorable approach is 
likely to be top-down hierarchical forecasting (applying statistical forecast techniques on monthly 
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buckets and disaggregating forecasts according to pre-defined rules to obtain information in 
weekly buckets) as described by Martens (2014). Thereafter, at least local market intelligence 
(e.g. promotions planning, phase-in/phase-out, external events) is to be detailed in weekly 
buckets. This is foreseen as a task of middle management in the pre-SFI process. Conducting 
the SFI meeting on weekly buckets also yields the commitment needed to drive weekly 
operations planning decisions in MPS and deployment. This change requires a certain maturity 
(i.e. effectiveness and efficiency) of the sales planning process in order to keep SFI efforts 
manageable. For most materials it suffices to discuss and explicitly agree on monthly buckets 
and therewith implicitly agree on a default disaggregation logic to weekly buckets. In more 
critical cases (see previous paragraph) the SFI meeting can explicitly decide on weekly buckets. 
Identifying these cases and recommending the required detail for SFI should be a core pre-SFI 
task.  For a more distant future we envision an SFI meeting held weekly that can directly feed 
the operations planning. Here, aggregating weekly data to monthly data (e.g. for S&OP) is 
simple when assuming no day-of-the-week effects. This can be done by splitting weeks that 
overlap month boundaries based on the amount of working days which fall in each month. 

Proposal II-a: Skip redundant ‘prepare allocations’ process to reduce complexity  

The two-stage allocation model originates from a context of revenue management  
As concluded in §1.1.4, unassigned production orders need to be centrally allocated to regions 
and their respective stock-points. The initial idea in the distribution planning work stream was to 
have a two-stage allocation process. This entails setting monthly material quotas for stock-points 
from which is consumed by placing replenishment orders throughout the month, blocking orders 
and triggering an exception management process (waiting room) in case of quota exceedance. 
This way of handling available-to-promise (ATP) originates from a revenue management context, 
as practiced in the airline industry (Meyr, 2009). This considers the opportunity costs of booking 
seats for low price economy customers that may possibly be sold last-minute to high margin 
business class customers. Revenue management focusses on driving up the average sales 
price and total profit by steering on the mix of customer segments through price differentiation. 
Here, a homogeneous fixed supply is allocated to different segments of a heterogeneous 
customer base based on their specific willingness to pay. The problem is analogue to a 
newsvendor problem with pricing (e.g. an n-price model: Sorochuk, 2011) yielding optimal 
booking limits: the number of items willing to sell to lower price segments, determined from the 
share protected for high price segments. This may include protecting against demand leakage 
(e.g. cancellations and no-shows in hotels) through setting optimal overbooking levels.   

Order promising can be performed with or without ATP customer segmentation  
Advanced Planning Systems (APS) providers such as SAP (APO) implement similar logic in a 
two-step ATP process: 1) allocation planning, and 2) ATP consumption (AP&C) (Kilger and 
Meyr, 2008). This aims to improve real time single order processing through reserving “ATP 
quotas” for important customers in the medium term and subsequently promising orders in the 
short term, while respecting these allocated quotas (Meyr, 2009). Note that this fits a make-to-
stock (MTS) environment in which ATP consists of stock on hand and planned production 
quantities. Two different operating modes can be distinguished in ATP models: 1) real time 
single order processing, and 2) batch order processing (Pibernik, 2005). The former can be done 
without (SOP) or with (SOPA) customer segmentation (Figure 3.3). In the As-Is situation, Hilti is 
operating in SOP mode on a first come, first serve basis. Hilti aims to improve this allocation 
process through HIP. At the time of writing, the proposal in the distribution planning work stream 
was a combination between the SOPA and GO operating modes. The medium term “allocation 
planning” process would here then be the monthly pre-allocation process, whereas the short 
term ATP consumption process would be run in SOPA mode for orders within allocation quota 
and in weekly GO mode in case of quota exceedance (the deployment calculation process).  
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Two-stage allocation planning and consumption process does not fit HIP context   
The allocation planning and ATP consumption (Meyr, 2009) logic as initially proposed in the 
work stream is not suitable for our allocation planning problem. This is due to the fact that 
circumstances in the HIP environment are different from those in which this logic thrives.  

- No “customer” segmentation | The AP&C concept is based on customer segmentation 
performed or profitability or strategic importance. We primarily consider the most upstream 
allocation problem which concerns internal replenishment orders from stock-points to the 
plant, rather than final customer orders (exogenous demand). Therefore, we explicitly 
recommend not applying such segmentation, despite some obvious margin differences 
between the service areas of the various stock-points. Also rank-based allocation (fixed 
priorities) is not considered. Without differentiation on the importance of stock-points, there is 
no opportunity to segment the internal “customers”. As this is still several steps removed from 
the final customer, there is also no forecast information available on the sales split between 
actual customer segments. Meyr (2009) states: “If customers have not been segmented… the 
above allocation planning is useless”. Intuitively, it’s obvious that strong heterogeneity in 
profitability or importance of customers and their orders drive performance of an AP&C 
process. On the contrary, too few (or no) clusters actually yields a loss in revenue (Meyr, 
2009). On the premise of a single homogenous group of stock-points, it seems more sensible 
to use the pooling advantages of not performing an allocation step in the sense of breaking 
down global available production into stock-point quotas any earlier than strictly necessary.  

- Batch order processing | The current first-come-first-serve (FCFS) replenishment order 
handling is unlikely to yield the best possible demand fulfillment solution in shortage 
situations. Batch processing can increase performance (Meyr, 2009). Short order 
confirmation lead times expected by external customers may impede the opportunity to apply 
this improvement. However, we have the opportunity to apply inventory control with periodic 
review (synchronized at all stock-points) as the internal replenishment orders (or net 
requirements) do not require an immediate answer. Especially in regards to the upstream (at 
plant) shortage allocation problem we could move from the real time, FCFS paradigm to 
periodic planning and optimization. The underlying working hypothesis would be that the 
associated additional cycle stock is worth the potential benefits of optimizing and stabilizing 
supply operations. This allows for either GO or BOP (see Figure 3.3; left hand side). 

 

 
Figure 3.3.: Order promising without customer segmentation (left: GO, BOP, SOP)  

and with customer segmentation (right: SOPA) models (Meyr, 2009) 
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The AP&C concept adds several drawbacks to the prepare allocations process 

- Reduced risk pooling advantages | Risk pooling is the statistical concept that aggregate 
forecasts are more accurate than (strictly: at least equally accurate as) individual forecasts, 
and thus reduce variability and uncertainty. Individual negative and positive forecasting errors 
on a product shared between multiple stock-points can (partially) cancel out against each 
other. Lower variability allows for reducing safety stock level targets and cutting inventory 
cost. An allocation quota would function as a “booking limit” to (potentially) block orders from 
markets whose requirements exceed their allocation, while other markets may not consume 
their full quota. This brings the major disadvantage of diminishing risk pooling benefits (for a 
specific material during a specific time bucket aggregated over all stock-points). 

- Incentivize shortage gaming behavior | Meyr (2009) states: “APS allocation rules use 
short-term demand forecasts in a rather doubtful manner, e.g. by allocation production 
quantities and ATP proportionally to the demand forecasts, which has been shown to 
increase the bullwhip effect within supply chains (Lee et al, 1997)”. Indeed, SAP/APO offers 
the opportunity to allocate a total ATP quantity to different segments proportional to their 
original forecasts (Dickersbach, 2008). In case of anticipated rationing, this allocation logic 
incentivizes customers to engage in shortage gaming and inflate their forecasts (Lee et al, 
1997). In the proposed solution, global production quantities are disaggregated based on net 
requirements (APO) which depend directly on the sales forecast. Especially in cases where 
an MM can both forecast and order manually, this allows for consistent over-forecasting to 
increase the allocation quota and consecutively ordering less. This would be a newsvendor 
type of trade-off between a bad KPI on forecast accuracy and a good KPI on service level 
(being able to maintain a high service level also in times of shortage). Furthermore, basing 
allocation on sales forecast also punishes overselling the forecast by (potentially) blocking 
orders. If allocations are based on a ‘fair share’ of the amount ordered, this may also 
stimulate customers to place ‘phantom orders’ to increase their allocation (Lee et al, 1997). 

- Mismatch between aggregate and material level | The prepare allocations process is done 
after the monthly MPS process, which provides frozen weekly buckets on setup group level. 
The proposed unit for allocation quotas was, however, monthly buckets on material level (and 
by location, but that is irrelevant here). This requires two transformations of MPS quantities: 
1) disaggregation from setup group to material level and 2) aggregation from weekly to 
monthly buckets. The latter is practicable, yet complex. In contrast, the former transformation 
is bound to yield frequent mismatches between the sum of all monthly allocation quotas for a 
given material (aggregating locations to a global number) and the material’s actual planned 
production quantity for the same month (aggregating all corresponding weekly MPS buckets 
to the month). These mismatches arise from the fact that material level quantities in the 
monthly MPS process are still ‘slush’ (only aggregate setup group quantities are frozen) and 
are therefore still subject to change before actually being frozen in the weekly MPS process 
(only after the prepare allocation process). This will often yield a difference in setup group 
materials mix between monthly MPS (slush) and weekly MPS (frozen), and consequently a 
difference between the allocation quota and what is actually ‘available to promise’. To prevent 
promising orders that cannot be fulfilled, any mismatch between aggregate and disaggregate 
levels could be initially solved by slack (i.e. additional safety stock). However, this will surely 
add complexity and additional workload to the process. Furthermore, an alert could be 
triggered in case of significant differences between the monthly and weekly MPS outputs.  

- Late and frequent alerts | As discussed, a bandwidth (i.e. +/- a certain percentage) could be 
added to the allocated quotas to allow for exceeding the quota (pooling with stock-points that 
don’t consume the full quota). An idea was to make allocation quotas ‘soft’ in the sense that 
orders exceeding the quota are put ‘on hold’ in a waiting room to be managed manually. In 
that case the allocation quota bandwidth would be used to trigger alerts in case of either 
ordering (far) more or less than the allocation quota. There are two issues with this approach: 
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o 1) Most alerts would arrive only late in the month | Alerts for quota exceedance would 
be triggered when at a certain point during the month the cumulative monthly orders 
exceed (the upper bound of) the allocation quota (bandwidth). Intuitively, this would often 
only happen late in the month after possibly having confirmed a suboptimal distribution of 
orders in earlier weeks. Similarly, it is not trivial how to identify and act on over-
forecasting early enough in the month to still make a change. The decision concerning 
when and how to possibly re-allocate quotas requires sophisticated forecast consumption 
logic. Pushing supply in case of a demand shortage is not considered in this approach. 
All that it really adds is unnecessary constraints on the weekly allocation decision, 
reducing the solution space to optimize within. Optimization within weekly buckets seems 
to be the favorable alternative. 

o 2) The amount of alerts would be unmanageable | Let us consider a hypothetical 
case: the allocation quota is fixed (no bandwidth), the allocation quota equals the 
forecast, there is no forecasting bias and demand is normally distributed. We are then 
dealing with a median-unbiased forecast: half of the forecasts are too low and half are 
too high (note that is independent from forecasting accuracy). Consequently, half of all 
cases would trigger a quota exceedance alert. This is an unmanageable amount for 
exception management (basically an alert state for 50% of material-stock-point 
combinations). The assumptions of our hypothetical case are not too bad, but in reality it 
is likely that the amount of exceptions is less (the current positive forecasting reduces the 
amount of ‘shortages’ due to overproduction; and poison demand has more than 50% 
under the mean, which means more and smaller negative errors, and fewer but bigger 
positive), yet still an unmanageable amount. So far, we have not even mentioned the 
amount of alerts coming from stock-points that have consumed far less than their quotas. 
Note that both types of alerts would concentrate towards the end of the month (as 
explained in the first issue), making an MM’s workload for the current month coincide with 
the preparation for the next month. Applying a ‘soft’ (alert-free) bandwidth is the only real 
option then to reduce the amount of alerts. However, applying a large bandwidth is 
fundamentally in conflict with the idea of having an allocation quota in the first place…   

Proposal II-b: Base allocation logic on weekly instead of monthly reference signal  

Monthly MPS-based AP&C is replaced by limited fair share logic to allow pooling 
Later in the project, the idea of having a two-stage allocation planning and consumption concept 
with quotas was dropped. This was not the right means to achieve the envisioned objective of 
preventing local ‘big hits’ (i.e. very large unanticipated orders) in a single market from having 
global impact. Still, the objective is maintained. The revised idea addresses the main drawback 
of AP&C logic: reduced risk pooling advantages. Fixed material quotas for stock-points (i.e. 
allocations from the monthly MPS quantity that add up to the total) are abandoned to always 
benefit from pooling. Instead, limited fair share logic is applied to allocate available supply in 
shortage situations. ‘Limited’ here refers that stock-points receive their ‘fair share’, at maximum, 
up to a certain limit depending on their forecast (or forecast accuracy). Hence, the process name 
‘prepare allocations’ does not properly reflect the content of this monthly process anymore.  

Monthly forecast-based fair share limits are used to reward forecast accuracy   
In this new allocation concept, available production is allocated to stock-points in the weekly 
deployment according to ‘fair share’ logic. The logic is described as “an equal distribution based 
on the demand and stock situations of the stock-points”. This relates to allocation of both 
shortages and excesses. At the time of writing, this was not further detailed, neither conceptually 
nor mathematically. Nevertheless, the main idea is to stimulate and reward delivering unbiased, 
accurate forecasting. First, stimulating forecast accuracy requires the consideration of behavioral 
aspects; i.e. focusing on preventing ways to “cheat” the system. Secondly, rewarding forecast 
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accuracy protects markets with an accurate forecast from heavily being impacted by markets 
with too low a forecast accuracy. The fair share logic is limited such that it is only lenient up to a 
certain degree of inaccuracy. Stock-points can only participate in the fair share process up to a 
calculated maximum (shortage situation) or receive at least a minimum (excess situation). These 
limits are calculated based on the monthly forecast. This should establish a prominent role for 
the SFI meeting, making the monthly forecast an important reference for weekly decisions. 
Finally, a material level deployment projection for the coming five weeks is provided (based on 
net requirements as demand on source location). This feeds the inventory projection and S&OP.  

Shortage || In case of supply shortages fair share allocations are limited based on the forecast 
A supply shortage is defined as a situation in which the total net requirements to a source (e.g. a 
plant or warehouse) exceed its available supply. This is reviewed in weekly buckets in the 
weekly deployment process. Only in case of a shortage, replenishment orders to a stock-point 
are limited based on the forecast. Stock-points are ‘punished’ for under-forecasting in shortage 
situations by excluding them from the fair share allocation above a certain forecasting error. This 
threshold still had to be defined. However, it means that a stock-point cannot receive a bigger 
fair share than, for example, 125% of the initially projected net requirements (the “snapshot” of 
the net requirements based on the forecast) – irrespective of how the actual net requirements 
have developed since then. The idea is simple: if you contributed to the shortage by under-
forecasting, you will also ‘feel’ the shortage. In isolation, this idea may evoke gaming behavior 
(i.e. deliberate over-forecasting) in case of an anticipated shortage. This risk is mitigated by 
introducing a counter mechanism to ‘punish’ over-forecasting in case of an excess situation.  

Excess || In case of excess supply stock-points receive a minimum based on their forecast  
A supply excess situation occurs when for a given weekly bucket the total net requirements to a 
source (e.g. a plant or warehouse) are less than its available supply. Only in case of an excess, 
stock-points may receive more than their actual requirements in the deployment process. In 
case of over-forecasting in an excess situation, stock-points are held ‘accountable’ for their 
forecast. This is done by means of push deployment based on the forecast: deploying at least a 
certain amount of goods, e.g. 90% (minimum TBD), of the earlier mentioned net requirements 
‘snapshot’. The remaining excess is then fair shared between all stock-points, taking into 
account the demand and inventory situations, and the inventory positioning strategy. Again, the 
idea is simple: if you caused an excess by over-forecasting, you will also receive this excess 
(unless of course another stock-point needs it). Push deployment serves a triple purpose: 1) it 
ensures the available supply is deployed (especially when a plant cannot keep stock), within the 
limits of the service level agreement with each stock-point; 2) it counteracts the gaming behavior 
of over-forecasting and subsequent under ordering; and 3) it reduces the current consistent 
positive forecasting bias. 

Monthly forecast reference needs consumption logic to apply in weekly buckets 
The monthly snapshot of the net requirements projection following SFI serves a twofold purpose. 
First, it allows anticipating and preventing possible supply issues by triggering alerts or blocking 
orders in the waiting room when the actual state deviates significantly from the forecast. Second, 
it acts as ‘referee’ in solving supply shortage or excess issues in the form of the fair share caps. 
Being able to use this monthly reference in the weekly MPS and deployment processes brings 
two prerequisites: 1) a breakdown of monthly forecast quantities to weekly buckets (see 
proposal I), and 2) a consumption of the monthly forecast during the month to update the net 
requirements in SAP APO. Material net requirements for each stock-point are calculated based 
on the sales forecast and its inventory position. As the month passes by, forecast consumption 
involves reducing forecasted quantities from the total month to the remainder of the month. This 
can either be based on a fixed reduction key (e.g. -25% each week or -5% each business day, 
as is currently done in Hilti), actual sales orders or a more complex hybrid logic. The proposed 
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forecast consumption logic is, in fact, a hybrid form. Within a week, the weekly forecast is further 
split into daily buckets. Sales or replenishment orders first consume all unconsumed forecast 
backwards only within the same week, and then consume the remainder forward until the end of 
the same month. It is not possible to consume further ahead. Unconsumed forecast in past 
weeks are deleted (Figure 3.4). This is thought to protect against over-forecasting. On the 
contrary, an additional idea is to allow for (at least) one week of backward consumption (still 
TBD). We support this proposal to pool the risk of deleting forecast prematurely. Especially for 
sporadic items and in case of larger and more frequent orders towards the month-end (target 
driven sales push) this mitigates the risk to produce too little, even based on too high a forecast.  
 

 
Figure 3.4.: Forecast consumption example (over-forecasting) with three degrees of backward consumption 

We suggest a weekly reference and prioritizing via differentiated service levels not quotas 
Forecast consumption logic is indeed needed to update net requirements based on actual sales 
during the month. This steers both production and replenishment orders on a weekly basis. 
However, when applying a monthly forecast-based net requirement reference snapshot to guide 
periodic weekly allocation decisions (contrary to a monthly allocation quota with continuous 
consumption), it makes no sense to also add consumption logic to this reference. After all, the 
SFI meeting is only held once a month - meaning that the forecast is, in principal, not updated 
during the month - and actual sales are already reflected in the net requirements. In our view, 
allocation consumption logic is only required if the order confirmation window is shorter than the 
planning period (e.g. real-time single order promising) and there is strong heterogeneity in the 
customer base (see Proposal II-a). Both prerequisites are not the case. Instead, complexity and 
workload can be reduced by simply using the weekly, agreed-on SFI buckets as a reference to 
guide weekly allocation decisions. This, too, allows for rewarding forecast accuracy, considering 
incentives and prioritizing between stock-points. Therefore we suggest making only a single 
holistic, globally optimized weekly allocation decision (here: deployment), directly after releasing 
the weekly MPS production quantities and guided by the net requirements snapshot reference in 
weekly buckets. The design of this weekly allocation process and the associated logic is the 
focus of Chapter 4.  
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Proposal III: FS after deployment to first optimize service levels and then costs 

Running deployment after FS requires decoupling production and transportation 
The To-Be weekly HIP workflow (Figure 2.7) suggests performing factory scheduling each 
Thursday directly after preparing MPS. This entails breaking down the weekly MPS unassigned 
material quantities to daily production order buckets. This enables optimization of production 
cost. However, without knowing the destination stock-points it is impossible to consider the 
possibility of (partial) synchronization between production and transport in the FS process. Given 
that the latter is often not fully flexible (due to established shipping calendars) this yields roughly 
two options. Either the centralized weekly deployment process also ‘pegs’ planned daily 
production orders to the transport planning, considering local shipping and load building 
constraints in the allocation decisions (an impracticable exercise for the central planner); or 
production is decoupled from transportation by means of ‘buffer’ stock (basically finished goods 
await their shipment in the buffer). We see the second option here as the most pragmatic, and in 
case of P6D there is also space available to do this. Note that decoupling adds cycle time which 
can be considered by means of additional safety lead time in the net requirements calculation. 

Alternatively, executing deployment before FS allows to focus on service level 
An alternative approach is to conduct the weekly deployment process based on the weekly MPS 
quantities before preparing a detailed daily factory scheduling. Deployment then only concerns 
the synchronized weekly allocation of supply and release of all replenishment orders. This 
concludes the SCOP level planning before moving on to the daily buckets of production unit 
control (De Kok and Fransoo, 2003), conform the initial HIPP framework (‘Transformational Unit 
Control’ in Figure 3.5). The (constrained) replenishment orders can then be released to the lower 
level with a due date that respects the freedom of scheduling production orders throughout the 
week. Note that also in this case some ‘buffer’ between production and distribution is inevitable 
as the transport schedule is not considered. This is a suggested management decision for 
deployment to optimize for service levels rather than cost (production, inventory, transport) 
based on Hilti’s high margins. Also in (severe) shortage situations, the central planning function 
(business unit) has to first consider the strategic global allocation problem. The resulting lead-
time uncertainty could be reflected in the safety stock target. This also offers factory scheduling 
some flexibility to prevent ‘sticks in the ground’ (i.e. inconvenient production orders fixed due to 
distribution constraints) which disrupt optimization of global production. In case of low 
transportation frequencies, net requirements calculations should be aligned with shipping 
calendars such that buffer time is limited and production quantities do not literally “miss the boat”. 
 

   
Figure 3.5.: New HIP hierarchical planning and 
control framework (adapted from Broft, 2014; 

Kreuwels, 2014; Mertens, 2014) 

Figure 3.6.: APS modules with coordination and 
integration (based on Reuter & Rohde, 2008; Meyr et 

al., 2008; Fleischmann et al., 2008) 
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Running FS after deployment allows better synchronization to reduce buffer sizes  
The deployment process allocates weekly MPS quantities to stock-points. Thereafter, plant MMs 
are responsible for disaggregating these weekly MPS quantities into daily buckets. This complex 
task entails both factory scheduling and pegging production orders and finished goods inventory to 
the released replenishment orders. Thus far, deployment has only implicitly considered some 
shipping constraint through the net requirements. FS should consider further load building and 
shipping schedule constraints. The plant MM should make a holistic decision regarding the degree 
of synchronization, respectively decoupling, between production and distribution. Given the fixed 
allocation decisions based on service level requirements, this leaves the trade-off between 
reducing: production cost (e.g. bigger lot-sizes, leveling, efficient patterns), inventory cost (e.g. 
reducing buffer time), and distribution cost (e.g. less flexibility in schedule, full loads). A general 
HIP target is to stabilize and optimize production given its high cost. Therefore this is assumed 
dominant over transportation aspects. This implies that FS should primarily optimize for efficient 
production, yet synchronize with transport for when needed for service level (e.g. shortage 
situation) and efficiency. The remaining trade-off is then between transportation flexibility (with the 
associated costs) and decoupling (with the associated buffer stock). This decision depends on the 
order and shipping frequencies. For fast movers on high frequency lanes it might make more 
sense to accept a small buffer stock in the plants to ship efficient, whereas for slow movers on low 
frequency lanes might need more synchronization (also in net requirements planning). The 
decision also depends on the cost of flexibility in warehousing and transportation; fixed calendars 
can level workload and reduce volatility. All in all, plant MMs can make their best effort in 
optimizing total cost and decouple if the problem is too complex for system support.  

We suggest to first execute the deployment process before factory scheduling 
Considering the preceding argumentation and Hilti’s high margin, we recommend performing FS 
after deployment. This conforms to the findings from the literature review (Verburg, 2015a) that 
production and distribution planning (here: MPS and deployment) deal with replenishment 
quantities (here: allocation), after which production scheduling and transport planning (here: FS, 
load building and shipment scheduling) align due dates and allow order promising (Figure 3.6). 
Likewise, Bertrand and Wingaard (1986) argue that this approach is necessary to simplify the 
total production control1. They decompose total control by distinguishing between Production 
Units (PUs) – "specific sets of capacities performing a specific set of operations using a specific 
set of materials” – and Goods Flow Control (GFC) – “the co-ordination of production units ... to 
realize a certain service performance”. In case of allocation planning, the interface between GFC 
and PUs is constituted by a single control variable: the release of new work orders (§4.1.7) to 
PUs which need to be realized according to certain standards (PU capacity changes and usage are 
out of the AP scope). Thus, first concluding the SCOP level planning enables the central 
planning function to optimize, principally, for service levels. Thereafter, any further optimization 
of cost and synchronization can be controlled by the plant MM (‘Transformational Unit Control’ in 
Figure 3.5). Our working hypothesis is that this approach can achieve a higher degree of 
synchronization, consequently yielding less buffer stock than when deployment would follow FS.  
 

Note that no agreement was achieved on this proposal at the time of writing. However, our working 
hypothesis is that decoupling production and distribution by way of a buffer will (initially) be 
necessary in both cases to make the planning problem practicable. Cycle time and therewith 
stocks can be reduced through continuous improvement of the synchronization by the plant MM. 
Under this assumption we decide not taking any load building or shipping calendar constraints into 
account for the deployment calculation (hereafter referred to as: allocation planning) in this thesis.    

                                                
1
 Note that Betrand and Wingaard (1986) define production control broader than production: “Production control refers to the co-

ordination of production and distribution activities in a manufacturing system to achieve a specific delivery reliability at minimum costs.” 
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Chapter IV     Ends planning   

In Chapter IV we present the To-Be design for the allocation planning process. First, we introduce the allocation 
planning process and concept with its three elements: CAS allocation logic, situational bounds and exception filters 
(§4.1: Conceptual design). Secondly, we provide the mathematical formalizations of these concepts and a detailed 
functional model for the AP process (§4.2: Detailed design). Thirdly, we provide an integrated solution procedure and 
implementation in MATLAB to provide a proof of concept, as well as AP training materials (§4.3: Integrated design). 
Finally, we briefly enumerate the identified gaps between the To-Be design and As-Is situation (§4.4: Gap analysis). 

4.1.  To-Be design step I | Conceptual design   

4.1.1. Allocation planning | Problem definition   

The allocation planning process couples available supply to net requirements  
Axsater and Rosling (1993) argue that controlling divergent supply chains involves two types of 
decisions: production control decisions and inventory allocation or rationing decisions. In the 
literature, the latter two concepts are often used synonymously. In the context of multi-period order 
cycles, however, some authors distinguish between them. Lagodimos and Koukoumialos (2008) 
state that allocation decisions need not allocate all available supply in case of a shortage (part of 
the supply may be kept central for following periods), while in case of rationing decisions all supply 
would be allocated. Here, our definition for the allocation planning (AP) process corresponds to 
rationing as we assume all available stock to be allocated. This process deals with distributing 
available material supply at feeding stock-points to several successors based on their respective 
needs. This should be performed weekly after the completion of the Master Production Schedule 
and concludes the SCOP planning level. We focus on the most upstream allocation problem: 
allocating unassigned weekly MPS production for plants to their various destination stock-points in 
the distribution network (Figure 2.5: L1). Here, AP concerns the difference between (unconstrained) 
net requirements and available supply. The main responsibility of the process the release of 
replenishment work orders: pegging production orders to replenishment needs. This decision 
requires a holistic view and is therefore foreseen to be done by the central planning function.  

Designing a suitable allocation planning concept starts with defining its objective 
Allocation planning serves a dual purpose. First, it allows proactively identifying any imminent 
future shortages on item-level based on sales and supply projections (in HIP this is referred to 
as deployment projection). Anticipating bottlenecks in more detail than in S&OP allows for more 
informed decisions. Secondly, AP logic is applied reactive to deal with imbalances and problems 
in the short-term. Here, the allocation planning process also has a dual function, depending on 
the global supply and demand imbalance: either (pull) shortage rationing or (push) excess 
deployment. The academic literature has primarily focused on the former function. When supply 
chains experience shortages (supply constrained mode) it is important to define a clear objective 
in order to ration available supply in the best possible way. This is where the AP design starts. 

Short-term AP objective: optimize service levels in a supply and demand imbalance 
The objective is closely connected to the possibility and decision to explicitly distinguish demand 
classes, i.e. heterogeneous or homogenous demand (Kilger & Meyr, 2008). These cases 
respectively yield two types of objectives: 1) profit maximization (e.g. rank-based prioritization 
based on margin), and 2) ‘fair share’ aiming to balance service one way or another (e.g. based 
on equal or differentiated service level expectations; proportional to the committed orders; or a 
fixed split based on history). We do not consider the former class as we are dealing with internal 
replenishment orders rather than final customer orders with different engagement levels. Thus, 
the profitability of specific replenishment orders compared to others is not known in advance. 
Instead, prioritizing profitable or strategically important demand can be done indirectly through 
differentiating service level targets among stock-points. The trade-off between inventory cost 
and expected service level then becomes explicit. Therefore we recommend the ‘fair share’ 
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objective to balance expected service levels taking into account their differentiated targets. This 
prevents ‘higher ranked’ stock-points from simply receiving their orders in full while others might 
need supply harder. The objective thereby also incentivizes high margin markets to plan well.  

Long-term AP objective: continuously reducing the supply and demand imbalance  
Besides the short-term objective to optimize service levels in a supply and demand imbalance, it 
is crucial to fulfill the long-term objective of continuously reducing this imbalance. Therefore AP 
addresses its root causes. The research objective of achieving higher customer service levels at 
lower capital and operational expenses is pursued through improving the forecast and cutting 
internal variance. Therefore we recommend rewarding good forecasting, considering error and 
bias (see §4.1.4). An essential aspect is to drive accuracy by establishing commitment towards 
the forecast. This includes linking allocation planning with the ‘committed’ numbers from the SFI. 
First, reducing the share of manual replenishment orders can certainly take away some bullwhip 
or other types of induced variances in distribution. Secondly, accountability and liability towards 
the forecast can help to counter incentives for adverse behavior. This creates transparency and 
drives trust between plants, BUs and MOs. Moreover, our working hypothesis is that a robust 
allocation planning logic that optimizes service levels is crucial to reduce variance and ultimately 
enable to provide higher and more predictable service levels at lower cost.  

4.1.2. Allocation planning | Conceptual design  

The allocation planning conceptual design consists of 3 complementary elements 
The To-Be design should be robust enough to handle ‘normal’ demand and supply imbalances. 
It should also be able to identify ‘exceptional’ situations in which manual review and intervention 
is mandatory. This includes both (pull) shortage rationing when supply is constrained and (push) 
excess deployment when demand is constrained. The developed framework for the conceptual 
design comprises three complementary features (Figure 4.1). Each addresses an increasing 
degree of global imbalance and/or stock-point forecasting inaccuracy and is detailed in §4.1.3-5. 
 

 
Figure 4.1.: Allocation planning concept 

The allocation planning matrix depicts the AP concept in the 4 MECE situations 
The prior explained allocation planning concept offers a differentiated approach depending on 
the present circumstances on individual material level. Here, we consider two dimensions and 
consequently distinguish four MECE2 situations. First, we consider the nature (and magnitude) 
of the global imbalance, i.e. the supply chain mode. This is either a global shortage (supply 
constrained mode: total net requirements to a plant exceed its available supply) or a global 
excess (demand constrained mode: ~conversely). Secondly, we consider the nature (and 
magnitude) of individual forecasting errors, i.e. the stock-point forecasting mode. In this regard 
we distinguish between over- and under-forecasting. The stock-point forecasting mode is 
determined based on a reference ‘snapshot’. This includes the projection of the net requirements 
for the current decision period that was calculated at the time of the SFI meeting. The difference 
between this net requirement snapshot and the actual/current net requirements arises from the 
difference between the forecast and what has actually happened since the SFI meeting (§4.1.4 
addresses the snapshot in more detail). This results in the allocation planning matrix (Figure 4.2). 
Not that not only shortage situation can be problematic. Excess stock is the price paid for poor 
planning and brings about obsolescence risk and increases Hilti’s net working capital.    
                                                
2
 MECE: abbreviation for ’mutually exclusive and complementary exhaustive’  
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 Figure 4.2.: Allocation planning matrix 

The allocation planning process flow shows the activities of the planner and system   
The designed To-Be allocation planning process (see Figure 4.3) starts with an initialization step 
with three system activities: 1) determining the supply chain operating modes and stock-point 
forecasting modes; 2) identifying exceptions for manual intervention by filtering significant global 
imbalances, and local ‘big hits’ and extreme over-forecasting; and 3) running the (APS) Plan 
allocations with the appropriate pull shortage rationing or push excess deployment logic. The 
latter process is further modeled in §4.1.7 and is the core of the thesis. Thereafter, the initial 
system solution is reviewed and any identified exceptions are handled manually. Then the AP 
calculation is run again (respecting the manual interventions) and the resulting new solution is 
reviewed. Here, it is important that the impact of manual interventions is made transparent to the 
planner to gain feedback whether these were actually for the better or the worse. It is then up to 
the planner to decide upon making more manual iterations (e.g. changing allocation planning 
parameters or manually overwriting ‘caps’ and ‘floors’). When the planner feels comfortable with 
the solution, he/she approves and the allocation decisions are released as weekly work orders. 
 

 
Figure 4.3.: Allocation planning process flow (BPMN notation) 

4.1.3. Conceptual design (I) | Allocation logic: supply rationing and deployment 

Requirements for AP rules follow from the service level optimization objective 
This section provides requirements for the supply rationing and deployment rules (Figure 4.1):   

- Periodic review | weekly synchronized plan for orders to be released next week (wk bucket) 
- Stochastic demand | future demands are unknown and uncertainty is explicitly addressed 
- Divergent network | strictly divergent (on material level) distribution of finished products  
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- Two echelon problem | plant; stockless depot (only buffer stock) or depot with stock; and a 
set of “retailers” (parallel stock-points). Deployment depends on whether the plant has the 
ability to keep excess stock central, but the logic should be able to deploy all excess supply    

- Upstream allocation | design for first allocation level (plant + its ship-tos) assuming single-
echelon control (service level targets and inventory control policy at a plant’s successors).  
AP logic should be applicable to other echelons too (multi-echelon control is not considered)  

- Differentiated service levels | stock-point specific targets result from strategic decisions   
- No customer classes | besides different service level targets, stock-points are homogenous 
- Both supply chain modes | ‘fair share’ shortage rationing and excess deployment rules 
- Optimize service levels | aligned with the short-term AP objective, the rules should ‘fair 

share’ the impact of supply and demand imbalances on the expected service levels  

Four prominent fixed rationing policies prevail in literature: FS, (C)AS, BS and PR  
A major problem in controlling divergent supply chains is the occurrence of central shortages. 
The question is how to ration inventories of the feeding stock-point over its successors. Here, 
inventory rationing policies determine target allocation fractions. Lagodimos and Koukoumialos 
(2008) distinguish two categories of rationing policies: dynamic and fixed (or practical). This 
distinction relates to whether the formulated rationing problem’s solution depends on the feeding 
stock-point inventory. Dynamic policies (e.g. Van Houtum et al., 1996) approach target setting as 
dependent local (cost) optimization problems. In contrast, fixed policies follow predetermined 
rationing functions, independent of the central stock-point inventory. The latter approach is most 
commonly used in practice (Zhang, 2003) and also our focus. Several authors provide an 
overview of the various fixed supply rationing policies, e.g. Federgruen (1993), Diks et al. (1996), 
Van der Heijden (1997), Diks and De Kok (1999), Lagodimos and Koukoumialos (2008), and 
Paul and Rajendran (2011). The following enumerates the most important fixed rationing policies: 

- Fair share (FS) | This rule was initially proposed by Clark and Scarf (1960) and aims to have 
equal end stock-point stock-out probabilities. They set a discounted cost objective with 
linear holding and backorders cost. This model is valid under the so called “allocation ~” or 
“balance assumption”, i.e. available supply is sufficient to achieve equal stock-out probabilities 
without negative allocations (see Zipkin, 1984, for a definition of imbalance). Diks and De Kok 
(1996, 1999) argue that this assumption is not required in case of a sufficiently lenghty 
demandless period in which negative allocation quantities can be transshipped. Although 
strictly correct, this is not really practical given the geographical spread of Hilti’s stock-points. 
Eppen and Schrage (1981) extended the model to an optimal base stock evaluation 
procedure for a two-echelon distribution chain with stockless depot and divergent last echelon 
(see Van Donselaar and Wijngaard, 1986, for depot with stock). The model assumes identical 
retailers; i.e. fixed and equal holding cost, penalty cost and lead times, and normal demands. 
An important feature of FS is that it minimizes backorders under normal demands. Lagodimos 
(1992) extended the model with non-identical retailers.   

- Priority rationing (PR) | This policy was introduced by Lagodimos (1992) and ranks retailers 
in a fixed priority list. Available material is used to satisfy the successor stock-points’ complete 
needs in the listed sequence until all available material is exhausted. Priorities can e.g. be 
assigned at random or in order of increasing retailer order size. The latter rule aims to 
minimize the number of unsatisfied end stock-points (Paul and Rajendran, 2011).This big 
difference with the FS and CAS rationing rule is that in case of a shortage the material is not 
divided among retailers but fully allocated to a certain (set of) retailer(s) (Diks et al., 1996).  

- Appropriate Share (AS) | Where FS and PR assume normal demands (Lagodimos and 
Koukoumialos, 2008); De Kok (1990) extends Eppen and Schrage (1981) to general demand 
functions and service criteria. The resulted in the Appropriate Share rationing policy (De Kok 
et al., 1994), which allowed for differentiated retailer lead-times and service level targets and 
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also for the depot to hold stock into the next period. This rule aims to ensure that a pre-
specified independent service level can be attained at a retailer (Diks et al., 1996). The 
AS rule rations the available materials such that the projected net inventory (stock on hand 
minus back-orders) at the individual retailers equals a pre-specified fixed allocation fraction of 
the (total) system-wide projected net inventory.    

- Consistent Appropriate Share (CAS) | With AS rationing allocation-fractions can be chosen 
freely (depending on inventory position and demand). This is restricted in the CAS policy (De 
Kok et al., 1994) in which the allocation fractions only depend on the order-up-to-level 
decision variables. The rule aims to keep the ratio of the projected net inventory at any 
retailer over the system-wide projected net inventory constant at any time (Diks et al., 
1996). These safety stock ratios can be for example, but not necessarily, based on the 
criterion of customer service level (fill rate: the fraction of demand delivered immediately from 
stock on hand). CAS is a generalizes the FS rule, allowing for various service criteria which 
are also non-identical between retailers, and holds for any demand distribution, as well as in 
case of holding stock at the central depot. Verrijdt and De Kok (1996) refined the two-echelon 
model by generalizing the concept of imbalance -”the occurrence of negative allocation 
quantities after application of a straightforward allocation policy”. The two-echelon CAS model 
was extended to general divergent N-echelon systems (Verrijdt and De Kok, 1995).  

- Balanced Stock (BS) Rationing | Van der Heijden (1997) introduced the BS policy for a two-
echelon system with a stockless depot. The BS policy first calculates rationing fractions 
aiming to minimize the (approximate) mean system imbalance at the end stock-points 
before setting order-up-to-levels aiming to achieve to a predetermined target fill-rate at 
every retailer. He defines the mean system imbalance as “the sum of the negative allocation 
quantities when a replenishment order is allocated among the local stock-points”. This 
represents the aggregate “excess” stock at retailers with respect to the optimal allocation 
fractions. Such negative allocations can in fact not be reallocated to other stock-points as this 
would require transshipments through space and time (including in-transit inventory). 
Minimizing imbalance therefore reduces waste of the inventory investment. CAS and BS differ 
in the amount of control parameters: where the former only has N+1 (allocation fractions for 
each stock-point and the central depot order-up-to level), the latter has 2N (rationing fractions 
and maximum order-up-to levels for each stock-point). By choosing his control parameters, 
Van der Heijden (1997) shows that CAS is a special case of BS. Hence, BS is more general.    

Both CAS and BS fit the fill rate service criterion where FS and PR are unsuited  
De Kok and Fransoo (2003) list the most frequently used customer service level criteria: the non-
stock-out probability (P1/𝛼) and the fill rate (P2/𝛽). Hilti’s divergent distribution network requires 
both differentiated target fill rates and a mechanism that equitably shares the impact of shortages 
and excess among stock-points. The FS policy does not fit these requirements. Likewise, the 
objective of the PR policy is unsuitable. Moreover, establishing agreement on the priority list would 
be an impracticable political task. The CAS policy seems a more apt candidate allowing 
differentiated fill rates between retailers and holding for any demand distribution. Similarly, the BS 
control rule is appropriate and various simulations have shown that it is, in fact, more accurate and 
more robust than its CAS counterpart (Van der Heijden, 1997; Verrijdt and De Kok, 1996; Van der 
Heijden et al., 1997). Through minimizing the probability of imbalance, target fill rates are better 
approximated, hence introducing less undesired variation into the supply chain.      

We select the intuitive and field-tested CAS rule over a better performing BS policy 
Despite its addressed inherent deficiencies, CAS offers several distinctive advantages over BS. 
First of all, the used safety stock ratios are arguably more intuitive and therefore simpler to 
understand than minimizing imbalance in BS rationing – even after ensuring that the rationing 
factors sum up to 1 instead of ½ (correction of De Kok and Fransoo [2003] to of the erroneous 
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original BS rule by Van der Heijden [1997]). Moreover, the CAS logic is not only validated 
through simulation, but has also proven to provide reliable and desirable results in six years of 
live action with Philips (De Kok et al., 2005). Here it supported the collaborative planning 
process between Philips Semiconductors and one of its customers, Philips Optical Storage. The 
robustness and trust in the tool was validated by the fact that in over 100 weeks not a single 
problem had been escalated by the planners to higher management. This extensive “field-test” or 
track record is highly valued in our considerations. Therefore we opt for CAS over BS, despite its 
better numerical simulation results, and choose to address the weaknesses of the CAS policy.  

We acknowledge and address the known weakness of the CAS rationing policy   
The CAS rule is inaccurate in case of strong imbalance, possibly yielding substantial deviations 
between actual and target fill rates (Van der Heijden, 1997). Real problems arise only in extreme 
cases. First, small safety stock deviations have more impact on service level for lower targets 
(e.g. 90% vs. 99%; Van der Heijden, 1997). Secondly, results deteriorate for large ranges of 
differentiated fill rates (e.g. 70-95%; Verrijdt and De Kok, 1996). In case of low variance, stock-
points with high targets are most affected, introducing supply variation at the most important 
places which are already difficult to manage. Both extremes do not apply to Hilti; the HIP fill rate 
targets for end customers is >98.5% (CPOI: customer perfect order internal) and for warehouses 
>98% (ATS: availability to standard). Even for production plants the targets are high: >95% and 
>97% (PA: product availability), for P4 and P6 respectively (Kreuwels, 2013). In this limited and 
high range CAS performs well. Verrijdt and de Kok (1996) extends the standard CAS policy with 
an iterative improvement procedure to compensate deviations between actual target and actual 
service level by adjusting the allocation fractions. This reduces the imbalance and considerably 
improves analytical results. The issue of imbalance is further addressed by the situational 
bounds extension (§4.1.4). Van der Heijden (1997) poses that CAS rationing lacks flexibility 
because it does not offer maximum order-up-to levels per stock-point. This degree of freedom is 
addressed by the situational bounds extension. These ‘caps’ for stock-points causing a large 
imbalance are intuitive as they depend on the agreed numbers from the SFI meeting. If the 
imbalance is small enough CAS performs well (De Kok et al. 1994; Verrijdt and De Kok 1996). 

Apart from required shortage rationing, central control also allows sharing excess  
The allocation literature mostly addresses rationing policies in the context of shortage situations.  
CAS rules can, however, also be applied in excess situations. This depends on whether the 
central stock-point is allowed to hold stock. In case this depot serves several (external) retailers, 
all excess supply that was not ordered is typically kept central (e.g. De Kok et al., 2005). In case 
of a centrally controlled (internal) distribution network, it should be explicitly and holistically 
decided how to handle any central surfeit. Some authors ensure that retailers’ stock on hand 
remains at maximum their order-up-to-level (e.g. Paul and Rajendran, 2011). In other cases, 
practical or strategic grounds may call for a “stockless” central depot that immediately allocates 
and distributes all incoming goods to its successor stock-points (e.g. Verrijdt and De Kok, 1996). 
Note that some buffer stock capacity is required to connect production and distribution anyhow.   

As a rule excess stock should be pushed downstream, but not without consideration 
In general it makes sense to ‘push’ excess supply downstream to the stock-point of the forecast 
that caused the excess in the first place. Such temporary imbalances are inherent to the 
uncertain nature of the demand and even out over time if the forecast is unbiased. Therefore we 
advise that in principle the rule should be followed, but should at least always provide the initial 
plan for the central planner to review and adapt. This includes excess situations. Moreover, 
pooling advantages would be minimal due to the longer lead-time upstream. Note, however, that 
transport cost should be optimized (shipping FTLs) as there is no rush in moving the excess. Of 
course there may also be various strategic decisions or practical constraints that require stock to 
be kept central or shipped elsewhere. First, there should be sufficient space to hold additional 
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inventory downstream. Secondly, future requirements can be considered by allocating to stock-
points with anticipated shortages. This also reduces future production quantities through the net 
requirements. Thirdly, it is important to consider specificity; country-specific should always be 
pushed down (except perhaps obsolete phase-out items). Finally, the demand type of a material 
per stock-point is important to consider. In high demand environments excess is down streamed 
further. In contrast, slow movers, perishables, and phase-in and phase-out materials require 
more careful consideration to prevent double handling cost and obsolescence. In well-designed 
supply chains, this should be considered implicitly by pushing towards the decoupling point. 

4.1.4. Conceptual design (II) | Situational bounds: ‘cap’ and ‘floor’ extensions   

Fostering continuous improvement involves considering aspects of human behavior  
This section specifies the rationale and conceptual design of the allocation “limits” (§3.2, proposal 
II-b), hereafter referred to as situational bounds (Figure 4.1 and 4.2). Continuous improvement of 
operations is an important long-term objective in the context of internal supply chains. Clearly, this 
entails optimizing control policies. Here, however, we focus on aspects of human planner 
behavior. Research on decision making shows that behaviors somewhat differ from predictions 
and prescriptions of rational decision making theories (Gasser et al., 2011). This is partially 
inevitable. Limited human rationalizing capabilities (Silver et al., 1998) and incomplete models 
always call for ignoring certain aspects of complex decisions. In spite of sincere best attempts to 
reflect “reality”, this may yield unintentional biases which can only be reduced with better decision 
support systems. Intentional ‘irrational’ or ‘biased’ behaviors, on the contrary, can be minimized by 
diminishing opportunities to ‘cheat the system’. In Hilti, the vast majority of ‘normal’ demand 
materials (MTS) is produced and distributed based on deterministic MRP netting (Orlicky, 1975) in 
APO or based reorder point planning. Behavioral aspects are particularly relevant in the former 
case with three levers to influence distribution: the forecast, safety stock targets and order 
quantities. If not properly designed, this may evoke adverse behavior and induce internal variance.  

Unbiased demand forecasts are the Holy Grail in balancing supply and demand 
Adverse behavior comes in all shapes and sizes. Non-statistical forecasts, for example, are 
almost always heavily biased due to the involved politics (Herrin, 2010). Galbraith and Merril 
(2007) found that some executives adapt forecasts to influence internal resource allocations. 
Perhaps the best example is given by shortage gaming which is known to drive the bullwhip 
effect (Lee et al., 1997). We intend preventing such behaviors by rewarding good forecasting 
with better allocations. SFI numbers drive all upstream operations and are pivotal to the S&OP 
and AP processes. Herrin (2010) hit the nail on the head by formulating: “For  those  responsible  
for  balancing supply  and  demand,  accurate  and unbiased  forecasts  are  their  holy grail”. 
Furthermore, it is important to have a stationary forecast error for supply chain controllability. We 
see a twofold and complementary purpose in rewarding good forecasting. First, we incentivize 
reducing the substantial forecasting errors and positive biases currently experienced. Secondly, 
we establish commitment to the forecast by linking production and distribution execution to the 
sales plan. Creating trust is crucial to promoting auto order-release, as is creating transparency 
to introducing accountability for forecast errors. The aim is to cut variance in internal processes 
towards achieving the objective of increasing customer service levels and reducing costs.  

Incentivizing good behavior and forecasting results has shown effective in practice  
Reviewing the academic literature yielded no allocation policies dealing with aspects of human 
behavior and incentives. However, several consulting firms address this topic. McKinsey & 
Company (2011) advocates that “forecast-accuracy measurements must be tied to critical 
operation decisions”. In an example client case roughly 80% of the overall forecast error was 
contributed by only 20% of the materials. The difference was made by focusing forecasting 
efforts on these critical products. Also substantial impact was realized by tying sales-force 
incentives to forecasting performance (e.g. rewarding accuracy rather than size of order). A 
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software firm puts forward similar best-practices to “develop accountability by measuring and 
acting on the results of the sales forecast” to reinforce the importance of the forecasting process 
(Right90, 2015). Whiteside (2014) states that “forecasting is a thankless task” and also urges to 
reward accuracy instead of “pinning the tail on the forecaster”. He noted significant3 improvements 
after introducing a small recognition: each period a planner either received $5 for beating the 
system’s forecast or was penalized $1 for having made matters worse. Incentive programs 
focusing on accuracy, completeness and timeliness were especially successful for companies 
that need sales force input to the forecast. The Boston Consulting Group (2011) suggests a more 
direct approach towards consistently over- or underestimated demands: ”To address this type of 
“forecast bias”, speak directly to the sales people who are most responsible for these errors and 
attempt to correct their behaviors.” To conclude, quantitatively comparing the identified measures 
is not directly possible, but the potential benefits of incentivizing forecasting quality are clear.  

Situational bounds aim to incentivize good forecasting behavior and reduce biases 
The situational bounds extension to the CAS policy is designed to address behavioral aspects of 
forecasting and reward good performance in the AP process. Bounding the CAS policy aiming to 
drive long-term improvement clearly limits short-term optimization of service levels (this trade-off 
is further elaborated in §4.1.6). As the name suggests the bounds are situationally dependent. 
The first differentiation is the supply chain mode (Figure 4.4), i.e. the nature of the global 
imbalance between supply (MPS weekly plan) and demand (total net requirements to the plant): 

- Global shortage situation | stock-points with negative forecast errors - i.e. those (partially) 
causing the shortage by under-forecasting - are ‘capped’. This cap provides an upper-bound 
up until which the concerning stock-point may participate in the CAS rationing. An additional 
aim is to prevent local ‘big hits’ (very large unanticipated orders) in a single market from having 
global impact (as was envisioned with the AP&C logic; §3.2 Proposal II-a). Limiting the worst 
under-forecasters - i.e. those who need relatively large allocations - contributes to reducing 
imbalances (here: negative allocation fractions) as with BS rationing, yet in a more intuitive 
manner. Hence, a weakness of CAS is addressed by further realizing the balance assumption.  

- Global excess situation | stock-points with positive forecast errors - i.e. those (partially) 
causing the excess by over-forecasting - are ‘floored’. This floor provides a lower-bound 
allocation which is ‘pushed’ to the concerning stock-point at minimum, irrespective of the CAS 
policy. The aims are to deploy available supply (if orders do not follow, holding stock central is 
often problematic), reduce the strong global positive forecasting bias and prevent stock-points 
from inflating their own forecasts to increase the cap in case they expect a shortage.    

The forecasting performance based bounds reflect accuracy, bias and forecastability   
The CAS policy with situational bounds is only lenient up to a certain degree of inaccuracy in the 
direction of the forecasting error. Tolerances for negative and positive errors may vary; hence 
bounds are not necessarily symmetrical. This management decision is further elaborated in 
§4.1.6. Both the cap and floor bounds are based on three factors of forecasting performance: 

- Current period forecasting accuracy | The stock-point forecasting error is not calculated 
using actual sales data as these are not yet available at this point in time and not all stock-
points serve customers. Instead, we use the net requirements (NR) snapshot (next paragraph) 
based on the numbers agreed in the SFI meeting and the actual net requirements. Positive 
errors in shortage situations as well as negative errors in excess situation are treated neutrally.  

- Historical forecasting bias | Consistent forecasting biases are identified by tracking forecast 
accuracy over multiple periods, e.g. several weeks. Consistent under-forecasting in shortage 
situations is punished, as is consistent over-forecasting in excess situations. Positive biases in 
shortage situations as well as negative biases in excess situations are again treated neutrally. 

                                                
3
 The used error measure was wMAPE (weighted Mean Average Percentage Error) and was reduced from 33% to 13% 
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- DFU forecastability | DFUs4 differ in ‘forecastability’. The degree of potential accuracy is limited 
by: 1) randomness (CV) in demand patterns; and - as accuracy is based on the NR snapshot - 
2) lead-time from plant to stock-point, ranging from a day to several months of pipeline. Especially 
with non-stationary demand (e.g. phase-in/phase-out materials or growth markets) the latter is 
important. This is considered to prevent unfair punishments in allocations, in alignment with e.g. 
Hilti’s Champion 2020 strategy with disproportional growth in (long lead-time) emerging markets. 

The situational allocation policy (Figure 4.4) depends on two non-controllable factors, supply 
chain mode and forecastability, and two controllable factors, forecasting error and historical bias. 
 

 
Figure 4.4.: Selection mechanism for situational bounds extension 

The SFI-based net requirements snapshot is the ultimate referee for AP issues  
Net requirements for future periods are calculated based on the agreed SFI sales plan. These 
projected net requirements are saved directly after SFI as a reference before any actual sales - 
or the absence thereof – may change them. This ‘snapshot’ is therefore available as a referee in 
each period to guide allocation planning decisions. Actual net requirements for the current period 
will almost certainly deviate from the snapshot due to the difference between the projections and 
what has actually happened during the month. Although such deviations are reflected in the 
weekly orders to the plant (net requirements are generally ordered), the MPS-weekly production 
quantities may still be largely based on the MPS-monthly plan prepared before the start of the 
month. This results in imbalanced supply and demand. Deviations between the snapshot and 
actual net requirements are likely to increase towards the last period of the month, coming from 
very few deviations in the first period. Still, allocation planning has to optimize service levels.  

4.1.5. Conceptual design (III) | Exception filters: ‘big hits’ and over-forecasting 

Exception management involves human judgement and learning for future situations 
Exception filters are the final element of the allocation planning concept (Figure 4.1). Planners 
may always opt to manually overrule the automatic system solution. Also, various thresholds can 
be set to trigger mandatory manual review and intervention actions in case of exceptional 
situations. This can be realized by putting work-orders on hold in the waiting room for manual 
review before release. Exception management has a dual purpose. First, it aims to provide a 
better solution than the system in circumstances where human judgement may be required to 
make changes outside of the system. Secondly, it allows learning about the root causes for 
continuous improvement. Here, the central planning function should train and support local MMs.  

Exceptions include big hits, and significant over-forecasting and global imbalances 
It is important that exception management remains the exception instead of becoming the rule. 
The associated trade-off is addressed in §4.1.6. Filtered exceptional circumstances include:  

- ‘Big hits’ | unanticipated, very large demands in a single market which significantly exceed 
the SFI sales plan and may therefore heavily impede possible service levels in other markets  

- Significant over-forecasting | extreme over-forecasting cases contributing to the consistent 
positive bias, also considering new product introductions and phase-outs (obsolescence risk)   

- Severe global imbalances | large shortages or excesses which may involve making strategic 
management decisions that differ from standard allocation policies or the sales plan in general 

                                                
4
 Recall the DFU from §2.2.2; Hilti’s 3-dimensional planning unit comprising: material, stock-point, and demand group. 
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Dealing with exceptions by manual review may include considering the nature of the net 
requirements. Replenishments to stock-points which are experiencing a stock-out situation – in 
particular, end stock-points with backlog on customer orders - should be prioritized over orders 
generated to replenish safety stock. Also the importance (e.g. engagement level) of the 
backlogged customer orders should be considered when prioritizing downstream. Finally, the 
planner may consider alternative sourcing or expediting options in case of serious shortages. 
This is also applies to supply or manufacturing issues that can even mess up perfect forecast.     
 

4.1.6. Allocation planning | Management levers   
 

Lever 1: balancing short-term results with long-term structural improvements 
The developed allocation planning concept comprises three complementary features (Figure 
4.1). The first two make up the CAS allocation policy with situational bounds, each with their own 
objective. On the one hand, the allocation logic drives the short-term objective of optimizing 
service levels. Whereas, on the other hand, the situational bounds intentionally diminish the 
short-term solution - all with the anticipation of structurally reducing imbalances by rewarding 
forecasting performance. This poses a clear, yet complex trade-off between short-term and long-
term objectives and forms the first AP process management lever (Figure 4.5). Martens (2014) 
argued that there is great potential for improving the low accuracy and lack of commitment to the 
forecast. Thus, we recommend making some “calculated sacrifices” to reduce uncertainty and 
therewith also the imbalances. As the optimum balance is unknown, we advise commencing 
‘safely’ with relatively low thresholds and increasing gradually over time. Also, successful incentive 
programs start with very reasonable expectations for forecasting performance to earn buy-in 
from the responsible people (Whiteside, 2014). Succeeding early on helps ensure enthusiasm 
among forecasters and allows for continuous learning to improve accuracy and establish strong 
commitment to the forecast. It is urged that the forecasting performance is closely monitored and 
emphasized in relevant management reports to facilitate stakeholders in adapting their mindsets. 
 

Lever 2: balancing incentives against over/under-forecasting to eradicate the bias 
The second management lever arises from the possibility to balance situational ‘cap’ and ‘floor’ 
bounds. The challenge is to provide the right incentives mix to effectively counter deliberate over- 
and under-forecasting, and thereby continuously reduce biases. Given the current structural 
over-forecasting bias, we recommend starting with asymmetrical bounds, i.e.: being more lenient 
towards under- than over-forecasting. It should be emphasized, that especially very strict caps 
may stimulate over-forecasting and also limits the solution space within which the service levels 
are optimized. Again, finding a balance and understanding the sensitivity of this lever is key.  
 

Lever 3: balancing manual and automatic review to learn from exception handling    
Various thresholds may be set to trigger mandatory manual review and intervention actions. It is 
evident that the system needs to be sufficiently robust to deal with most ‘normal’ situations. Trust 
in the policies is important and most steering should take place via the available parameters. Yet, 
it may be necessary to engage stakeholders who know more than the system. Here lies a 
special task for the central planner in orchestrating relevant stakeholders to come to decisions. 
Keeping exceptions exceptional requires carefully tuning the sensitivity of the exception filter. 
This yields the final management lever: the trade-off between the required workload on the one 
side and the anticipated benefits on the other hand. However, the latter is unfortunately not a 
given. Learning from exceptions is essential to identify and address their root causes to make 
structural improvements. This requires time and communication. Therefore the number of 
exceptions should be limited such that they can be adequately handled manually, outside of the 
allocation policies. Consequently, we recommend fairly high thresholds as the return, if any, of 
small changes is likely not worth the investment. In regards to forecasting, similar advice was 
given by consulting company Syncronic after having identified that only 54% of manual changes 
(September 2014 forecast) was value-adding (i.e. 46% of changes was actually worse). In case 
of small changes, it seems to be merely like ‘flipping a coin’ whether you beat the system.  
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Figure 4.5.: Allocation Planning Management Decisions  

4.1.7. Allocation planning | IDEFØ Top-level function model   

We apply the IDEFØ standard to model the allocation planning decision function  
The HIP operational planning and control problem is decomposed into several dependent sub-
problems: SF, SFI, S&OP, MPS-M, MPS-W, DEPLOY (Figure 3.2, including proposed changes). 
The modules are designed separately to meet individual requirements while respecting the inter-
dependencies. We use the IDEFØ (NIST, 1993) function modeling method to create a structured 
graphic representation of the allocation planning decision function. An IDEFØ model (Figure 4.5) 
consists primarily of two types of elements: functions (represented by boxes) and the data and 
objects that inter-relate those functions (represented by arrows). Each model starts with a top-
level context diagram providing an abstract description of the subject using a single function, 
followed by a series of child diagrams which provide more detail. Serifi et al. (2009) sum it up: 
subject to controls a function transforms inputs into outputs using mechanisms. Thus, each side 
of a box has a distinct box/arrow relationship reflecting the role of the interfacing arrow: 

- Inputs (left) | are data or objects that are consumed or transformed by the function into outputs 

- Controls (top) | specify conditions which guide or direct the function to ensure correct outputs 
without being transformed (e.g. constraints, rules, policies, regulations, politics or standards) 

- Mechanisms (bottom) | identify the means that support the function without wearing down 
o Mechanism (upward) | some of the resources used to support and complete the execution 

of the function (e.g. people with particular skills, IT systems, equipment and other tools)  
o Calls (downward) | a special mechanism that denotes the function (the caller) calling a sub-

function (different box) to obtain more details which the function itself cannot generate  

- Output (right) | are data or objects produced by the function; the result of its transformations 

The AP function releases allocation quantities based on MPS and net requirements  
In this section we provide a blueprint for the function of the (APS) Plan allocations process as 
introduced in Figure 4.3 by modelling its top-level context diagram. Such visualizations provide 
clarity in discussions on the complex design questions in the interactive planning approach. 
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Following the designed research methodology, we first consider the function as a “black box” 
system to focus on the decision function structure (see §1.3.3, conceptual design) and its interfaces 
with other modules. The box’ functionality or its decision function content (see §1.3.3, detailed 
design) is unveiled in the detailed design (§4.2; Figure 4.9). Input is received from the SFI and MPS 
modules and the output is used for FS and other executional processes. The main decision 
variables are the weekly material allocation quantities (released work orders) for replenishment of 
the plant’s various ship-to stock-points. We now enumerate the function’s bounding interfaces: 
 
 

 

o I1 | MPS weekly plans | planned available supply (material level, 5 weeks horizon)  

o I2 | Plant inventory | residual central inventory from prior periods available to allocate  

o I3 | Net requirements | demands from stock-points (material level, 5 weeks horizon)  

o I4 | Net requirements snapshot | reference projections based on SFI consensus forecast 

o I5 | Safety stocks | targets on material level for each stock-point to calculate CAS fractions 

o I6 | Historical data | lead-times, sales, internal orders (to calculate situational bounds) 

o C1 | CAS policy | allocation rules for shortage rationing and excess deployment 

o C2 | Situational bounds | rules for the cap and floor extensions to the CAS policy   

o C3 | Exception filters | rules to decide thresholds for mandatory exception management   

o C4 | Management levers | various control parameters to set and balance C1, C2, and C3  

o C5 | Additional constraints | further allocation constraints from execution (if applicable)  

o M1 | Advanced planning system | IT system and UI (e.g. SAP APO) with ERP system   

o M2 | Central planner | AP process manager with advanced SCM and negotiation skills 

o M3 | Other stakeholders | people with specific strategic business knowledge involved in  
        exception management escalation process (MMs, BU / GL / plant management, etc.) 

o M4 | Call forecast performance | sub-process to calculate accuracy, bias and forecastability 

o M5 | Call exception management | sub-process for mandatory exception management  

o O1 | Allocation quantities | replenishment work order releases (material lvl, 5 wks horizon) 

o O2 | Residual central stock | unallocated materials available to allocate in future periods 

o O3 | Feedback AP process | final allocations vs initial system solution and impact on service 

o O4 | Feedback imbalances | allocations vs net req. & service level projections vs targets   

 O5 | Feedback forecasting performance | accuracy, bias, forecastability (material level) 
 

A note regarding C5: we argued in §3.2 (Prop. III) that execution constraints should be considered 
in net requirements calculations or on (factory and transport) scheduling level. Thus, as a rule AP 
does not consider load building or shipping constraints. C5 represents exceptional constraints that 
do require consideration in AP, e.g. problems in operations or politics making it impossible to ship.  
   

    
    Figure 4.6.: General IDEFØ function model              Figure 4.7.: Plan Allocations IDEFØ function model 
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4.2. To-Be design step II | Detailed design   

4.2.1. Allocation planning | Detailed design   

The detailed design formalizes the AP concept and provides a solution procedure 
In the conceptual design we developed the structure of the allocation planning process, as well 
as its objectives, criteria and policies. The resulting functional model (Figure 4.7) delineates the 
interfaces of the plan allocations decision function. Respecting this frame, the detailed design 
defines the decision function’s content; here, we unveil the “black box”. First, a divergent two-
echelon network with stockless central depot is modeled to illustrate the allocation planning 
problem at Hilti’s production plants (§4.2.2). Secondly, this model is adapted such that it is 
controlled by the variables used in Hilti to steer the supply chain (§4.2.3). This concludes the 
customization of the allocation logic for Hilti. Thirdly, the proposed extensions - situational 
bounds and exception filters - are mathematically formalized (§4.2.4-5). Fourthly, we detail the 
IDEFØ function model (§4.2.6) to explain how the decision logic functions. The result is a 
detailed decision function providing decision support for the allocation planning problem.     

4.2.2. Allocation planning | Example: two-echelon distribution network   

Each period the central depot allocates planned production to N local stock-points 
We outline a model for a divergent two-echelon multi-product distribution network consisting of a 
production plant, a central depot (CD) and N local stock-points with different lead times (Figure 4.8). 
These local stock-points are controlled by a periodic review (𝑅, 𝑆) ordering policy (i.e. assuming no 

lot-sizing restrictions) with 𝑅 being a single period, e.g. one week. Each period, the production plant 
delivers new materials at the start of the period according to a known production plan (exogenous 
and with 100% yield). The plant and CD are co-located (zero intermediate lead-time) and the depot 
is not allowed to hold any stock. Therefore, planned production is immediately allocated at the start 
of each period. These work-order-release quantities are the decision variables that control the 
replenishments for all items and for all local stock-points from the central depot. The CAS policy 
allows for various service criteria. To ensure that this example is easily tractable and understood by 
planners, we capture the network’s stochastic behavior by means of safety lead times. We assume 
that safety lead times are decided by a planner and that lead times are derived from actual 
measurements. Thus, both are considered exogenous. This model is largely based on De Kok et al. 
(2005). We transform their model from a general multi-echelon assembly network to a two-echelon 

distribution network. To formulate the model we define its notation in Table 4.1 (for 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀 and 𝑡 ≥ 1). 
 

 Distribution network sets 
 

 Local Inventory variables 

 ℳ | Set of materials 𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ ℳ = {1,… ,𝑀} 
 

𝐷𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) | Demand forecast in period 𝑡  

 𝒩 | Set of local stock-points 𝑗, 𝑗 ∈ 𝒩 = {1,… ,𝑁} 
 

𝐼𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) | Net inventory at start of period 𝑡 

 𝒞𝑖 | Set of stock points holding material 𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ ℳ 
 

𝐼𝑃𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) | Inventory position at start of period t 

 𝒯 | Set of planning horizon periods 𝑡, 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯 = {1,… , 𝑇}  
 

𝐼𝑃𝑖,𝑗
+  (𝑡) | IP immediately after allocation in period 𝑡 

 𝒦 | Set of possible situations 𝑘, 𝑘 ∈ 𝒦 = {𝐼, 𝐼𝐼, 𝐼𝐼𝐼} 
 

𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) | Scheduled receipt to arrive at start of period 𝑡 

  
 

  

 Exogenous network parameters 
 

 Inventory control variables 

 𝐿𝑖,0 | Lead time for central depot  
 

𝑃𝑖,0(𝑡) 
𝑆𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 
𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 
𝑞𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 
δ𝑖,0(𝑡) 
𝑓𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝑘)(𝑡) 

𝑃𝑂𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 

| Production arriving at CD at start of period 𝑡 
| Target base stock level for period 𝑡 
| Safety stock target for period 𝑡 
| Unconstrained order quantity for period 𝑡 
| Central supply-demand inequality for period 𝑡 
| Allocation fraction for period 𝑡 
| Released order quantity for period 𝑡 
| Work order released at start of period 𝑡 

 𝐿𝑖,𝑗 | Lead time of work order for local stock-point  
 

 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗 | Safety lead time  
 

   
 

 Central inventory variables 
 

 𝐼𝑖,0(𝑡) | Net central inventory at start of period 𝑡  
 

 𝐼𝑃𝑖,0(𝑡) | Central inventory position at start of period 𝑡 
 

Table 4.1.: Model notation: used sets, indexes, parameters and variables 
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Figure 4.8.: Divergent two-echelon network with stockless central depot 

The model supports both immediate and planned work-order-release decisions 
Local inventory positions 𝐼𝑃𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) at the start of period 𝑡 are given by (1). We assume that 

scheduled receipts 𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) arriving at the start of period 𝑡 are consolidated in 𝐼𝑖,𝑗(𝑡). Likewise, (2) 

gives the net central inventory 𝐼𝑖,0(𝑡) at the start of period 𝑡 which is equal to the planned 

production quantities 𝑃𝑖,0(𝑡) arriving at the CD depot at the start of the period 𝑡. Note that the 

stockless CD never has remaining inventory from prior periods or inventory in transit (𝐿𝑖,0 = 0).    

𝑰𝑷𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) = 𝑰𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) + ∑ 𝑺𝑹𝒊,𝒋(𝒕 + 𝒔)
𝑳𝒊,𝒋−𝟏

𝒔=𝟏   (1) 
 

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) = 𝑷𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) = 𝑰𝑷𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)    (2) 

The initial system-state can be described by the exogenous input 𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑗(𝑡 + 𝑠) for 𝑡 = 1,… , 𝐿𝑖,𝑗 − 1, 

𝑖 ∈ 𝑀 and 𝑗 ∈ 𝒞𝑖; 𝐷𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) for 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀, and 𝑗 ∈ 𝒞𝑖; and 𝑃𝑖,0(𝑡) for 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯 and 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀. Besides 

immediate work-order-release decisions, also planned work-order-release decisions are 
calculated. Thus, we determine 𝑃𝑂𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) for all periods 𝑡 until the end of the planning horizon 𝑇. 

The model assumes (planned) events to occur in a specific order:  

1) Facilities receive scheduled or planned materials immediately at the start of a period; 
2) The central depot releases work orders for each item immediately after this; 
3) Local stock-points fulfill the demand forecast just before the end of a period; 
4) The central depot fulfills internal work orders just before the end of a period; 
5) 𝐷𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) and 𝑃𝑖,0(𝑡) are updated for 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1,… , 𝑇 + 1 just before the end of a period;    

Each period, we plan for entire planning horizon 𝑇 by repeatedly updating the planned system-
state. To this extent, we assume that the execution of scheduled and planned receipts goes as 
planned and demand forecasts are fully realized. The state-updating procedure is given by (3).  

𝑺𝑹𝒊,𝒋(𝒕 + 𝑳𝒊,𝒋) = 𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕),     𝒕 ≥ 𝟏 

𝑰𝒊,𝒋(𝒕 + 𝟏) = 𝑰𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) − 𝑫𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) + 𝑺𝑹𝒊,𝒋(𝒕),     𝒕 ≥ 𝟏 
(3) 

Local stock-points apply a dynamic base-stock (R,S) inventory control policy 
Here we describe the algorithm to determine immediate work-order-release decisions. First, we 
calculate target base stock levels using (4). These order-up-to levels should cover demand 

during the lead time 𝐿𝑖,𝑗, the review period 𝑅 = 1 and the safety lead-time 𝑆𝑇𝑖,𝑗. This includes the 

safety stock which is derived by reducing the order-up-to level by the cycle stock as given by (5).   

𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) = ∑ 𝑫𝒊,𝒋(𝒕 + 𝒔) 
𝑳𝒊,𝒋+𝟏+𝑺𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝒔=𝟏 = ∑ 𝑫𝒊,𝒋(𝒕 + 𝒔) + 𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)

𝑳𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒔=𝟏    (4) 
 

𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) = 𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) − ∑ 𝑫𝒊,𝒋(𝒕 + 𝒔)
𝑳𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒔=𝟏 = ∑ 𝑫𝒊,𝒋(𝒕 + 𝒔)
𝑳𝒊,𝒋+𝟏+𝑺𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝒔=𝑳𝒊,𝒋+𝟐

  (5) 
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Secondly, each local stock-point computes its unconstrained replenishment order quantity 𝑞𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 

using (6). As base-stock policies do not assure material feasibility, this is checked for each 

material based on the net central inventory 𝐼𝑖,0(𝑡) which is available to allocate. Using (7) we 

calculate the central supply-demand inequality, denoted δ𝑖,0(𝑡), by reducing 𝐼𝑖,0(𝑡) by the total 

unconstrained requirements of all local stock-points. Here, we can distinguish three possible 

situations: 𝑘 = 𝐼) a “match planned in heaven”, 𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼) excess supply, or 𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼) a supply shortage. 

𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) = (𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) − 𝑰𝑷𝒊,𝒋(𝒕))
+
 (6) 

 

𝛅𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) = 𝑰𝒊,𝟎 (𝒕) − ∑ 𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝒏∈𝓒𝒊 ,         𝒌 ≝ { 
𝑰
𝑰𝑰
𝑰𝑰𝑰
  
if
if
if
  

𝜹𝒊,𝟎 (𝒕) = 𝟎

𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) > 𝟎

 𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) < 𝟎 

  (7) 

The linear CAS allocation rule is applied to release material feasible work orders 

Finally, we determine the work orders to be released using “intermediate” help variables 𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝑘)(𝑡), 

which represent the constrained feasible order quantities given one of the three situations 𝑘 ∈ 𝒦. 
In case demand and supply match perfectly (𝑘 = 𝐼), we satisfy all orders as requested and obtain 
(8-𝑰). A more frequent situation is that the available supply is exceeds the total requirements 
(𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼). Given that the CD is not allowed to hold any stock, we have to allocate and distribute 

this excess, analogue to what is done in shortage situations. The CAS allocation fractions 𝑓𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 

are calculated using (9) based on the ratio between a local stock-point’s safety stock and the total 
safety stocks of all local stock-points. Thus, all local stock-points receive their unconstrained order 
𝑞𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) plus their consistent appropriate share of the excess, see (8-𝑰𝑰). Note that we deviate here 

from De Kok et al. (2005) and that (8-𝑰) is a special case of (8-𝑰𝑰) where 𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡) = 0. 

𝑸𝒊,𝒋
(𝑰)
(𝒕) = 𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)         (8-𝑰) 

 

𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) =
𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)

∑ 𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

         (9) 

 

𝑸𝒊,𝒋
(𝑰𝑰)
(𝒕) = 𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) + 𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) = 𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) +

𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)

∑ 𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

(𝑰𝒊,𝟎 (𝒕) − ∑ 𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝒏∈𝓒𝒊 ) (8-𝑰𝑰) 

In a shortage situation (𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼) the total requirements for a material exceed the available stock. 
Here, we have to consider the well-known limitation of CAS that imbalances may occur. Simply 
applying (8-𝑰𝑰) could yield negative allocation quantities, implying that the inventory position of a 

local stock-point immediately after allocation would be less than before; i.e. 𝐼𝑃𝑖,𝑗
+  (𝑡) < 𝐼𝑃𝑖,𝑗(𝑡). 

De Kok et al. (2005) take this into account by first applying the CAS policy to allocate the 
shortage using the grey expression of (10) and subsequently applying a correction to all 

negative allocation quantities by setting them to zero using (8-𝑰𝑰𝑰). Here, the remaining positive 
allocation fractions are reduced accordingly as defined in Verrijdt and De Kok (1996). This 
ensures that all net central stock 𝐼𝑖,0(𝑡) is allocated. Note that we opt to use the equivalent blue 

expression of (10) for consistency with (8-𝑰𝑰). Any orders unsatisfied at the CD are not back-
ordered as next period’s unconstrained order will include this quantity again though the base-stock 
policy. This concludes the algorithm by determining the work orders to be released using (11). 

𝑰𝑷𝒊,𝒋
+ (𝒕) = 𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) + 𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) = 𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) −

𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)

∑ 𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝒏∈𝓒𝒊

(∑ 𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝒏∈𝓒𝒊 − 𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))       (10) 

 

𝑸𝒊,𝒋
(𝑰𝑰𝑰)(𝒕) =

𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟎,   𝑰𝑷𝒊,𝒋
+ (𝒕)−𝑰𝑷𝒊,𝒋(𝒕))

∑ 𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟎,   𝑰𝑷𝒊,𝒏
+ (𝒕)−𝑰𝑷𝒊,𝒏(𝒕))𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)  (8-𝑰𝑰𝑰) 

 

𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) = 𝑸𝒊,𝒋
(𝒌)(𝑡),  with 𝑘 ∈ 𝒦 = {𝐼, 𝐼𝐼, 𝐼𝐼𝐼} (11) 
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4.2.3.  Detailed design (I) | Allocation logic   

The two-echelon model and CAS logic is adjusted for exogenous input variables  
In this section we customize the two-echelon model such that it uses exogenous variables from 

Hilti. First, (12) defines the unconstrained order quantity 𝑞𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) as the net requirements 𝑁𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡) 

provided by the APS (SAP-APO). This replaces the base-stock policy and allows for general 
periodic review policies and manual ordering. Similarly, (13) defines the safety stock 𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) as 

𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡). Material managers select an MRP-type to determine the safety stock logic, e.g. based 

on a service level target, safety lead times or manual input (Verburg, 2015). Secondly, we add an 
additional management decision variable which is only enacted in excess situations (𝑘 = 2). The 
model defined in §4.2.2 does not allow the CD to hold stock, in contrast to De Kok et al. (2005) 
where any excess is retained centrally. Here, we allow both strategies, and a hybrid between 
them, differentiated by material by introducing the excess retention fraction 𝑓𝑖,0(𝑡) ∈ [0,1]. This 

fraction defines what share of a potential excess (𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡))
+
 is retained at the central depot. Finally, 

production arriving at the CD at start of period 𝑡 𝑃𝑖,0(𝑡) is defined as 𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑖,0
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡) from MPS in (14). 

  
Additional exogenous variables from Hilti 

𝑁𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡) | Net requirements from the APS for period 𝑡  

 

𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑖,0
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡) | Production arriving at CD at start of period 𝑡 

𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡) | Safety stock level from the APS for period 𝑡 

 

𝑓𝑖,0(𝑡) | Excess retention fraction for period 𝑡 

Table 4.2.: Additional allocation logic notation 

One single formula provides feasible work-order-release decisions for all situations 
The initial system-state is defined by exogenous input 𝐼𝑖,0(0) for 𝑖 ∈ ℳ; 𝑁𝑅𝑖,𝑗

𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡) and 𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡) 

for  𝑖 ∈ ℳ, 𝑗 ∈ 𝒩 and 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯; and 𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡) for 𝑖 ∈ ℳ and 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯. The algorithm starts with (12), 

(13) and (14). Then (15) and (16) respectively provide the central supply-demand inequalities 
and allocation fractions. Expression (17) applies CAS logic and provides feasible work-order-
release decisions 𝑃𝑂𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) for all situations 𝑘 ∈ 𝒦. Equation (17) does not need order-up-to 

levels 𝑆𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) and is generally applicable. Immediate work-order-release decisions are frozen. 

Updating procedure (18) ensures that any centrally retained stock is available to allocate in the 
next period. Planned work-order-release decisions are made by repeating (12-18) for all 𝑡 ∈ 𝒯. 

𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) = (𝑵𝑹𝒊,𝒋
𝑨𝑷𝑺(𝒕))

+
       (12) 𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) = 𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒋

𝑨𝑷𝑺(𝒕) (13) 𝑷𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) = 𝑴𝑷𝑺𝒊,𝟎
𝑨𝑷𝑺(𝒕) (14) 

 

𝛅𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) = 𝑰𝒊,𝟎 (𝒕) − ∑ 𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝒏∈𝓒𝒊           (15) 𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) =
𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)

∑ 𝑺𝑺𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

           (16) 

 

𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) =

𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)+(𝟏−(𝒔𝒈𝒏(𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)))
+
𝒇𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))

∑ 𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)+(𝟏−(𝒔𝒈𝒏(𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)))
+
𝒇𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))𝒇𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)  (17) 

 

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕 + 𝟏) = 𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) − ∑ 𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒏𝒏∈𝓒𝒊
(𝒕) + 𝑷𝒊,𝟎(𝒕 + 𝟏)   (18) 

 

Adhering to the definition of 𝑘 in (7) we can reduce (17) for each situation 𝑘 ∈ 𝒦 to a more 
intuitive, yet equivalent formulation. We then obtain the conditional equation (19) for respectively: a 

perfect match (𝑘 = 𝐼), excess supply (𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼) and a shortage situation (𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼), see appendix A.  

𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)  ≡

{
 
 

 
  𝑸𝒊,𝒋

(𝑰)(𝒕)   = 𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)                                                       if 𝒌 =   𝑰  

𝑸𝒊,𝒋
(𝑰𝑰)(𝒕)  = 𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) + (𝟏 − 𝒇𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)) 𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) if 𝒌 =  𝑰𝑰 

𝑸𝒊,𝒋
(𝑰𝑰𝑰)(𝒕) =

𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)+𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))

∑ 𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)+𝒇𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) if 𝒌 = 𝑰𝑰𝑰

      (19) 
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4.2.4. Detailed design (II) | Situational bounds   

Forecast measures and management weighting factors define situational bounds  
Figure 4.4 shows a mechanism to select situational bounds for work-order-release decisions (17). 
Here, cap_b, cap, floor and floor_b are respectively defined by (20), (21), (22) and (23). All bounds 

depend on the net requirements (NR) “snapshot”; i.e. the NR projection for period 𝒕 saved directly 

after the latest SFI meeting, denoted 𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼(𝑡) (Table 4.3). Generally, actual NR for period 𝑡, 

denoted 𝑁𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡), will increasingly deviate from the snapshot towards the end of an SFI period 

(month). Bounds have base tolerances: respectively 𝜔𝑡𝑜𝑙 ∈ [0,∞] for caps 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙 ∈ [0,∞] and for 

floors. Bounds can be ‘turned off’ by setting base tolerances to ∞, otherwise we advise choosing 
𝜔𝑡𝑜𝑙 , 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙 ∈ [0,1]. Each bound also comprises forecast performance variables which are min-max 

scaled (24-27) into the range [0,1] and multiplied by corresponding management weighting 
factors, also chosen in the range [0,1]. We do this for three reasons: 1) to allow for any relevant 
measured performance indicator as input, 2) to express performance relative to the other stock-
points, and 3) to main tractability and allow for intuitive management decisions on the weighting 
factors for tolerance and bounding. In line with the latter, all factors are purposefully chosen linear 
and additive to keep things simple instead of e.g. multiplicative or more complex relations.    

Forecast error and bias confine bounds whereas forecastability is compensated for  
‘Forecastability’ is compensated by extra tolerance for lead-time 𝐿𝑖,𝑗 and variation 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗(𝑡), using 

(24) and (25). The COV (𝜎𝐷/𝜇𝐷) is calculated over interval [𝑡 − 𝜏𝑚, 𝑡]  (in Hilti typically 6 months) 
e.g. based on demand for end stock-points and on outbound shipments for intermediate ones. 
Bounds are confined based on absolute forecast error (26) and bias (27). Weight 𝜔𝜖 is to be set 
carefully as it ‘caps’ stock-points proportional to their error in shortage situations. Note that 𝜖𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 

is based on NR, not demand, and we deviate from the common MAPE such that positive errors 
intuitively correspond to over-forecasting. Yet, (28-29) may be substituted by any suitable measure.  
 

Allocation variables   Dimension  Forecast performance variables  Management weighting factors 

𝑁𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡) | Net requirements for period 𝑡    Measured Min-Max scaled  Cap Floor 

𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼(𝑡) | NR SFI-snapshot for period 𝑡    Variable Range Variable Range  Weight Range Weight Range 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐶𝑏)(𝑡) | Work-order-release cap-b(ias)  Base tolerance|  - - - -  𝜔𝑡𝑜𝑙 [0,∞) 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙 [0,∞) 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐶)(𝑡) | Work-order-release cap  Lead-time |  𝐿𝑖,𝑗 (0,∞) 𝐿𝑖,𝑗

′  [0,1]  𝜔𝐿 [0,1] 𝛼𝐿 [0,1] 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐹)(𝑡) | Work-order-release floor  Variation |  𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) [0,∞) 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡) [0,1]  𝜔𝐶𝑉 [0,1] 𝛼𝐶𝑉 [0,1] 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐹𝑏)(𝑡) | Work-order-release floor-b(ias)  Forecast error |  𝜖𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) ℝ 𝜖𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡) [0,1]  𝜔𝜖 [0,1] 𝛼𝜖 [0,1] 

𝜏𝑚 | Measuring period for 𝐶V and 𝑏  Forecast bias |  𝑏𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) ℝ 𝑏𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡) [0,1]  𝜔𝑏 [0,1] 𝛼𝑏 [0,1] 

Table 4.3.: Situational bounds notation 
 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐶𝑏)(𝑡) =  max ((1 + 𝜔𝑡𝑜𝑙 +𝜔𝐿𝐿𝑖,𝑗

′ +𝜔𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡) − 𝜔𝜖𝜖𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡) − 𝜔𝑏𝑏𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡)) , 1)𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝐹𝐼(𝑡) (20) 
 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐶)
(𝑡)  =  max ((1 + 𝜔𝑡𝑜𝑙 + 𝜔𝐿𝐿𝑖,𝑗

′ + 𝜔𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡)− 𝜔𝜖𝜖𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡)) , 1)𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼
(𝑡) (21) 

 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐹)(𝑡)  =  min ((1 − 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙 − 𝛼𝐿𝐿𝑖,𝑗

′ − 𝛼𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡) + 𝛼𝜖𝜖𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡)) , 1)𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼(𝑡) (22) 

 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐹𝑏)(𝑡) = min ((1 − 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙 − 𝛼𝐿𝐿𝑖,𝑗

′ − 𝛼𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡) + 𝛼𝜖𝜖𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡) + 𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡)) , 1)𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝐹𝐼(𝑡)  (23) 
 

𝐿𝑖,𝑗
′ =

𝐿𝑖,𝑗−min𝑛∈𝒞𝑖 𝐿𝑖,𝑛

max𝑛∈𝒞𝑖 𝐿𝑖,𝑛−min𝑛∈𝒞𝑖 𝐿𝑖,𝑛
  (24) 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡) =
𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)−min𝑛∈𝒞𝑖 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑛

(𝑡)

max𝑛∈𝒞𝑖 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑛
(𝑡)−min𝑛∈𝒞𝑖 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑛

(𝑡)
  (25) 

 

𝜖𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡) =

|𝜖𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)|− min𝑛∈𝒞𝑖|𝜖𝑖,𝑛
(𝑡)|

max𝑛∈𝒞𝑖|𝜖𝑖,𝑛
(𝑡)|−min𝑛∈𝒞𝑖|𝜖𝑖,𝑛

(𝑡)|
  (26) 𝑏𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡) =
|𝑏𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)|− min𝑛∈𝒞𝑖|𝑏𝑖,𝑛

(𝑡)|

max𝑛∈𝒞𝑖|𝑏𝑖,𝑛
(𝑡)|−min𝑛∈𝒞𝑖|𝑏𝑖,𝑛

(𝑡)|
    (27) 

 

𝜖𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) =
𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝐹𝐼(𝑡)−𝑁𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑡)

𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼(𝑡)

  (28) 𝑏𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) =
1

𝜏𝑚
∑ 𝜖𝑖,𝑗(𝑠)
𝑡
𝑠=𝑡−𝜏𝑚

  (29) 
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4.2.5.  Detailed design (III) | Exception filters   

Exception filters trigger alerts and prioritize cases to learn by manual intervention 
In this section we define thresholds for the APS to trigger alerts in exceptional situations. As time is 
a limiting factor, it is only mandatory to manually review the top X alerts before any work-order-
release decisions may be completed. In this sense, the exception filter extension helps in 
prioritizing cases. The objective is to generate both learnings for addressing the root causes in the 
long-term, and provide the best possible solution in the short-term. The possibility to do this is 
clear advantage of period planning over real-time order processing. Two alert thresholds are 
defined on local stock-point level: 𝑋𝑂𝐹 for strong over-forecasting using (30) and 𝑋𝑈𝐹 for strong 
under-forecasting (including ‘big hits’) using (31). In addition, two thresholds are set for the relative 
global imbalance 𝜖𝑖,0(𝑡), which is defined as the ratio of the supply-demand inequality to the 

available supply by (32). Alerts for large global shortages and global excesses are respectively 
triggered based on thresholds 𝑋𝐺𝑆 using (33) and 𝑋𝐺𝐸 using (34). The values of threshold 

parameters 𝑋𝑂𝐹, 𝑋𝑈𝐹, 𝑋𝐺𝐸 and 𝑋𝐺𝑆 are considered (exogenous) management input, but could be 
e.g. coupled to a statistical criterion such as a two- or three-sigma threshold. Likewise, the “X” for 
the top X alerts to be mandatorily manually reviewed is an important management decision.  
   

𝜖𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) > 𝑋𝑂𝐹 (30) 𝜖𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) < 𝑋𝑈𝐹 (31) 𝜖𝑖,0(𝑡) =
𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡)

𝐼𝑖,0(𝑡)
  (32) 𝜖𝑖,0(𝑡) > 𝑋𝐺𝐸 (33) 𝜖𝑖,0(𝑡) < 𝑋𝐺𝑆 (34) 

4.2.6. Allocation Planning | IDEFØ Detailed function model   

The IDEFØ child diagram details data flows and functions in the solution procedure  
We concluded the conceptual design for the core step of the allocation planning process (Figure 
4.3) with its IDEFØ functional model. The defined PLAN ALLOCATIONS top-level context 
diagram (Figure 4.7) provided an overview for the detailed design. Here, we decompose this ‘top 
box’ into a child diagram comprising four complementary boxes (Figure 4.9). This visualizes the 
data flows and functions of the detailed design’s elements, and the solution procedure. Note that 
the set of external interfaces matches the parent, whereas internal arrows (in blue) represent 
internal variables. In short, the function CALCULATE CAS ALLOCATIONS applies the 
consistent appropriate share logic. Here, all resulting output is not yet confirmed. Situational 
bounds are provided by the CALCULATE BOUNDS function. Next, the CHECK ALLOCATIONS 
function compares the outputs of the two prior functions and calls for manual exception 
management based on the exception filters. Here, the central planner may involve relevant 
stakeholders. Non-violating allocation quantities are confirmed. Violations go through the CAS 
policy again via a feedback loop. Finally, the PROVIDE FEEDBACK function is addressed in §5.2. 
Note that for the sake of clarity we opt to deviate from the IDEFØ guideline of a waterfall structure.  
    

  

Figure 4.9.: Plan Allocations detailed function model (IDEFØ notation); enlargement added in Appendix B  
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4.3. To-Be design step III | Integrated design   

4.3.1.  Allocation planning | Integrated design   

The integrated design integrates, implements and evaluates the detailed design 
In the detailed design we formalized the elements of the allocation planning concept: CAS logic, 
situational bounds and exception filters. Here in the integrated design, we integrate the former two 
into an algorithm (§4.3.2) based on the plan allocations IDEFØ function model (Figure 4.9). Note 
that the call (sub-functions, external to the plan allocations box) mechanisms forecast performance 
and exception management are not modeled, nor designed. Secondly, we implement the solution 
procedure and detailed design in a programming environment. Thirdly, we verify and validate the 
designed concept by means of a simple simulation for our two-echelon distribution network.  

4.3.2.  Allocation planning | Solution procedure integration   

The algorithm integrates the CAS policy and the situational bounds extension 
The CAS policy and situational bounds have been integrated in a solution procedure (Figure 4.10) 
for N stock-points. This represents the (APS) Plan allocations process as defined in Figure 4.3. 
 
  

Figure 4.10.: Allocation planning solution procedure  
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Step 1 determines supply chain mode 𝑘. Step 2 formalizes the situational bounds extension 
selection mechanism (Figure 4.4). Here, no cap is modeled by an infinite cap, and likewise no floor 
is modeled by a floor of zero. Step 3 introduces sets in which the stock-points are sorted during 
the solution procedure. Naming is intuitive, but 𝐹𝑂𝑄_𝑆𝐸𝑇 contains stock-points that have been 
allocated their full order quantity. Step 4 prescribes the allocation procedures. For excess 

situations (𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼), we introduce 𝛿𝑖,0
𝐹𝐿𝑂 which represents the supply-allocation inequality if all stock-

points with a floor would receive their floor quantities 𝑄𝑖,𝑗
𝐹𝐿𝑂. Three different cases exist and the 

supply is allocated to stock-points in the 𝐶𝐴𝑆_𝑆𝐸𝑇  and 𝐹𝐿𝑂_𝑆𝐸𝑇 accordingly. This directly yields 
the CAS solution with floor extension. Shortage situations (𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼), however, require an iterative 
algorithm. Here, all stock-points start in the 𝐶𝐴𝑆_𝑆𝐸𝑇 and are allocated their CAS fractions. Next, 
we check for CAP or FOQ violations (we do not allocate more than 𝑞𝑖,𝑗 in a shortage situation). In 

case of a violation, a stock-point is moved respectively to the 𝐹𝑂𝑄_𝑆𝐸𝑇 or 𝐶𝐴𝑃_𝑆𝐸𝑇. The 
remaining available inventory 𝐼_𝐵𝑈𝐷𝐺𝐸𝑇 is constantly updated. Next, the evaluation matrix 
indicates if we have a solution, violation or non-feasible caps. In case of the latter, the caps are so 
tight that it is impossible to allocate all supply. Hence, we relax the caps and share the 𝐼_𝐵𝑈𝐷𝐺𝐸𝑇 
among the stock-points in the 𝐶𝐴𝑃_𝑆𝐸𝑇. In case of a violation, the remaining stock-points go 
through the loop again. In Step 5, a special rounding procedure ensures that work-order-release 
proposals are rounded fairly to the nearest integer multiples of a defined (transport) lot-size, whilst 
matching total allocations and supply. Step 6 provides the proposed solution to the central planner.  

4.3.3. Allocation planning | Solution procedure implementation   

The designed solution procedure is implemented in a programming environment 
The solution procedure presented in Figure 4.10 has been implemented in programming 
environment MATLAB. The code models an N-stock-point, single-period, single-product setting in 
which stockless depot. This is also representative for a multi-period, multi-product setting as these 
decisions are independent. The m-file is available here and the code is attached in Appendix C.    

4.3.4.  Allocation planning | Central Planner interface design   

The allocation planning cock-pit is the interface for the central planner   
The solution procedure might be too complex to communicate to all stakeholders. Thus, the central 
planner should be enabled to explain transparently why certain decisions are made to establish 
their trust in this “black box”. This Excel (mock-up) interface supports the central planner (CP) in 
reviewing, changing and communicating work-order-release proposals (Figure 4.11). Note that 

tolerances (green) and limitations (red) are intuitively expressed as a % or 𝑁𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼. In Appendix D 

we provide a larger image and explanation of the output visible in the Central Planner Interface.  

Figure 4.11.: Allocation planning interface for the Central Planner  

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/9x2knunv7vkvcyk/Plan_Allocations_Sim_final_version.m?dl=0
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4.3.5. Allocation planning | Proof of concept   

Verification and validation methods aim to ensure correctness of planning systems 
System verification, validation and testing (VVT) are tasks in designing systems to ensure that 
requirements are met in the best possible way (Shabi and Reich, 2012). For our allocation 
planning system we adhere to the traditional System Engineering development process (Figure 
4.12) with two discrete paths of verification and validation (V&V). V&V techniques are applied to 
ensure correctness of planning and scheduling systems (Bensalem et al., 2014). Bensalem et al. 
concisely summarize: “verification is the act of determining whether an artifact is correct with 
respect to a formalized specification, and validation is the act of determining whether an artifact 
is correct with respect to informal intentions”. In more popular terms, verification helps to ensure 
that you are “doing the thing right”, whereas validation is concerned with “doing the right thing”. 

We provide a proof of concept by applying a combination of static and dynamic V&V   
We can distinguish between three classes of V&V Methods: static, dynamic and formal (Wallace 
et al., 1996). The static class directly analyzes the system’s form and structure, whereas in the 
dynamic class the system is executed or simulated to identify errors by analyzing its behavior for 
different inputs. The formal class comprises mathematical methods to analyze a solution 
algorithm. We apply the static and dynamic methods. First, static analysis has been performed 
by calculating limits of the allocation formulas for possible inputs. Moreover, the complete 
mathematics and code have each been statically reviewed by an external peer to reduce the risk 
of errors. Next, dynamic analysis is performed by testing the implementation of the solution 
procedure in MATLAB. Testing identifies the presence of errors, whereas formal model checking 
methods, in theory, can prove the absence of errors (Bensalem et al., 2014). This limits our 
approach; however, we can check the system’s behavior on the boundaries of all MECE5 cases.  
 

  
Figure 4.12.: System Engineering process “Vee” model (adapted from Forsberg and Mooz (1992), Shabi and Reich (2012))  

 

The detailed design and solution procedure implementation are verified by testing 
In regards to the developed allocation planning system, verification refers to 1) checking 
mathematical correctness of the detailed design and 2) determining whether the solution procedure 
and its implementation in MATLAB are correct with respect to these formalized specifications. First, 
the detailed design allocation logic, equation (17), has been verified to assume its different forms 
depending on the supply chain mode 𝑘 in Appendix A. The situational bounds, equations (20-23) 
including (20-29), are correctly formulated such that caps and floors, respectively, can never be less 
and more than the net requirements snapshot. Secondly, the implementation in MATLAB was 
verified using several techniques proposed by Kleijnen (1995): general good programming 
practices, including modular programming and extensive commenting; checking of intermediate 
results; and visualization of outputs. This helped to eliminate bugs in the code by running the 
algorithm for a great variety of settings and inputs (a selection is included in Appendix E). The 
rounding procedure (Step 5, Figure 4.10) for lot-sizes ensures that the sum after rounding is equal 
to the sum before rounding, given that the input is also an integer multiple of the transport lot-size 
(this is assumed to hold as the production lot-size is in its turn an integer multiple of the transport 
lot-size). This ensures that the output is consistent with the transport lot-size constraint.   

                                                
5
 MECE: mutually exclusive and complementary exhaustive (cases do not overlap and there are no other options)  
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Verification confirmed the need for an iterative algorithm in shortage situations  
In the step 4 of the solution procedure we see that for excess situations (𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼) it is possible to 

directly calculate a solution, whereas for shortage situations (𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼) this requires an iterative 
algorithm. This difference may seem counterintuitive and therefore we elaborate here on why this 
is inevitable. First of all, the CAS allocation rule shares an excess and a shortage in the same 
manner, namely in principle using: 𝑄𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑞𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑓𝑖,𝑗𝛿𝑖,0. For excess situations we know that 𝛿𝑖,0 > 0 

and therefore the quantity is increased accordingly. From a materials point of view, this is always 
feasible. In shortage situations, however, we have 𝛿𝑖,0 < 0 and consequently it may occur that 

𝑓𝑖,𝑗|𝛿𝑖,0| > 𝑞𝑖,𝑗 resulting in negative work-order-release quantities. As stated earlier, these are 

referred to as imbalances and are prevented by calculating max(𝑞𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑓𝑖,𝑗𝛿𝑖,0, 0) and subsequently 

rescaling all work-order-release quantities to match total available supply. Without the bounding 
extension this is always feasible. Hence, one might think that a similar expression can be written 
including the bounding extension, as e.g. done in (35). In the following we explain why this is, 
however, not possible. In excess situations stock-points are ‘capped’ if their CAS allocation exceeds 
the cap. This is, in fact, initially achieved by applying (35). However, by rescaling the results after 
cancelling the imbalances it is possible that the rescaled quantities exceed caps for other stock-
points as well. Thus, an iterative approach is inevitable if we want to respect the defined caps.   
 

𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐼𝐼𝐼)

≠
𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 𝑚𝑖𝑛( 𝑞𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)+𝑓𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡), 𝑄𝑖,𝑗

𝐶𝐴𝑃))

∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0,   𝑚𝑖𝑛( 𝑞𝑖,𝑛(𝑡)+𝑓𝑖,𝑛(𝑡)𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡), 𝑄𝑖,𝑛
𝐶𝐴𝑃))𝑛∈𝒞𝑖

𝐼𝑖,0(𝑡)  (35) 

Validation starts with designing a simple, but representative simulation setting  
Validation starts by determining whether the detailed design and solutions procedure are correct with 
respect to the informal intentions of the conceptual design. Van Wanrooij (2012) already validated 
mathematical logic similar to CAS on Hilti’s multi-echelon distribution network by using the 
Chainscope tool. Therefore, we focus on the situational bounds extension. The solution procedure 
comprises a finite MECE set of 18 ‘routes’ (Figure 18). For each of these cases we tested the 
system’s behavior on its boundaries using a simple simulation setting. We considered one item from 
P6D and summed the outbound shipping quantities to all its 16 ship-tos during a single week. For 

our simulation these quantities are assumed to be the SFI net requirements snapshot 𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼

 with a 

total of 41280 pcs (Figure 4.11). The transport lot-size is 60 pieces (one box) and we assumed a 

production lot-size of 6000 pcs (100 boxes), resulting in an 𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑖,0
𝐴𝑃𝑆 of 42000. Next, we assume 

demands in all stock-point to be 𝛾-distributed (see §2.1.2) random variables 𝐷𝑖,𝑗 with means each 

identical to the corresponding 𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼 using (36). Note that the algorithm works for arbitrary 

distributions, so other choices are allowed. Then we used the MATLAB gamrnd function to generate 
single random numbers, denoted 𝑑𝑖,𝑗, from these 𝛾-distributions. These are converted into actual net 

requirements 𝑁𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆 by rounding to the lot-size using (37).  

 

𝐷𝑖,𝑗~𝛤(𝑘, 𝜃) = 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝑘, 𝜃)  with  𝑘𝑖,𝑗 = √𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼 𝐴

𝐴+𝐵
 , 𝜃𝑖,𝑗 =

𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝐹𝐼

𝑘𝑖,𝑗
  , 𝐴 = 10  , 𝐵 = 1 (36) 

 

𝑑𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐠𝐚𝐦𝐫𝐧𝐝(𝑘𝑖,𝑗 , 𝜃𝑖,𝑗)      →       𝑁𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝐴𝑃𝑆 = 𝐟𝐥𝐨𝐨𝐫 ((𝑑𝑖,𝑗 + 30)/60) ∗ 60 (37) 
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Figure 4.13.: Possible routes through the solution algorithm 

Using simulation we analyzed the solution procedure’s behavior on its boundaries  
Next, we generated datasets for 4 different scenarios: moderate excess (ME; 𝜖𝑖,0=+6%), large 

excess (LE; 𝜖𝑖,0=+13%), moderate shortage (MS; 𝜖𝑖,0=-9%), and large shortage (LS; 𝜖𝑖,0=-14%). 

Furthermore, we estimated realistic lead-times (Figure 4.11), generated CVs from random samples 
of 26 periods, calculated the forecast errors and randomly generated forecasting biases. Next, we 
calculated the forecast performance variables and analyzed the sensitivity of final work-order-
release proposals 𝑃𝑂𝑖,𝑗 to the management weighting factors in each scenario. We conclude that 

the algorithm behaves as intended: converging with the unbounded CAS reference solution for high 
tolerances and fully allocating the excess or shortage to the ones who caused it for high 
management weights on the forecast error. We further elaborate on this in the next paragraph with 
two examples and in Appendix E. Finally, we note that the algorithm runs fast enough for a central 
planner to instantly update proposals during a meeting; generating a proposal takes about 25ms 
(OS: Windows 8.1; Software: MATLAB 2015a; Laptop: Intel Core i7-4770MQ processor, 16GB DDR3L SDRAM, SSD).  

Comprehensibility of the AP outcomes is essential to change planner behaviors 
The second part of the validation process concerns the envisioned learnings and changes in 
planner behavior. For most stakeholders the decisions support tool will be a black-box. Ergo, it is 
absolutely essential that the main stakeholders understand how and why a CP uses this tool to 
bound allocations based on forecasting performance. It is only with the understanding of how caps 
or floors result from poor (judgmental) forecasting that behaviors can be actually improved. This 
enables successfully addressing the root causes of unnecessary induced variance in the supply 
chain. Filder et al. (2009) show that such problems are not specific to Hilti: “companies should put 
into place processes to avoid ‘optimism’ bias”. This is the first step in reducing the current 
consistent company-wide over-forecasting. When this is achieved the concept is truly validated.  
 

  

Figure 4.14.: Allocation Planning training example: Excess situations and the application or floor bounds  

 

Figure 4.15.: Allocation Planning training example: Shortage situations and the application of cap bounds   
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We validate that the AP process is comprehensible by providing training examples  
We designed an intuitive interface to support central planners (Figure 4.11) in providing feedback to 
stakeholders. Also, we provide two intuitive examples (Figure 4.14-15) to train forecasters the 
importance of an unbiased and accurate forecast in general, but also to receive beneficial 
allocations. Let us consider the excess situation example. First, we see the unbounded CAS 
reference in which nearly all stock-points are allocated more than their net requirements (due to the 
rounding procedure and the lot-size of 60, the smallest demands are unaffected). This push of 
excess supply is new. Secondly, we notice the forecast performance variables which are intuitively 
min-max scaled to a range of [0,1]. Thirdly, we notice that we used three different settings for the 
management weighting factors: high, medium and low tolerance. Starting with high tolerance, we 
see that all performance variables are weighted and added to the base tolerance to yield ΣΔ; the 

effective tolerance (errors above the absolute value of ΣΔ are floored). For example, stock-point 2 is 

floored (𝜖𝑖,2 − |ΣΔ𝑖,2| > 0) whereas stock-point 10 is not (𝜖𝑖,10 − |ΣΔ𝑖,10| < 0), while both over-

forecasted. In case of medium tolerance, we see that all |ΣΔ𝑖,𝑗| decreased and more stock-points 

are floored. Finally in the low tolerance case, all over-forecasting stock-points are floored. The 
result is that the other stock-points are unaffected by the excess. Especially with the distinction 
between the 𝐶𝐴𝑆_𝑆𝐸𝑇 and 𝐹𝐿𝑂_𝑆𝐸𝑇 this should be comprehensible for the involved stakeholders. 
Likewise, the shortage example helps to explain the impact of forecast performance and tolerance.   

4.3.6. Allocation planning | Design generalizability   

The implemented design is generally applicable and robust for a variety of inputs 
First, note that we dropped the argument 𝑡 referring to the current decision period in the 
integrated design. Yet, as the algorithm proposes a solution based only on the current period, 
the procedure applicable for multiple periods and materials (see §4.2.3). The excess retention 
factor 𝑓𝑖,0 can be added to model the management decision of holding excess supply central. In 

specific for Hilti, this factor can be used to reserve stock for the non-integrated markets which 
are not planned via the APS. The algorithm is independent of the production and inventory 
control policies. It can be applied to any setting with periodic ordering and production and a 
defined safety stock or safety lead-time target. This includes allocation of materials purchased 
from allied suppliers. Then, the MPS supply is replaced by the replenishments coming from the 
allied supplier. Also lot-sizes can be accounted by adapting the rounding mechanism in step 5 
such that it rounds to integer multiples of e.g. the EOQ. Moreover, the situational bounds make 
use of min-max scaled variables that can take any (relevant) performance measure and express 
performance relative to other stock-points. As the algorithm requires no information of (echelon) 
stock-positions, it can be applied to allocate supply in each echelon of a divergent network.  

4.4.  Gap analysis   

The As-Is situation lacks a clear allocation planning process and decision support 
Here we present the gaps between the To-Be design and current allocation planning process, or 
rather lack thereof. This brief overview was used to make explicit what changes are needed to 
achieve the desired state. In Chapter 5, Means planning, we further elaborate on these changes 
and provide a roadmap to implement the allocation planning design. As earlier concluded in the 
research proposal (Verburg, 2015), the As-Is situation lacks a clear AP process; in specific it lacks:    

- Periodic holistic decisions | continuous ATP consumption and ad-hoc exception management 
- Allocation planning process | no clear process or engagement rules for materials managers 
- Allocation planning concept | no defined objective for shortage allocation; excess is not pushed  
- Allocation planning logic | no decision rules consistent with the safety stock policies, just ‘FIFO’ 
- Decision support tool | no easy way to evaluate impact of alternatives to make holistic decisions  
- Behavioral incentives | no mechanism to reward forecasting performance in allocations and no 

sanctions on detrimental behaviors such as manipulating forecasts, orders and safety stocks 
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Chapter V     Means planning   

In Chapter V we provide: a plan to implement the allocation planning design (§5.1: Implementation roadmap), directions 
towards achieving operational excellence after implementation (§5.2: Continuous improvement) and improve forecasting 
(§5.3: Further management directions), and further general recommendations (§5.4. Future work suggestions for Hilti). 

5.1. Implementation roadmap   

Means planning provides an implementation roadmap to realize the To-Be design 
Whereas Ends planning concerns the design of the To-Be situation, Means planning focusses on 
how to get there. Despite that the designed solution can be surely implemented, it not realistic to 
assume that the organization will transform overnight and directly closes all identified gaps. 
Therefore our objective here was to provide an implementation roadmap defining the steps to be 
taken towards successfully realizing the To-Be allocation planning design. This requires prioritizing 
and sequencing the identified gaps while considering relevant change management aspects. 

Upon completion of a design phase, HIP focusses on stakeholders engagement  
Each project in HIP comprises three phases: design, engagement and implementation (Figure 5.1). 
The conceptual design used the interactive planning method (Ackoff, 1981) involving stakeholders, 
whereas the detailed and integrated designs were developed independently. The engagement 
phase again involves stakeholders as all MOs and BUs undergo the distribution planning change. 
BU buy-in is crucial because these currently have the final say in allocation decisions. It should be 
communicate early that allocations will be based on forecasting performance so that stakeholders 
can adapt their behaviors accordingly. To this end, several change management workshops were 
held to overcome resistance, establish strong commitment and develop a shared vision. 

We recommend executing the implementation roll-out based on the regulative cycle 
For this thesis we performed steps 1-4 of the regulative cycle (Figure 1.4; Van Strien, 1975) towards 
making this design. However, we emphasize that a design is never completed. The implementation 
starts with a pilot in P6D, followed by a phased roll-out to other plants. The P6D pilot concludes the 
regulative cycle with implementation and evaluation. Before performing a full fletch implementation 
in SAP APO, we recommend running a small scale live pilot for a few products using an off-line 
prototype decision support tool (e.g. the EXCEL/MATLAB combination described in §4.3). This is 
the ultimate validation of the design. Next, it is essential to learn from the pilot to improve the design 
and implementation process, and share experiences and best practices. This is the core foundation 
of the regulative cycle: continuous improvement with each cycle better than the previous.  

The phased implementation approach focusses on changing planners’ mindsets 
For implementation of the initial pilot we propose phased approach consisting of three steps: 

- Establish weekly SCOP processes  |  map designs to Hilti; introduce global periodic planning 
to stabilize production and distribution; change the mindset of real-time single order processing  

- Build commitment to the forecast | train forecasters in how allocations are based on forecasting 
performance; emphasize the importance of an unbiased forecast and effects of adverse behavior   

- Install situational bounds CAS logic | initiate the AP process with unbounded CAS logic for the 
initial training period, whilst providing feedback on both the forecasting performance and on what 
the resulting bounded allocation quantities would be; next, start the situational bounds extension 
with a very high tolerances and gradually reduce these to learn about its effects and sensitivities  

 

 
Figure 5.1.: HIP allocation planning implementation roadmap 
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Implementing the allocation planning design is fully feasible upon three conditions 
We argue that it is feasible to implement the allocation planning design. Note that the model 
assumes that each period work orders are released at the beginning and fulfilled just before the 
end (§4.2.2). Allocation quantities are then constraints for factory scheduling and transportation 
planning to respect in the daily planning level (Figures 3.5 and 3.6, §3.2). Therefore, we specify 
three conditions that need to be fulfilled before implementing the allocation planning process:  

- Shipping calendars | Certain routes have a less than weekly shipping frequencies. This should 
be coped with in either of the following two ways: 1) explicitly not releasing net requirements 
(/ordering) in weeks without shipment and accounting for this through increasing the review 
period in the safety stock calculation, or 2) releasing net requirements anyways weekly with the 
risk of having the products wait in a buffer at the plant and accounting for this through increasing 
the lead-time for calculating safety stocks. We strongly recommend implementing the first option.  

- Factory scheduling | In proposal II-a (§3.2) we argue to finish the weekly SCOP level planning 
(MPS and allocation planning) with releasing allocations before performing the detailed daily 
scheduling activities (factory scheduling and transport planning). This is in alignment with the 
hierarchical planning relation between Goods Flow Control and Production Units (Bertrand and 
Wingaard, 1986) and the position of SCOP in the planning hierarchy (De Kok and Fransoo, 
2003). The allocation planning design assumes and requires implementation of this proposal.   

- Supply / Production uncertainty | should be measured and used in calculating safety stocks.  

5.2. Continuous improvement 

Allocations are mere calculations; continuous improvement enacts real optimization 
The overall objective of continuous improvement is to achieve the visionary service level targets at 
minimal total cost (Figure 5.2). However, we note that production stabilization (opex reduction) 
may initially increase total inventories due to the additional cycle stock (capex increase) associated 
with the loss of flexibility. We also emphasize that the designed AP decision function is a mere 
calculation. Yet achieving its aim of reducing internal variances enables cost savings (mostly 
inventories). Once the AP process has been formally established, it is important to continuously 
improve operational excellence. To this end we propose two enablers and two key drivers focused 
on distribution planning to achieve the envisioned inventory reductions through real optimization.  

Continuous improvement starts with monitoring processes and providing feedback   
We focus on continuously improving the forecasting, ordering and allocation planning processes. 
This starts with monitoring and analyzing performance to distill and apply learnings. McKinsey & 
Co (2011) recommends identification and dissemination of best practices by uncovering ‘islands of 
excellence’: planners significantly outperforming others. Likewise, we propose to provide specific 
feedback (Figure 4.9). First, planners should receive direct feedback on how allocation changes 
affect service levels expectations. Secondly, markets need transparency on allocations decisions 
(e.g. when items are pushed) and resulting service level expectations. Finally, forecasters should 
be provided with feedback on their forecasting performance based on the snapshot reference. 
Moreover, the added value and biases of judgmental input should be both calculated and 
communicated by comparing overrides to the original statistical baseline forecast (Herrin, 2010).   

Mindsets need to change from ‘firefighting’ to optimization of planning parameters   
Achieving sustainable and continuous improvements requires planners to ‘mature’ from primary to 
secondary management; i.e. controlling processes via tactical parameters rather than overwriting 
operational decisions. We hypothesize that such behavior arises from real-time, ‘precisely wrong’ 
(deterministic MRP) thinking, as opposed to accepting that mismatches are in fact intrinsic to the 
act of planning. It is to be understood that MRP net requirement projections are only ‘roughly right’, 
and that this is perfectly OK as uncertainty is hedged by safety stock. Therefore, we argue that a 
central planner as a rule should follow the system solution and only deviate in case of exceptions 
(§4.1.5/4.2.5). To change this mindset we advise training planners in the SCOP and HIP concepts.   
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Inventory can first be reduced by single echelon and later multi-echelon optimization  

Correctly optimized service level targets are a vital input for allocation planning as this determines 
the consistent appropriate share fractions. Therefore, we propose to establish a smaller set of 
robust safety stock methods with very clear guidelines on selection and parameter optimization. It 
is important that such activities are done mostly automatic. Otherwise it imposes too much work on 
planners making it unlikely to get done in practice. Finally, it is long known that echelon stock 
policies dominate installation stock policies (e.g. Axsater and Juntti, 1996). The CAS rule can also 
be applied to general multi-echelon systems (De Kok et al., 2005). Therefore, the next step 
beyond optimizing local base stock levels is taking a multi-echelon perspective to optimize stock 
among all echelons. Complementary to CODP positioning this allows for lower upstream service 
levels, while maintaining the end service levels (Van Wanrooij, 2012). Also, applying the 
synchronized base-stock (SBS) policy to non-end items allows for synchronized order release over 
time (De Kok and Fransoo, 2003) to reduce dead-stock (Van Wanrooij, 2012).  
 

 
Figure 5.2.: HIP allocation planning continuous improvement 

5.3.  Further management directions 

KPIs should be aligned with situational bounds to incentivize forecast performance 
Unbiased SFI numbers with a stationary forecast error are pivotal to SCOP activities. Therefore 
KPIs should support the objective of the situational bounds of long-term improvements. With half 
of an employee’s variable compensation depending on team or unit performance, KPIs can be an 
effective way to steer behavior. We propose KPIs specifically aimed at allocation planning:  

- Demand planning | forecast completeness to ensure decisions are taken with up-to-date 
information; forecast accuracy (relative to forecastability) to drive trust and accountability; 
judgmental improvements compared to the statistical baseline forecast; and forecasting 
bias at individual planner level to provide feedback and reduce the current over-forecasting bias  

- Production planning | supply availability as the ratio of MPS to NR in the S&OP and AP  
- Production execution | supply reliability, a key metric calculated by comparing the Master 

Production Schedule to the actual production yield (both in quantity and in on time delivery) 
- Inventory control | actual service level compared to the strategic target (we emphasize that 

a too high service level is also not good); inventory levels expressed in coverage and year-
on-year reductions; and obsolescence risk which can be calculated based on the ratio of 
overstock (or dead stock) to the expected demand and the cost of holding the finished goods  

We see a key role for the material manager in preparing the judgmental forecast  
Secondary management and automatic release for the lion’s share of work-order proposals brings 
clear advantages: a single demand signal can improve stability by ensuring consistency between 
production and sales plans and it enables MMs to focus on value-adding activities. With a 
statistical expert to prepare a statistical baseline forecast and the CP managing the AP process, 
the forecasting and decision-making responsibilities are largely separated. This adds an important 
element of internal control (Galbraith, 2012), as currently MMs can influence replenishments by 
changing forecasts, safety stock targets or order-release quantities. We envision a key role for the 
MM in preparing the judgmental forecast based on its relations with markets and the BU. An MM 
complements the statistical expert with market intelligence, events planning and special cases 
(e.g. non-integrated markets, phase-in/phase-out life cycle stages, make-to-order, etc.). Together, 
the CP and MM also distill and apply learnings from the discussed feedback elements. Thus, a CP 
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should be independent form plants and markets (e.g. in the BU) to provide a neutral, unbiased 
holistic view. The CP should also help MMs in doing off-line analyses for structural improvements.  

Judgmental forecasting is a complex task that may benefit from additional training 
From Syncronic’s analysis (Figure 2.3) on Hilti’s judgmental forecast it is clear: demand planners 
need training on what kinds of changes actually improve the forecast. The analysis showed that the 
forecast of the analyzed period was changed for 33% of all DFUs, of which 54% value-adding and 
46% non-value-adding. In terms of volume, matters were worse; 16% of volume was changed with 
only 36% value-adding vs. 64% non-value-adding. These findings are congruent with the academic 
literature (Fildes et al., 2009); small changes should be avoided as these often damage accuracy, 
whereas relatively larger adjustments tend to lead to improvements. Hence, small changes 
unnecessary introduce a non-stationary forecast error and drive bullwhip (Lee et al., 1997) which is 
detrimental to control. Fildes et al. (2009) also showed that demand planners often exert a bias 
towards optimism. Similarly, Van Wanrooij (2012) identified several cases where human interference 
was superfluous leading to too high service levels. This may be due to a visibility bias as MMs can 
clearly see it when a material is below target safety stock, whereas it is not directly visible when a 
service level is too high. Therefore it is important to establish such transparency in the system. 

5.4.  Suggestions for future work in Hilti 

We suggest developing detailed SCOP designs before implementation in an APS 
With the Hilti Integrated Planning project (Kreuwels, 2014; Broft, 2014; Mertens, 2014) a great step 
is made towards establishing a more mature supply chain planning environment for Hilti’s internal 
end-to-end supply chain. In particular the introduction of a tactical planning level with the To-Be 
S&OP process and the design of the SCOP processes are a great conceptual step forwards. 
However, the scope of the HIP project has remained largely conceptual. We recommend that the 
designs for all SCOP work streams are detailed out individually whilst respecting their interfaces, 
as was done for this thesis, before directly engaging in selection of the APS modules. In additions, 
we formulated several suggestions for directions of future research or analysis in Hilti: 

- Customized SAP allocation rule | SAP offers two ‘fair share’ deployment heuristics 
(allocation rules): rule A) rations available stock proportionally to demands, and rule B) rations 
based on target stock level (SAP, 2015). At the time of writing, the former rule was the selected 
option for the distribution planning work stream (Syncronic, 2015). However, we argue this is 
not a viable option as it stimulates shortage gaming and drives bullwhip (Research question 
2A-g, §6.1). The latter rule is more similar to CAS, with an important difference that SAP rule B 
rations all available stock based on target stock level (= cycle stock + safety stock) to 
provide all stock-points the same percentage of target stock level, whereas CAS rations 
the shortage based on safety stock levels to provide all stock-points with the same 
percentage of target safety stock level (RQ 2A-c, §6.1). The latter is more robust to achieve 
an equitable distribution of the impact of shortages on service level expectations. We therefore 
recommend to develop a custom SAP allocation rule equal to the designed algorithm (§4.3.6). 

- Excess deployment rules of engagement | we suggested rough guidelines for excess 
deployment (§4.1.3) but conclude that this is ultimately a management decision (RQ 2B-a, §6.1).  

- Production unit control | factory and transport scheduling based on SCOP output (§3.2,§5.1,§6.1) 

- Safety stock methods | should be validated to ensure correct allocations in the model (§5.2). 
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Chapter VI     Conclusion 

In Chapter V we conclude the thesis by: answering the defined research questions (§6.1: Results), discussing the thesis 
contribution and limitations (§6.2: Discussion), and suggesting directions for future work (§6.3: Recommendations).  

6.1.  Results | Answers to the research questions 

We provide a scientifically grounded and validated allocation planning design  
This master thesis presents the design of a new allocation planning process and decision function 
for general allocation problems where a feeding stock-point distributes available materials to 
several successors based on their requirements. The considered allocation problem belongs to 
the Supply Chain Operations Planning (De Kok and Fransoo, 2003) short-term planning level as it 
supports the coordination of the release of materials in divergent networks. This deals with the 
planning of quantities, whereas the actual scheduling is decided locally based on the SCOP 
outcome (§3.2; Figures 3.5 and 3.6). As a case study, we developed the conceptual, detailed and 
integrated allocation planning designs based on Hilti’s To-Be integrated planning environment for 
their internal end-to-end supply chain. Therewith this thesis provides a scientifically grounded and 
validated design that is tailored for Hilti and feasible to implement (§5.1). In this section, we provide 
concise conclusions by answering the research questions underlying the presented To-Be design.  
    

 
As mentioned in §1.2.3, the research question was decomposed in two sub-questions that 
respectively address what decisions comprise the allocation planning problem in Hilti and how to 
make these decisions. We answer these sub-questions individually, starting below with the former. 
 

The allocation planning decision function is designed using the IDEFØ function modelling method 
(Figure 4.7; §4.1.7). The decision function deals with distributing available materials at a feeding 
stock-point to its successors bases on their net requirements. The main decision variables are the 
periodic material allocations or work-order-release quantities and the basic information required for 
the CAS rule comprises: the MPS weekly plans per item, the net requirements per item per stock-
point, the target safety stock level per item per stock-point, and the transport lot-size for the 
developed rounding extension (§4.2.3). Furthermore, a central planner needs to decide on values 
for the AP process’ control parameters, including: excess retention fractions (§4.2.3), management 
weighting factors and basic tolerances for the situational bounds (§4.2.4), and thresholds for the 
exception filters (§4.2.5). These should be based on a central planner’s expertise and judgment of 
the provided feedback (§4.1.7; §4.2.6; §5.2). The situational bounds extension further requires 
input of (historical) data on forecasting performance variables per item per stock-point (Table 
4.3; §4.2.4). It is feasible to make these decisions as all required information is available to Hilti.   
 

 
As mentioned in §1.2.3, we again decomposed sub-question 2 into two sets of questions by 
distinguishing between supply ~ (2A-x) and demand constrained mode (2B-x). We argue that both 
modes require similar allocation logic, but different considerations and a different solution 
procedure for the situational bounds (§4.3.5). We answer these questions individually below and 
make a general note here. Traditional allocation rules are intrinsically mere calculations, and so is 
the situational bounds extension. However, the extension holistically aims to incentivize good 
forecasting behavior and reduce internal variance towards achieving the ultimate objective.  

Research question || How should the periodic allocation planning process for available 
supply be designed from a holistic perspective with the ultimate objective of achieving  
a higher customer service level at lower capital and operational expenses? 

Sub-question 1 || What decisions need to be made and based on which available 

information within the scope of the allocation planning process? 

Sub-question 2 || What decision support logic ensures that the allocation planning 
process achieves higher customer service at lower capital and operational expenses?  
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The answer to the former element of this question is rather simple; shortage allocation policies 
should be applied when the central supply-demand inequality 𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡), as defined in (7), is negative 

(§4.2.2). In the following, we address how to apply what policies through further sub-questions.  
 

 
After the research proposal we scoped the thesis to the upstream allocation problem; allocation at 
plants. Hence, this question was put more or less out of scope. Nevertheless, we provide some 
comments. First, differentiating the importance of stock-points’ requirements is currently hindered 
by considering installation stock inventory positions. This can only be addressed through multi-
echelon inventory control and considering echelon stock inventory positions. We address this 
issue by exception filters for manual review (§4.1.5); in large shortage situations a CP can involve 
relevant stakeholders to obtain such information. Secondly, situational bounds aim to reduce 
forecasting biases to ensure that requirements are genuine. Thirdly, the question closely relates to 
a mindset change away from deterministic thinking (§5.2). Internal replenishment orders seem to 
be often treated with similar urgency as customer orders (Verburg, 2015). It is a misconception 
that it is a problem if not all net requirements can be fully fulfilled immediately. In fact, it is normal 
for inventories to go below safety stock targets, whereas real problems only arise when end stock-
points go below zero (more frequently than intended). That being said, the designed allocation 
planning decision function can also be applied further down-stream until the CODP (§4.3.6). From 
the CODP onwards, the nature of the allocation problem completely changes with the introduction 
of both customer classes (in Hilti: engagement levels) and short order confirmation lead-times (as 
extensively discussed in Proposal II-a; §3.2). This requires real-time order promising and allows to 
distinguish customer orders from replenishment orders. This is a task for the MM and not the CP. 
   

 
In designing the allocation planning concept we first defined its objective. We distinguish between 
two complementary objectives (§4.1.1). First, the short-term objective is to equitably distribute the 
impact of shortages between parallel stock-points by taking into account their differentiated service 
level targets. Secondly, the long-term objective is to reduce global supply-demand inequalities by 
addressing two of its root causes that are within our control: poor forecasting and internal variance.  
 

 
Service level (fill rate) is the main criterion we consider for the short-term objective of allocation 
planning (§4.1.1) and is implicitly considered by the consistent appropriate share allocation logic. 
CAS effectively achieves equitable impacts on the safety stocks of the successors (§4.1.3); i.e. 
CAS equalizes the ratio of actual over target safety stock for all stock-points (under the balance 
assumption!). For the long-term objective of AP we consider forecasting performance criteria 
through the situational bounds extension. In specific, we consider forecast accuracy and bias. 
Note that caps are purposely in conflict with the CAS logic to ‘feel the pain where it is caused’. 
 

 
The situational bounds extension ‘caps’ all under-forecasting stock-points in case of a shortage 
(§4.1.4; §4.2.4). The frame of reference for these bounds is the net requirements snapshot. This 
reference projection of the net requirement is based on the agreed SFI sales plan and is saved 
directly after the SFI meeting (§4.1.4). As explained, allocation planning is part of the short-term 
SCOP planning level and should be executed a weekly after the weekly MPS (Figure 3.2, §3.2).  

Sub-question 2A || How should the allocation logic be designed for supply constrained 

mode (shortage situation); when and how to apply what shortage allocation policies? 

2A-a || How to distinguish between ‘real’ shortages (i.e. backlog for customer orders) 
and potential future shortages (i.e. ‘backlog’ for internal safety stock replenishments)? 

 

2A-b || What should be the objective of shortage allocation? 

 

2A-c || What should be the allocation criteria to achieve the objective? 

 

2A-d || What frame of reference (e.g. forecast snapshot) should be used for the shortage 
allocation process? At which planning level should allocation planning be executed? 
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The designed solution procedure integrates the CAS rule with two extensions: situational bounds 
and rounding for lot-size (Figure 4.10, §4.3.2). The result is a single decision function (algorithm) 
consisting of six steps: 1) determining the supply chain mode (match/excess/shortage), 2) applying 
the situational bounds, 3) sorting stock-points in sets, 4) calculating the allocations, 5) rounding to 
the transport lot-size, and 6) providing work-order-release proposals to the central planner. A proof 
of concept was provided through simulation to validate the design (§4.3.5) and we conclude that 
the developed design is fully feasible to implement upon three clearly specified conditions (§5.1). 
 

 
The As-Is work order scheduling is based on earliest due date for arrival at the destination and 
thus inherently biases towards favoring short lead-time markets (Verburg, 2015). In the To-Be 
design, this bias is absent. Lead-time should be taken into account in safety stock calculations and 
is therefore reflected into the net requirements. Also, the lower forecastability of long lead-time 
markets is explicitly considered through additional tolerance in the situational bounds (§4.2.4). The 
complexity in case of critical situations is the delay in effects between short and long lead-time 
markets. The only real option to turn this to an advantage is to serve the short lead-time market 
first, and consequently ramp up production to expedite to the long lead-time market. However, this 
approach brings about the cost associated with airfreight and can therefore only be used in very 
urgent situations. Perhaps there are also situations which are so uncontrollable that the amount of 
safety stock required to meet service level targets is unacceptable, yet the customer does not 
accept a longer lead-time. In such cases, a dual distribution strategy to long lead-time markets 
might be a strategic choice. Expediting a certain planned fraction may be profitable under certain 
specific circumstances given Hilti’s large profit margin and high value density, and considering that 
currently already a portion of supply is airfreighted, yet unplanned. Note that this is not within the 
thesis scope and thus a business case has not been calculated. This could be future work for Hilti.  
 

 
Lee et al. (1997) argues that if customers are aware that a supplier rations proportional to order 
size, they will exaggerate their needs in case of an expected shortage. Our proposal reduces the 
possibility to engage is shortage gaming by separating forecasting (MM) and ordering (automatic 
system) responsibilities (§5.3). With CAS fractions based on safety stock targets, there is very little 
incentive left to inflate the forecast other than to mitigate the risk of being capped. Moreover, the 
situational bounds are designed to cope with and prevent gaming; inflating the forecast will ‘at 
best’ only result in the consistent appropriate share (typically still less than the NR), whereas ‘at 
worst’ inflating exposes a risk of being floored in case the expectation of a shortage was false 
(§4.3.2). Also the proposed KPIs incentivize forecasting performance (§5.3). It should be clarified 
to all stakeholders that it is in their and Hilti’s best interest to provide honest, unbiased forecasts.   
 

 
In the context of allocation at plants, transport lot-sizes (e.g. full boxes, pallet layers or pallets) are 
real limitations due to lacking pick-&-pack or pallet building capabilities. This is dealt with explicitly 
in Step 5 of the solution procedure (Figure 4.10, §4.3.2); a specially designed fair rounding algorithm 
ensures that all work-order-release proposals respect both the lot-size and match total supply. 
 

 

Push deployments is to be applied when the central supply-demand inequality 𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡) is positive 

((7),§4.2.2). CAS logic can also be used to share excess stock (§4.1.3). In case of an excess, the 
situational bounds extension ‘floors’ all over-forecasting stock-points (§4.1.4; §4.2.4). Due to high 
similarity with shortage allocation we refer to the solution procedure (§4.3.2) for the how and what.  

2A-e || What shortage allocation method/logic/rules should be used? 

 

2A-f ||  How to deal with different lead-time locations in case of shortages (e.g. DE vs. US)? 

 

2A-g || How can shortage gaming behavior be prevented or coped with? 

 

(2A-h) || How to deal with lot-sizing constraints in shortage situations?          *(optional) 

 

Sub-question 2B || How should the allocation logic be designed for demand constrained 

mode (excess situation); when and how to apply what (push) deployment policies? 
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The simple answer to this question is that, as a rule, excess supply should be pushed down-stream 
towards the stock-points that caused the excess in the first place. Temporary imbalances are 
inherent to MTS environments controlled based on forecast and even out over time if this forecast 
is unbiased (§4.1.3). We achieve this by setting floors. A more complex answer is that the push 
deployment logic should be differentiated. Country specific materials and fast movers are e.g. ideal 
candidates to push, whereas e.g. perishables, slow movers and phase-in/phase-out materials may 
require individual evaluation. Ultimately, this remains a management decision which we modelled by 
excess retention fractions 𝑓𝑖,0, representing the share of an excess that is retained centrally (§4.2.3).  

 

 
Given the current consistent over-forecasting bias it should communicated clearly to forecasters 
that service levels above their target are not good either (§2.1). We emphasize that similar to 
shortages, having excess stock is also costly (§4.1.2). This increases obsolescence risk and as 
well as Hilti’s net working capital, especially considering the relatively short product life cycles and 
high product prices. We address this issue by proposing a KPI on obsolescence risk (§5.3).  

6.2.  Discussion | Thesis contributions and limitations 

Contribution 1 | A behavioral model for rationing: policies with situational bounds  
Instabilities in planning have been extensively studied, yet existing research has been largely 
limited to theoretical (e.g. simulation) settings and has focused on specific methodologies (e.g. 
mathematical) to overcome stabilities (Moscoso et al., 2011). De Almeida et al. (2014) conducted 
a literature review on 24 articles selected from peer-reviewed journals to provide results of trust 
and collaboration in supply chain management that lead to mitigation of the bullwhip effect. They 
concluded that: “few studies focused on addressing behavioral aspects to reduce the bullwhip 
effect. Most of them focused on operational and quantitative aspects. These results indicate the 
need for studies on behavioral aspects in mitigating the bullwhip effect”. We specifically address 
this gap in the literature by combining theory on inventory allocation with theory on incentives and 
behavioral aspects in planning to provide new insights in a behavioral approach to rationing. The 
designed model and decision rules with situational bounds consider behavioral factors and 
incentivize good forecasting performance in an integrated planning environment. This addresses 
the root causes of internal variance aiming for sustainable impact - rather than merely focus on its 
symptoms – and makes the model robust against “the politics of forecasting” in real organizations. 
Through formalization of the developed concept in an integrated mathematical solution algorithm 
we explicitly contribute to existing theory with a validated allocation planning model that is 
generally applicable for two-echelon distribution networks (§4.3.6).The model can also be 
extended to general multi-echelon networks (see e.g. De Kok et al., 2005).  

Contribution 2 | Model application to a practical case providing a proof of concept 
This research was partly motivated by practical concerns and therefore performed at Hilti. This 
allowed for practical application of the developed theory. The case study of designing the 
allocation planning process for Hilti’s internal end-to-end supply chain provided a proof of 
concept for designed model. Furthermore, the allocation planning process developed for the 
specific characteristics of the Hilti Integrated Planning environment enrich current theoretical 
knowledge on the context of allocation planning. Note, however, that the applicability of the 
model is not only limited to internal end-to-end supply chains, but can in fact be used in all 
collaborative planning settings where forecast information is shared across supply chain entities.  

2B-a || In what situations should stock be kept central (plant, supplier, HQ WH) and in 
what situations should stock be deployed into regions or markets? 

 

(2B-b) || What liability and accountability should markets have towards excess     

production caused by over-forecasted demand?      *(optional) 
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Contribution 3 | Practical design of an APS workflow for supply chain planning 
In the literature review (Verburg, 2015a) we concluded that there is a lack of scientific knowledge 
on ‘workflows’ to support business process design for supply chain planning. Likewise, Zoryk-
Schalla et al. (2003) argue that research on modeling the required business processes for 
successful implementation of APS is very scarce. We addressed this gap in literature by 
providing a practical case on how Hilti redesigned their total supply chain planning function. The 
performed design iteration (Chapter 3) ensured that integral planning is practicable through 
correct hierarchical planning. This provides new insights in how the overall supply chain planning 
workflow is crucial to determine in- and outputs for the design of the individual APS modules. 
This yielded the required insights to formalize the process design in an IDEFØ decision function.    

Contribution 4 | Methodological framework to design complex planning processes   
We integrated three existing methods - the regulative cycle (Van Strien, 1975), interactive planning 
(Ackoff, 1981) and the OPC system approach (Fransoo, 2012) - into a tailored methodological 
framework for designing supply chain planning processes and APS modules (Figure 1.4, §1.3.3). 
The cyclical approach for the overall project is focused on continuous improvement and 
particularly suitable for projects where the design is validated through a pilot or goes through 
several design iterations. Furthermore such design projects involve many different people and 
functions (Zoryk-Schalla et al. 2003). To this end, the interactive planning approach is chosen to 
involve key stakeholders in the conceptual design phase. Engaging the organization achieves 
early alignment on the main directions as well as buy-in for later stages. We emphasize that after 
the conceptual design it is important that the detailed and integrated designs are performed by 
experts. This allows addressing both technical or mathematical issues and the complex 
organizational dimension of change management. The proposed top-level IDEFØ model is 
particularly useful to design several modules or process in parallel by respecting their interfaces. 
The usefulness of the mythological framework is validated by means of this thesis project.  

Contribution 5 | Lot-size extension to the CAS allocation planning policy    
Finally the thesis provides a simple rounding mechanism that is able to round allocation quantities 
to integer multiples of any defined transportation lot-size while ensuring that the total quantities 
before and after rounding match. This allows for broader application of the provided model.   

The main limitation is that the proof of concept is not based on empirical evidence  
The main limitation of our research is that actual implementation and evaluation to conclude the 
regulative cycle were out of scope due to time constraints. Hence, although we provided a proof of 
concept, the model is not actually validated in terms of its effectivity in changing adverse behaviors 
in forecasting. Consequently the design is based on a highly plausible, yet not empirically validated 
hypothesis that rewarding forecasting performance through allocations improves forecasting. As 
emphasized in §5.1, we therefore recommend executing the implementation roll-out based on the 
regulative cycle to ultimately validate the design. By showing that the ‘optimism’ bias in Hilti can be 
significantly reduced through this measure, the design is validated. Another limitation is that we did 
not use formal model checking methods and can therefore not prove the absence of errors (§4.3.5). 

6.3.  Recommendations | Suggestions for future work in the research field 

We suggest further research on workflow design and behavior incentives in APS  
In line with Contribution 3 (§6.2), we suggest that further efforts in the research field are directed to 
developing knowledge on the design of workflows and business processes for the successful 
implementation of APS. In particular, clear guidelines and general examples on how to correctly 
apply the concept of hierarchical planning towards making integral planning and true optimization 
practicable. Secondly, we suggest collecting empirical evidence on the impact of incentivizing 
good forecasting on actual forecast performance and variance in an integrated planning context. 
This includes analyzing sensitivities to control parameters and perhaps experimenting with 
different rewards (e.g. monetary vs. recognition). We see an interesting opportunity in gamification. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A | Derivation of intuitive formulations for expression (16)  

Here we reduce (17) to (19-𝑰), (19-𝑰𝑰) and (19-𝑰𝑰𝑰) for respectively: 𝑘 = 1, 𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼 and 𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼. 

𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) =

𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) + (𝟏 − (𝒔𝒈𝒏 (𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)))
+

𝒇𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)) 𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))

∑ 𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕) + (𝟏 − (𝒔𝒈𝒏 (𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)))
+

𝒇𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)) 𝒇𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) (17) 

 

If 𝒌 = 𝑰 we know that 𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡) = 0 and consequently (17) reduces to (A-𝑰). 

𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) =
𝒎𝒂𝒙 (𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕))

∑ 𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕))𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) (A-𝑰) 

Consequently we also know that 𝑞𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) ≥ 0 and we can reduce (A-𝑰) to (B-𝑰). 

𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) =
𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)

∑ 𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) (B-𝑰) 

We also know that ∑ 𝑞𝑖,𝑛(𝑡)𝑛∈𝒞𝑖 = 𝐼𝑖,0(𝑡) and we obtain (19-𝑰). 

[𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)]𝒌=𝑰  
= 𝑸𝒊,𝒋

(𝑰)(𝒕) = 𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)     (19-𝑰) 

 

If 𝒌 = 𝑰𝑰 we know that 𝑠𝑔𝑛 (𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡)) = 1 and consequently (17) reduces to (A-𝑰𝑰). 

𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) =
𝒎𝒂𝒙 (𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) + (𝟏 − 𝒇𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)) 𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))

∑ 𝒎𝒂𝒙 (𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕) + (𝟏 − 𝒇𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)) 𝒇𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) (A-𝑰𝑰) 

Consequently we know that 𝑞𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) + (1 − 𝑓𝑖,0(𝑡)) 𝑓
𝑖,𝑗
(𝑡)𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡) ≥ 0 and we can reduce (A-𝑰𝑰) to (B-𝑰𝑰). 

𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) =
 𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) + (𝟏 − 𝒇𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)) 𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)

∑ (𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕) + (𝟏 − 𝒇𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)) 𝒇𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) (B-𝑰𝑰) 

We also know that ∑ (𝑞𝑖,𝑛(𝑡) + (1 − 𝑓𝑖,0(𝑡)) 𝑓𝑖,𝑛(𝑡)𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡) )𝑛∈𝒞𝑖 = 𝐼𝑖,0(𝑡) and we obtain (19-𝑰𝑰). 

[𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)]𝒌=𝑰𝑰  
= 𝑸𝒊,𝒋

(𝑰𝑰)(𝒕) = 𝒒
𝒊,𝒋
(𝒕) + (𝟏 − 𝒇

𝒊,𝟎
(𝒕))𝒇

𝒊,𝒋
(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕)    (19-𝑰𝑰) 

 

If 𝒌 = 𝑰𝑰𝑰 we know that 𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡) < 0 and consequently  (𝑠𝑔𝑛 (𝛿𝑖,0(𝑡)))
+

= 0 and consequently (17) 

reduces to (19-𝑰𝑰𝑰). 
 

[𝑷𝑶𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)]𝒌=𝑰𝑰𝑰
= 𝑸𝒊,𝒋

(𝑰𝑰𝑰)(𝒕) =
𝒎𝒂𝒙 (𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒋(𝒕) + 𝒇𝒊,𝒋(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))

∑ 𝒎𝒂𝒙 (𝟎,   𝒒𝒊,𝒏(𝒕) + 𝒇𝒊,𝒏(𝒕)𝜹𝒊,𝟎(𝒕))𝒏∈𝒞𝑖

𝑰𝒊,𝟎(𝒕) (19-𝑰𝑰𝑰) 
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Appendix B | Plan Allocations detailed function model (IDEFØ notation)  
 

Enlargement of Figure 4.9.  
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Appendix C | Implementation of design (MATLAB code) 
 

PLAN ALLOCATIONS  

clear all; clc;                     % [MxP] variable dimension          (in all comments [MxP] indicates M columns and P rows, [1x1] is a scalar) 

 
[1] MODEL DEFINITION 
[1.1] SIMULATION 
[1.1.1] network configuration & random variables 

                        % CH    ME      AU      C       HQ      HQ      FR      FR      UK      HK      I       ASIA    HQ      KSA     USA     T 

NR_SFI_example          = [240  6240    2160    1320    1680    960     1560    120     480     4200    480     600     5400    600     11280   

3960]';     % sum=41280; input FROM SAP 

NR_APS_excess_example   = [300  5880    2280    1740    1620    1020    1620    120     480     4260    660     480     5580    480     8340    

3840]';     % sum=38700; randomly generated, see below 

NR_APS_excess2_example  = [360  5160    1560    1560    1560    900     1560    120     540     4080   660     720     4680    420      7980    

4020]';     % sum=35880; randomly generated, see below 

NR_APS_shortage_example = [120  6540    1980    1500    1740    1080    1500    120     480     4380    480     720     7200    480     12660   

3960]';     % sum=44940; randomly generated, see below 

NR_APS_shortage2_example= [360  7140    2640    1920    1980    1020    1800    120     420     5340    720     540     8220    720     10080   

4020]';     % sum 47040; randomly generated, see below 

L_example               = [1    8       14      12      1       1       1       1       1       12      1       10      1       8       10      5  

]';      % rough estimates of lead-time in weeks 

CV_example              = [0.23 0.12    0.17    0.19    0.18    0.18    0.18    0.34    0.19    0.13    0.23    0.18    0.12    0.23    0.13    

0.13]';     % randomly generated, see below 

b_example               = [68.98 -1166.10 513.09 379.99 -385.29  -48.88  142.43 -10.11   34.67   1016.32 -1.65  -72.09   119.90 -89.36   390.28  

243.42]';  % randomly generated, see below 

 

MPS         = 42000;   % 700*60 units, production lot-size is 100*60=6000 and transport lot-size is 60. 

LOT_SIZE    = 60;                       % [1x1] transport lot-size 

q           = NR_APS_shortage2_example; % [Nx1] full order quantity         (FOQ = unconstrained net requirements) 

NR_SFI      = NR_SFI_example;           % [Nx1] net requirements snapshot   (assumption: snapshot has same distribution as q) 

I           = MPS;                      % [1x1] net central inventory       (assumption: MPS plan based on SFI snapshot) 

L           = L_example;                % [Nx1] lead-time input             (here generated, but can be defined anything > 0) 

CV          = CV_example;               % [Nx1] c.of var. input 

b           = b_example;                % [Nx1] forecast bias input 

N           = length(q);                % [1x1] number of stock-points      (representative for Hilti P6D)% 

SLT        = ones(N,1)+L/2;            % [Nx1] safety lead-time input      (here generated, but can be defined anything > 1) 

SS      = q.*SLT;                       % [Nx1] safety stock target         (here: average demand from gamma * safety lead-time; any input is OK) 
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Example generator 

    %N       =  15; 

    %A       =  10;                                     % [1X1] gamma shape parameter       (can be chosen freely, other distributions are possible) 

    %B       =  1;                                      % [1x1] gamma scale parameter      (can be chosen freely, other distributions are possible) 

    %q       =  LOT_SIZE * round(gamrnd(A,B,N,1));      % [Nx1] full order quantity          (FOQ = unconstrained net requirements) 

    %NR_SFI  =  LOT_SIZE * round(gamrnd(A,B,N,1));      % [Nx1] net requirements snapshot   (assumption: snapshot has same distribution as q) 

        %NR_SFI  =  zeros(N,1); 

    %NR_rnd  =  zeros(N,1); 

    %for i = 1:N 

    %   NR_rnd(i) = gamrnd( ( sqrt(q(i)) * A/(A+B) ) , (q(i) / ( sqrt(q(i)) * A/(A+B) )) , 1 , 1);  % draws from gamma with mean q, based on A and B 

    %   NR_SFI(i) = floor ( ( NR_rnd(i) + LOT_SIZE/2 ) / LOT_SIZE ) * LOT_SIZE;                     % round to nearest integer multiple of LOT-SIZE 

    %end 

 
[1.2] INPUTS 
[1.2.2] management weighting factors for CAP bounds 

w_tol   = 0.05;                      % [1x1] CAP base tolerance          (+ increases CAP) 

w_L     = 0.05;                      % [1x1] CAP lead-time weight        (+ increases CAP) 

w_CV    = 0.05;                      % [1x1] CAP coef. of var. weight    (+ increases CAP) 

w_e     = 0.20;                      % [1x1] CAP forecast error weight   (- decreases CAP) 

w_b     = 0.05;                      % [1x1] CAP forecast bias weight    (- decreases CAP) 

 
[1.2.3] management weighting factors for FLOOR bounds 

a_tol   = 0.05;                     % [1x1] FLOOR base tolerance        (- decreases FLOOR) 

a_L     = 0.05;                     % [1x1] FLOOR lead-time weight      (- decreases FLOOR) 

a_CV    = 0.05;                     % [1x1] FLOOR coef. of var. weight  (- decreases FLOOR) 

a_e     = 0.05;                     % [1x1] FLOOR forecast bias weight  (+ increases FLOOR) 

a_b     = 0.05;                     % [1x1] FLOOR forecast bias weight  (+ increases FLOOR) 
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[1.2.4] forecast performance variables (measured) 

e = ( NR_SFI - q ) ./ NR_SFI;             % [Nx1] forecast error input    (note: deviated from common MAPE formula, see thesis) 

    % LT            = linspace(1,4,N)';         % [Nx1] lead-time input             (here generated, but can be defined anything > 0) 

    % CV            = zeros(N,1);               % [Nx1] c.of var. input             (see below) 

    % for i = 1:N                                     % as we only consider 1 period, there is no history. Therefore we generate ... 

    %     CV_sample = gamrnd( ( sqrt(q(i)) * A/(A+B) ) , (q(i) / ( sqrt(q(i)) * A/(A+B) )) , 26 , 1);  % a 'history' sample for 26 periods = 1/2 year 

    %     CV(i)= std(CV_sample) / mean(CV_sample);    % the 'simulated' CV is from the same distribution and representative 

    % end 

    % b = zeros(N,1); 

    % for i = 1:N 

    %     b(i)= -q(i)/4 + (q(i)/2)*rand(1);  % generates random bias between -25%mean and +25%mean 

    % end 

    %     b(i)= -q(i)/4 + (q(i)/2)*rand(1);  % generates random bias between -25%mean and +25%mean 

    % end 

 
[1.3] OUTPUTS 
[1.3.1] work-order-release quantities 

PO      = zeros(N,1);               % [Nx1] Work-order Release Quantity 

 
[1.4] INTERNAL VARIABLES 
[1.4.1] forecast performance variables (min-max scaled) 

L_n     = ( L - min(L) ) / ( max(L) - min(L) );                     % [Nx1] lead-time min-max scaled variable 

CV_n    = ( CV - min(CV) ) / ( max(CV) - min(CV) );                 % [Nx1] coefficient of variation min-max scaled variable 

e_n     = ( abs(e) - min(abs(e)) ) / ( max(abs(e)) - min(abs(e)) ); % [Nx1] forecast error min-max scaled variable 

b_n     = ( abs(b) - min(abs(b)) ) / ( max(abs(b)) - min(abs(b)) ); % [Nx1] forecast bias min-max scaled variable 

 
[1.4.2] material quantities 

I_BUDGET    = I;                    % [1x1] remaining net central inventory 

PO_ref      = zeros(N,1);           % [Nx1] reference solution unbounded CAS 

PO_ref_sum  = 0;                    % [1x1] help variable for K=III     (sum of CAS work-order quantities before normalizing to I) 

QCAS        = zeros(N,1);           % [Nx1] Work-order quantity CAS 

QCAS_sum    = 0;                    % [1x1] help variable for K=III     (sum of CAS work-order quantities before normalizing to I) 
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[1.4.3] situational bounds 

QCAP        = inf(N,1);             % [Nx1] work-order quantity CAPS    (=inf if no CAP applied) 

QFLO        = zeros(N,1);           % [Nx1] work-order quantity FLOORS  (=0 if no FLOOR applied) 

 
[1.4.4] stock-points sets 

% sets dynamically categorize stock-points: if XXX_SET(j)=1 then stock-point j is in this set, if it's 0 then it is in another set 

CAS_SET     = ones(N,1);            % [Nx1](remaining) set of stock-points taking part in CAS; all stock-points start here 

CAP_SET     = zeros(N,1);           % [Nx1] set of stock-points bounded based on CAP violation 

FOQ_SET     = zeros(N,1);           % [Nx1] set of stock-points bounded based on FOQ (full order qty) violation 

FLO_SET     = zeros(N,1);           % [Nx1] set of stock-points bounded based on FLOOR violation 

 

[2] SOLUTION PROCEDURES 
[2.1] MODE SELECTION 
[2.1.1] determine supply chain mode k 

if     sum(q) == I; k = 1;          % [1x1] perfect match situation     (total supply = unconstrained demand) 

elseif sum(q) < I;  k = 2;          % [1x1] excess situation            (total supply > unconstrained demand) 

elseif sum(q) > I;  k = 3;          % [1x1] shortage situation          (total supply < unconstrained demand) 

end 

 
[2.2] SOLUTION MODE k=1 (SUPPLY = DEMAND) 
[2.2.1] work-order-release quantities for mode k=1: perfect match situation 

if k == 1;  PO = q;                 % [Nx1] unconstrained order quantity is confirmed for work-order-release quantity 

end 
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[2.3] ALLOCATION PLANNING REFERENCE k=2/3 
[2.3.1] reference solution: unbounded CAS quantities 

if k ~= 1                           % [1x1] if k is not 1, then we first save the unbounded CAS solution before we apply the bounds 

    f = SS ./ sum(SS);              % [Nx1] CAS allocation fractions 

    d = I - sum(q);                 % [1x1] delta: central supply-demand inequality 

    if k == 2;                      % [1x1] k=2: excess situation 

        PO_ref = q + f .* d;        % [Nx1] work-order release quantity is unconstrained order + CAS of excess 

    end 

    if k == 3                       % [1x1] k=3: shortage situation 

        for j = 1:N;                % [1x1] below, we first calculate the denominator for the CAS equation 19-III (see thesis) 

            PO_ref_sum = PO_ref_sum + max(0, q(j) + f(j) * d); 

        end; 

        for j = 1:N;                % [1x1] below, we secondly calculate the work-order-release quantity for each stock-point 

            PO_ref(j) = (max(0, q(j) + f(j) * d) / PO_ref_sum) * I_BUDGET; 

        end; 

    end 

end 

 

% Lot-sizing restriction: only receive integer multiples of lot-size. For comments see end of m-file 

PO_round_ref = floor( ( PO_ref + LOT_SIZE/2 ) / LOT_SIZE ) * LOT_SIZE; 

if sum(PO_round_ref) > sum(PO_ref) 

    round_overshoot_ref = ( sum(PO_round_ref) - sum(PO_ref)) / LOT_SIZE; 

    overshoot_ref = round(round_overshoot_ref); 

    for i = 1:overshoot_ref 

        round_up_qty_ref = max(PO_round_ref - PO_ref, 0); 

        index_rounded_up_most_ref = find(round_up_qty_ref == max(round_up_qty_ref), 1); 

        PO_round_ref(index_rounded_up_most_ref)= PO_round_ref(index_rounded_up_most_ref) - LOT_SIZE; 

    end 

end 

if sum(PO_round_ref) < sum(PO_ref) 

    round_undershoot_ref = ( sum(PO_ref) - sum(PO_round_ref) ) / LOT_SIZE; 

    undershoot_ref = round(round_undershoot_ref); 

    for i = 1:undershoot_ref 

        round_down_qty_ref = max(PO_ref - PO_round_ref, 0); 

        index_rounded_down_most_ref = find(round_down_qty_ref == max(round_down_qty_ref), 1); 

        PO_round_ref(index_rounded_down_most_ref)= PO_round_ref(index_rounded_down_most_ref) + LOT_SIZE; 

    end 

end 
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[2.4] SOLUTION MODE k=2 (SUPPLY > DEMAND) 

if k == 2                                               % In case of an excess... 

 
[2.4.1] FLOOR over-forecasting stock-points 

    for j = 1:N                                         % all stock-points are checked ... 

        if e(j) > 0                                     % and those with a positive forecast error (over-forecasted) ... 

            QFLO(j) = min(((     1                   ...     % receive a FLOOR ... 

                            - a_tol             ...     % with a base tolerance ... 

                            - a_L*L_n(j)        ...     % and additional tolerance based on their lead-times ... 

                            - a_CV*CV_n(j)      ...     % and additional tolerance based on their coefficients of variation. 

                            + a_e*e_n(j)        ...     % The FLOOR is increased based on the size of the forecast errors and ... 

                            + a_b*max(0,b_n(j)) ...     % the FLOOR is further increased if the they have a positive bias. 

                            ) * NR_SFI(j)),NR_SFI(j));  % All these factors are added and multiplied by the the net requirements snapshot. 

        else 

            QFLO(j) = 0;                                % Stock-points with forecast error <= 0 (under-forecast) receive a FLOOR of 0 (= no floor). 

        end 

        if  q(j) < QFLO(j)                              % Stock-points that ordered less than their FLOOR ... 

            CAS_SET(j) = 0; FLO_SET(j) = 1;             % are move from the CAS_SET to the FLO_SET. 

        end 

    end 

 
[2.4.2] calculate d_floor: hypothetical supply-demand imbalance when all floor would be applied 

    d_floor = I_BUDGET - (q'*CAS_SET) - (QFLO'*FLO_SET);% supply-demand imbalance when allocating the CAS_SET their FOQ and the FLO_SET their FLOOR 
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[2.4.3] case d_floor < 0: excess too small to apply all FLOORS, share excess among FLO_SET 

    if d_floor < 0        % The FLOORS too high to apply to all. The solution is: FLO_SET receive FOQ + CAS of excess, CAS_SET receive FOQ 

        for j = 1:N                                     % We give each stock-point ... 

            if CAS_SET(j) == 1                          % in the CAS_SET ... 

                PO(j) = q(j);                           % its unconstrained FOQ q ... 

                I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - PO(j);            % and we reduce the remaining supply accordingly. 

            end 

        end 

        f = SS .* FLO_SET ./ ( SS' * FLO_SET );         % the allocation fractions based on only the stock-points in FLO_SET. 

        Pushed_Excess = 0;                              % We push the remaining supply including excess to the stock-points in the FLO_SET. 

        for j = 1:N                                     % So, for all stock-points ... 

            if FLO_SET(j) == 1                          % in the FLO_SET ... 

                PO(j) = QFLO(j) + f(j)*d_floor ;        % The work-order-release quantity is the FLOOR and their (negative) share of d_floor. 

                Pushed_Excess = Pushed_Excess + PO(j);  % and keep track of how much we have pushed in total. 

        end  end 

          I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - Pushed_Excess;            % Finally, we update the remaining supply. This now equals zero. 

    end 

 
[2.4.4] case d_floor > 0: excess too large to only apply FLOORS, share remainder of excess among all stock-points 

    if d_floor > 0     % Even after applying all floors, there is still supply left. The solution is: CAS excess between all stock-points. 

        for j = 1:N                                     % So, first all stock-points ... 

            if CAS_SET(j) == 1                          % in the CAS_SET ... 

                PO(j) = q(j);                           % receive their unconstrained FOQ q ... 

                I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - q(j);             % and we reduce the remaining supply accordingly. 

            end 

            if FLO_SET(j) == 1                          % Also, all stock stock-points in the FLO_SET ... 

                PO(j) = QFLO(j);                        % receive their FLOOR quantity ... 

                I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - QFLO(j);          % and we reduce the remaining supply accordingly. 

        end end            % Next, we calculate the ..                                          

        f = SS ./ sum(SS);                              % allocation fractions to CAS allocate the remaining excess among all safety stock. 

        Pushed_Excess = 0; 

        for j = 1:N                                     % So, for all stock-points ... 

            PO(j) = PO(j) + f(j) * d_floor;             % we increase their work-order-release quantity by their share of the excess ... 

            Pushed_Excess = Pushed_Excess + f(j) * d_floor;      % and keep track of how much we have pushed. 

        end 

        I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - Pushed_Excess;            % Finally, we update the remaining supply. This now equals zero. 

    end 

[2.4.5] case d_floor = 0: excess matches the FLOORS perfectly, apply all FLOORS 
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    if d_floor == 0                                     % If we apply all FLOOR, the supply-demand inequality is perfectly solved. The solution is: 

apply all FLOORS. 

        for j = 1:N                                     % So, first all stock-points ... 

            if CAS_SET(j) == 1;                         % in the CAS_SET ... 

                PO(j) = q(j);                           % receive their unconstrained FOQ q ... 

                I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - PO(j);            % and we reduce the remaining supply accordingly. 

            end 

            if FLO_SET(j) == 1                          % Then, all stock-points in the FLO_SET ... 

                PO(j) = QFLO(j);                        % receive their FLOOR quantity ... 

                I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - PO(j);            % and we reduce the remaining supply accordingly. 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

 
[2.5] SOLUTION MODE k=3 (SUPPLY < DEMAND) 

if k == 3                                           % In case of a shortage ... 

 
[2.5.1] step 1: CAP under-forecasting stock-points 

    for j = 1:N                                     % all stock-points are checked ... 

        if e(j) < 0                                 % and those with a negative forecast error (under-forecasted)... 

            QCAP(j) = max(( ( 1                 ...     % receive a CAP ... 

                            + w_tol             ...  % with a base tolerance ... 

                            + w_L*L_n(j)        ...     % and additional tolerance based on their lead-times ... 

                            + w_CV*CV_n(j)      ...     % and additional tolerance based on their coefficients of variance ... 

                            - w_e*e_n(j)        ...     % the CAP is reduced depending on the size of the forecast errors ... 

                            + w_b*min(0,b_n(j)) ...     % the CAP is further reduced if they have a negative bias. 

                            ) * NR_SFI(j)), NR_SFI(j)); % All these factors are added and multiplied by the net requirement snapshot. 

        else 

            QCAP(j) = inf;                          % All stock-points forecasting error >= 0 (over-forecasted) receive an infinite CAP (= no CAP). 

        end 

    end 
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[2.5.2] step 2: CAS ration remaining I_BUDGET among CAS_SET (iteration) 

    VIOLATION = true;                               % The stop criterion is set to true (violation = no stop). 

    while VIOLATION == true                         % As long as CAP and FOQ violations occur and there are stock-points in CAS_SET we loop. 

        d = I_BUDGET - q'*CAS_SET;                  % We calculate the inequality between remaining supply and unconstrained orders of the CAS_SET... 

        f = (SS .* CAS_SET) / (SS'*CAS_SET);        % and calculate the allocation fractions based only on the stock-points in the CAS_SET. 

        QCAS_sum = 0;                               % Then we calculate the CAS allocation quantities, starting with the denominator ... 

        for j = 1:N;                                % by summing the unscaled CAS allocation quantities for only those stock-points ... 

            if CAS_SET(j)==1                        % who are in the CAS_SET. 

                QCAS_sum = QCAS_sum + max(0, q(j) + f(j) * d);  % The result is the denominator in equation (19-III). 

            end 

        end 

        for j = 1:N;                                % Then we calculate for all stock-points ... 

            if CAS_SET(j) == 1                      % in the CAS_SET... their CAS allocation quantity ... 

                QCAS(j) = ( max( 0, q(j) + f(j ) * d ) / QCAS_sum ) * I_BUDGET;   % by scaling it to the available supply I_BUDGET. 

        end end                                     % This ensures that all available supply is allocated. 

 
[2.5.3] step 3: bound CAS quantities that exceed CAP or FOQ (iteration) 

        FOQ_VIOLATION = false;                      % This variable identifies that any stock-point violates its FOQ (= full order quantity = q). 

        CAP_VIOLATION = false;                      % This variable identifies that any stock-point violates its CAP. 

        for j = 1:N                                 % We check if the stock-points ... 

            if CAS_SET(j) == 1                      % which are in the CAS_SET ... 

                if QCAS(j) > min(QCAP(j),q(j))      % violate either the CAP (>QCAP) or FOQ (>q). 

                    if  q(j) <= QCAP(j)             % If so, AND the FOQ < the CAP ... 

                        PO(j) = q(j);               % then we reduce the work-order-release quantity to the FOQ ... 

                        CAS_SET(j) = 0; FOQ_SET(j) = 1; % and move the stock-point from the CAS_SET to the FOQ_SET. 

                        I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - PO(j);    % Finally, we reduce the remaining supply accordingly ... 

                        FOQ_VIOLATION = true;           % and indicate that there was at least one FOQ_VIOLATION. 

                    end 

                    if  QCAP(j) < q(j)              % If so, AND the CAP > the FOQ ... 

                        PO(j) = QCAP(j);            % then we reduce the work-order-release quantity to the CAP ... 

                        CAS_SET(j) = 0; CAP_SET(j) = 1; % and move the stock-point from the CAS_SET to the CAP_SET. 

                        I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - PO(j);    % Finally, we reduce the remaining supply accordingly ... 

                        CAP_VIOLATION = true;           % and indicate that there was at least one CAP_VIOLATION. 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

        end 
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[2.5.4] step 4: check stop-criteria for solution and no solution (iteration) 

        if (CAP_VIOLATION == false) && (FOQ_VIOLATION == false)       % In the last step, we check if there were no CAP or FOQ violations ... 

            for j = 1:N                             % and if so, we assign all stock-points remaining ... 

                if CAS_SET(j) == 1                  % in the CAS_SET ... 

                    PO(j) = QCAS(j);                % their calculated CAS quantity as their work-order-release quantity ... 

                    I_BUDGET = I_BUDGET - PO(j);    % and reduce the budget accordingly. 

                end 

            end 

            VIOLATION = false;                      % Finally, we provide the stop criterion to exit the WHILE loop, we have a solution. 

        end 

 

        % This check is provided for situations in which the CAS_SET is empty but there were also violations. 

        % That means that the CAPS were so strict that all non-capped stock-points could receive their FOQ ... 

        % while there was still supply left unallocated. Therefore we then relax the CAPS and allocate .... 

        % the remaining supply among the capped stock-points in CAP_SET 

        if sum(CAS_SET) == 0                        % If the CAS_SET is empty, then we ... 

           f = (SS .* CAP_SET) ./ (SS'*CAP_SET);    % calculate the allocation fractions for the CAP_SET and ... 

           for j = 1:N                              % for all stock-points ... 

               if CAP_SET(j) == 1                   % in the CAP_SET ... 

                   PO(j) = PO(j) + f(j) * I_BUDGET; % we increase the work-order-release quantity with their CAS fraction of the remaining supply. 

               end 

           end 

           VIOLATION = false;                       % Finally, we provide the stop criterion to exit the WHILE loop, we have a solution. 

        end 

    end 

end 
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[2.6] FAIR ROUNDING PROCEDURE TO FORCE EXACT SUPPLY AND ALLOCATIONS MATCH 
Lot-sizing restriction: only receive integer multiples of lot-size. 

PO_round = floor( ( PO + LOT_SIZE/2 ) / LOT_SIZE ) * LOT_SIZE; % Rounds to nearest integer multiple of lot-size. 

Allocated_unrounded = sum(PO);                  % Yet, the sum of all allocations before rounding ... 

Allocated_rounded = sum(PO_round);              % is often not the same as the sum of all allocations after rounding. 

 

if sum(PO_round) > sum(PO)                      % Therefore, we check if we have rounded too much: a round overshoot ... 

    round_overshoot = ( sum(PO_round) - sum(PO)) / LOT_SIZE;  % which is the difference between the sum after and before rounding. 

    overshoot = round(round_overshoot);         % We convert this into an integer multiple of the lot-size: the overshoot ... 

    for i = 1:overshoot                         % and execute a loop to reduce allocations with the overshoot. 

        round_up_qty = max(PO_round - PO, 0);   % Here we check for rounded up allocations, how much they were rounded up ... 

        index_rounded_up_most = find(round_up_qty == max(round_up_qty), 1);     % and find the one who was rounded up most (and deserved it the 

least). 

        PO_round(index_rounded_up_most)= PO_round(index_rounded_up_most) - LOT_SIZE; % The one's allocation is reduced. 

    end                                         % This process is repeated untill total supply matches total allocations. 

end 

if sum(PO_round) < sum(PO)                      % Alternatively, we check if we have rounded too little: a round undershoot ... 

    round_undershoot = ( sum(PO) - sum(PO_round) ) / LOT_SIZE; % which is the difference between the sum before and after rounding. 

    undershoot = round(round_undershoot);       % We convert this into an integer multiple of the lot-size: the undershoot ... 

    for i = 1:undershoot                        % and execute a loop to increase allocations with the undershoot. 

        round_down_qty = max(PO - PO_round, 0); % Here we check for rounded down allocations, how much they were rounded down .... 

        index_rounded_down_most = find(round_down_qty == max(round_down_qty), 1);   % and find the one who was rounded down most (and deserves 

extra). 

        PO_round(index_rounded_down_most)= PO_round(index_rounded_down_most) + LOT_SIZE;   % The one's allocation is increased. 

    end                                         % This process is repeated untill total supply matches total allocations. 

end 

 
[3] MODEL OUTPUT 

format bank 

HEAD1 = '          q    ';  HEAD2 = '       PO_round';  HEAD3 = '       PO      '; HEAD4 = '      PO_round_ref  '; HEAD5 = '      QCAP    '; 

HEAD6 = '      QFLO    '; HEAD7 = '      CAS_SET '; HEAD8 = '     CAP_SET  '; HEAD9 = '     FOQ_SET  ';  HEAD10 ='     FLO_SET '; 

VARIABLE = [HEAD1 HEAD2 HEAD3 HEAD4 HEAD5 HEAD6 HEAD7 HEAD8 HEAD9 HEAD10] 

OUTPUT = [q PO_round PO PO_round_ref QCAP QFLO CAS_SET CAP_SET FOQ_SET FLO_SET] 

Supply = I; 

Allocated_unrounded= sum(PO); 

Allocated_rounded=sum(PO_round); 

PO_round;  
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Appendix D | Allocation Planning Central Planner Interface   
 

Explanation of the Allocation Planning Central Planner Interface (Figure 4.11, below):  
 
Supply chain mode (windows top-left) 
In the window “Select and review period” we can see that the total supply for this period is 42000. In the window “Select plant and material” we can see that this 
corresponds to 7 full production lots of each 100 times the transport lot-size. The net requirements total 38700 which results in an excess of 3300 units or 55 
transport lots of 60 products each. Based on this we conclude that the supply chain mode 𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼 and apply the excess deployment logic with floors.  
 
The unbounded CAS reference solution (columns: “Stock-point”, “NR”, “CAS”)  
The first three columns in the interface provide information about the stock-points. In this there are 16 stock-points that take part in the allocation planning process. 
The next four columns provide the following information about the net requirements: 1) the amount from the net requirements snapshot, 2) the order based on the 
actual net requirements, 3) the difference between actual and snapshot net requirements, and 4) the alerts and blocks from the exception filters. In the next two 
columns we apply the (unbounded) CAS logic to obtain the CAS work-order quantity (PO) and difference with the order (q).  
 
The bounded CAS solution with situational bounds (Columns: “PO”, “PO TYPE”, “Forecast performance variable + impact”, “Bounds”) 

Then we notice that all over-forecasting stock-points (Δ𝑆𝐹𝐼 < 0) receive a floor (column QFLO, unrounded); the other stock-points receive a floor of zero (= no 
floor). Recall that in case of an excess, each stock-point receives at least the minimum of its unbounded CAS quantity and its floor. Due to the large error and high 
floor stock-point 15, we can see that this stock-points receives most of the excess. Also, we can see that the following stock-points receive more than their order 

due to poor performance: 2, 10, 12, 14. The remaining stock-points receive their normal order quantity. This situation corresponds to 𝛿𝑖,0
𝐹𝐿𝑂 < 0.      
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Appendix E | V&V scenarios  

This Appendix provides a selection of four scenarios that were used for the verification and validation of the implementation in MATLAB. The 
included scenarios are: 1) moderate excess (ME; 𝜖𝑖,0 = +6%), 2) large excess (LE; 𝜖𝑖,0 = +13%), 3) moderate shortage (MS; 𝜖𝑖,0 = −9%), and 4) large 

shortage (LS; 𝜖𝑖,0 = −14%). We provide explanatory comments on the cases of the moderate excess and the large shortage to support the validation 

and illustrate the behavior of the algorithm. With this we assume that the other two cases are self-explanatory if the solution procedure is studied well.   

Scenario 1: Moderate excess 
In the first scenario we have a moderate excess 𝜖𝑖,0 = +6% (note that the term “moderate” is arbitrary; no classification has been defined). Let us first 

observe the unbounded CAS reference solution. We see that the net requirement snapshots total 41280 units and resulted in an MPS production plan 
of 42000 units. Next, the actual net requirements turned out to be less, totaling only 38700 units. The excess of 42000-38700=3300 units is allocated 

using the standard CAS rule to obtain the CAS work-order quantities 𝑃𝑂𝑖,𝑗
𝑅  for all stock-points. By calculating the difference with the actual net 

requirements, we obtain Δ𝑞; the “pushed” extra quantity. Note that all stock-points receive at least their order. Due to the lot-size of 60, stock-points 
with very small average demands (and thus small safety stocks) are lucky (1, 6, 8, 9, 11) and the others receive more. Next, we see the forecast 
performance and note that all values are min-max scaled to a range of [0,1]: the longest lead-time is 1, the shortest is 0; the highest CV is 1; the 
highest absolute error is 1; the highest positive bias is 1, the lowest positive bias is 0 (negative biases are not considered in case of an excess).   
 

Next, we look into the results of the bounded CAS logic with situational bounds, in this case: floors. In this particular, example we investigated the 
sensitivity of the model to variations in the base tolerance 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙. In this example we find by means of trial that for 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙 = 30% the result converges with 

the unbounded CAS logic. We recall the formula for the floors, 𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐹𝑏)(𝑡) = min ((1 − 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙 − 𝛼𝐿𝐿𝑖,𝑗

′ − 𝛼𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡) + 𝛼𝜖𝜖𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡) + 𝛼𝑏𝑏𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡)) , 1)𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝐹𝐼(𝑡), and 

directly see what happened; the floor quantities are so low that they are lower than the actual net requirements for each stock-point. Hence, we obtain 
the normal CAS rule. By increasingly reducing tolerances, floors increase and the allocation of excess shifts towards the over-forecasting (floored) 

stock-points. Ultimately the solution does not change anymore for extremely low tolerances as we enter the state 𝛿𝑖,0
𝐹𝐿𝑂 < 0 in which there is not enough 

excess to apply all floors. Hence, non-floored stock-points receive their order and the “shortage” with respect to applying all floors is shared using the 
CAS rule among the floored stock-points (which is of course independent of tolerances). This validates both extremes of the situational floor bounds.    
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We continue our sensitivity analysis for the moderate excess case. Note that the unbounded CAS reference solution and forecasting performance 

are identical to the previous image. In the previous example we varied the value of the base tolerance 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙.This time we vary the management 
weighting factors on forecasting error 𝛼𝜖  and forecasting bias 𝛼𝑏. The big difference is that these parameters are multiplied with the forecasting 
performance variable which range between [0,1], whereas the base tolerance has direct impact.  Consequently, the sensitivity of the floor quantities 
to changes in the management weights is lower than to changes in the base tolerance (recall the formula for the floors on the previous page).  
 
Starting from the first setting (left), we see that the floor on stock-point 15 reduces the allocations for most other stock-points (2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 13, 
16), even such that over-forecasting stock-points 5 receives its actual order (and not more). By increasing the weight on the forecast error, we 
notice a shift of excess allocations towards over-forecasting stock-points. Let us observe stock-points 2. In the first two settings it is allocated 180 of 
the excess. Next we see that it jumps to 300 at the third setting. This can be explained by the fact that its forecast error of +6% is higher than those 
of stock-points 4 (+4%), 16 (+3%) and therefore by increasing the weight of forecast error the excess allocation is shifted towards stock-point 2. 
Note that with the same change the under-forecasting (hence non-floored) stock-points 10 and 13 we relieved while the over-forecasting stock-
points 12 and 15 were increased. Finally, we observe the change from setting 6 to 7. Our stock-point 2 now jumps back from 300 to 240. Due to the 
extremely high positive error of stock-point 15 it takes away excess allocation from other stock-points if we increase the weight on forecast error.  
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Scenario 2: Large excess 
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Scenario 3: Moderate shortage 
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Scenario 4: Large shortage 
In the fourth scenario we have a large shortage 𝜖𝑖,0 = −14% (note that the term “large” is arbitrary; no classification has been defined). Let us first 

observe the unbounded CAS reference solution. We see that the net requirement snapshots again total 41280 units and resulted in an MPS 
production plan of 42000 units. Next, the actual net requirements turned out to be more, totaling 47040 units. The shortage of 47040-42000=5040 

units is allocated using the standard CAS rule to obtain the CAS work-order quantities 𝑃𝑂𝑖,𝑗
𝑅  for all stock-points. By calculating the difference with the 

actual net requirements, we obtain Δ𝑞; the allocated part of the shortage. Note that all stock-points receive at maximum there actual net 
requirements. Due to the lot-size of 60, stock-points with very small average demands (and thus smaller safety stocks) are not affected by the 
shortage (1, 8, 9) whereas others receive less then ordered.  Next, we see the forecast performance and note that all values are min-max scaled to a 
range of [0,1]: the longest lead-time is 1, the shortest is 0; the highest CV is 1; the highest absolute error is 1; the highest positive bias is 1, the lowest 
positive bias is 0 (negative biases are not considered in case of an excess).   
 
Next, we look into the results of the bounded CAS logic with situational bounds, in this case: caps. In this particular, example we investigated the 
sensitivity of the model to variations in the base tolerance 𝜔𝑡𝑜𝑙. In this example we find by means of trial that for 𝜔𝑡𝑜𝑙 = 60% the result converges with 

the unbounded CAS logic. We recall the formula for the caps, 𝑄𝑖,𝑗
(𝐶𝑏)(𝑡) =  max((1 + 𝜔𝑡𝑜𝑙 +𝜔𝐿𝐿𝑖,𝑗

′ +𝜔𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡) − 𝜔𝜖𝜖𝑖,𝑗

′ (𝑡) − 𝜔𝑏𝑏𝑖,𝑗
′ (𝑡)) , 1)𝑁𝑅̿̿ ̿̿ 𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝐹𝐼(𝑡), and 

directly see what happened; the caps quantities are so high that the unbounded CAS allocation quantities never exceed the caps. Hence, we obtain 
the normal CAS rule. By increasingly reducing base tolerance, caps reduce and the allocation of the shortage shifts towards the under-forecasting 
(capped) stock-points. Ultimately the solution does not change anymore for extremely low tolerances. Then the caps are so low that all uncapped 
stock-points (in this case only 8 and 9) receive their full order quantity and we enter the state in which the sum of the caps for the remaining stock-
points is lower than the residual allocation budget and thus we have a non-feasible situation. As defined in the algorithm, we then relax the caps and 
share the remaining budget using the CAS rule among the capped stock-points. This validates both extremes of the situational cap bounds.    
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We continue our sensitivity analysis for the large shortage case. Note that the unbounded CAS reference solution and forecasting performance are 

identical to the previous image. In the previous example we varied the value of the base tolerance 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑙.This time we vary the management 
weighting factors on forecasting error 𝜔𝜖  and forecasting bias 𝜔𝑏. The big difference is that these parameters are multiplied with the forecasting 
performance variable which range between [0,1], whereas the base tolerance has direct impact.  Consequently, the sensitivity of the cap quantities 
to changes in the management weights is lower than to changes in the base tolerance (recall the formula for the caps on the previous page). 
Starting from the first setting (left), we see that the cap on stock-point 13 increases the allocations for many other stock-points (2, 3, 6, 10, 14, 15, 
16), even such that the under-forecasting stock-points with the smallest errors (6 and 16) receive their actual orders (and not less). By increasing 
the weight on the forecast error, we notice a shift of shortage allocation towards under-forecasting stock-points.  
 

 
 
 


